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ABSTRACT

The work covered in this report was iitended to explore preliminary designs and hardware

implementation wlich would yield results to eventually provide a satisfactory design for a

real-time improved color display.

[ The-fundamental concept used in-this work is not new. -The sequential color approach used

was first introduced by CBS over 30 years ago. The uniqueness of this approach involves

the use of this concept along with projection optics to achieve significant advances in the

display area of high resolution, color purity, and brightness while inherently having pcrfect

regis-tration.

The display development included the achievement of significant advances in the areas of

optical design, CRT phosphor, specialized deflection, and video circuit designs. This

report summarizes the results of these developments and subsequent evaluation. Informa-

tion was derived, as a result of the test bed that was developed, which outlines a design

capable of possible utilization as an airborne color display.
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-, - SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The significance to the Air Force of this research and development is that it establishes an

operating high-resolution color display, memory and interface viich can be useC to explore

the advantages, benefits and limitations of color as a display tool for increasing operator

effectiveness.

1.1 BACKGROUND

Ever since the real-time display of high-resolution color (multispectralb sensor imagery

has been attempted it has been recognized that available color display techniques have been

severely inadequate. This is especially true for the operation of a display in an airborne

environment. The shadow mask CRT was indicated as the best "all around" color tube

available, but its performance was severely limited and apparently had no chance for sig-

nificant improvement. Over the years, several promising attempts have been made to ex-

ploit and develop other CRT techniques that up to that time had been only marginally

successful.

In 1970, the Air Force Avionics Laboratory requested a study program for design and

development of a tr-color display, the end product to be a design concept supported by

experimental evidence and anal sis.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the study was to achieve improved color display capability through

study, investigation, and experimental analysis of techniques developed as a result of this

program.

1
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Philco-Ford concurred with the Air Forca Avionics Laboratory belief that a stgnificantly I
improved color display system was needed. The belief was so strong that Philco-Ford has

expended over three times the financial resources provided by the Air Force under the

study contract.

In order to better understand this objective, sn analogy must be made. If one were to relate 3
the performance specification goals as a function of possible implemented displays, the

oualitative relationship would be as depicted above, ]
The relationship would essentially be an inverse relationship of performance vs available

or practical display implementations. Location A represents the color displays available

at the initiation of the study. Included in Lhis "A" group would be the present available tI
shadow mask color monitors. The display developed for this study and subsequently evalu-

ated is shown in position B. This sequential color display has Improved resolution and high

color purity. However, the data and subsequent analysis leads to recommendations which I
would enable improvement of the basic display, a dimplay which would meet higher perform-

ance and is denoted by position C. This ne" display could be easily implemented by utilizing

many of the components now developed. Position D represents a consolidation of all the

desired goals of the sequential color display.

This report is a result of that display implementation and mass refresh memory design.

It is hoped that this is a primary step in the goal of eventually obtaining even higher per-

formance hardware.

Section 2. 0 In this report describes a recommendation of a display which will be a major

step to-vard achieveing the goal of a high-re;olution color display.

2t



To enable a more meaningful study, PtIlco-Ford committed capital funds to design and

fabricate a high-resolution color test bed. This test bed contains special test equipment

Specifically, hilco-Ford developed or purchased the following major display items.

Optics - An f/1.0 lIns, considered state-of-the-art, which combines speed with

high modulation transfer and ttansmitson,

t . Projection CRT - A high voltage, high efficiency composite phosphor tube using

rare earth phosphers of high purity.

*-Color Optics - A custom color wheel with over 90% transmission charact ristics

f In each of the primaries.

* Color Test Generator - A sophisticated test simulator and MOE mass memory

refresh system capable of 9,000,000 bits of memory storage.

t This report summarizes the results of the subsequent development and evaluation. From

the test bed developed comes the information and data which outline a design capable of

possible utilization as an airborne color display.[

1. 3 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DISPLTAY UNIT

The laboratory model display unit was designed as a working breadboard with ease of rnodi-

fication in mind. Hinged walls are provided on all but the front panel. Figure 1 is a photo-

graph of the unit with a side panel folded down, On the panel closest to the observer are the

50 kV and the test generator logic power supplies. On the back panel is the card cage for

the test generator logic and display processing circuits. Under the card cage is the display'

multivoltage power supply. On the opposite panel is the video projection amplifier adjacent

to the CRT neck. The CRT assembly, motor color wheel, and lens are located on a rigid

mount mounted to the display base. Not visible in the enclosed structure are t'o mirrors

mounted to the front panel that complete the folded optics system.

I
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Figure 2 shows the display with the panels in the normal position. This packaging scheme

was utilized on the laboratory model where liberal access to all aseemblies was revlre .LFigure 3 shows the rigid optical mnttwhichOontains the CRTrmount, lens, ad color

I wheel. The color wheel is located between the first and second element of the lens which

can be seen in more detail on Figure 4. A control is provided on the CRT carriage to

5 facilitiate mechanical focus. The display Is exercised by the test generator. All controls

are provided on the front control pane] shown in FIgure 5.

The most difficult hardware design areas were the color wheel and the lens. The

If difficulty in the color wheel was related to manufacturing process controls. The lens diffi-

culty was one of bas!c design. Section 5 outlines the design in more detail. Other difficult

design areas of the system involved the CRT phosphor selection, the video amplifier design

and the deflection amplifier design. A complete discussion is detailed in Sections 4. 0, C. 0, _

and 7. 0 respectively.I
ELECTRICAL OPERATION

In this sequential color system, two interlaced primary color fields comprise one primary

[ color frame. Each color field is made up of perfectly registered sequential red, blue, and

green horizontal scans. The interface generates the horizontal and vertical synchronizing

pulses.

The first field is a primary full picture scan of even' odd line while the second field is a

[similar full picture scan displaced by one horizontal line to provide even line interlacing.

Since 1000 visible lines of resolution for each primary are utilized, 500 lines will be active

on each interlaced field scan with 50. 5 lines provided for each field retrace.

The primary parts of the display are the video circuits, color wheel control, vertical deflec-
tion, horizontal deflection, high-voltage power jupply, focus and CRT protection circuits.

The video system accepts low level signals In the format outlined In Section 6. 0 and con-

ditions and amplifies the signal information to drive the projection CRT. Video bandwidth is

approximately 60 MHz. Section 6. 0 provides the discussion of the detatled design.

5
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The color whe6l control will sequence the color wheel rate and position to coincide with the
vertical color field rate. Input is provided from the tinting and sync generation. The design j
consideratisens Su' cts.ei 8 ons.S, 0 and-8. 0.

The CRT provides a white high intensity output and operates with an accelerating voltage of
40,000 volts, The image Is magnified by an F/1. 0 lens and Is projected onto a 14 inch

square rear-projection screen via two optical folding mirrors, The selection and design
of the lens was one of the most difficult tasks in the display development. A performznce

discussion as well as the final catalog desir is given in Section 5. 0. j

The vertical deflection technique utilized is a standard ramp generqtor drling a linear
amplifier. This amplifier design has been successfully proven in existing Philco-Ford
tactical display equipment. 3
A difficult design problem e~xlsted for the horizontal deflection system. The scan
speed must be approximately three times as fast as a conventional single color CRT Display
of the same resolution. The result is a horizontal line period of about 10. 0 microseconds,
with S .0 microseconds for the scan and 2. 0 microseconds for the retrace. The difficulty
existed because of the large energy transfer required to reset the deflection coil in the short
retrace period. Section 7. 0 outlines the design approach utilized in solving this problem.

Focus controls plus protection circuitry are also provided with the display unit. In addition
to the detailed discussions of the individual color display design areas, a complete system

circuit diagram is included in Appendix l.

1.4 EVALUTATION OF LABORATORY DISPLAY UNTI'

Paragraph 1.4.1 below lists the measured parameters, the specified requirements and the

results obtained on the experimental display constructed by Philco-Ford to test the design
concepts. In paragraph 1.4.2, the test methods and test set-ups are described for each of
the, parameters of paragraph 1.4.1. A disc-ussion of the test results comparing them With
the requirements is given in Section 2. 0 along with a discussion of the ultimate performance

attainable with this type of display, and specific improvements possible on the experimental

display constructed by Philco-Ford.

i0



1.4.1

See Table 1-1.

1. 4. 2 -Test Methods and Test Equipnent Set-ups _

The test methods and set-ups are described briefly for the tests itemized In Table I.

1.4.2.1 Screen Size. The screen size was measured wkith a standard ruler with 1 16" grad-

uations.

1 .4.2.2 Spatial Frequency Response. The spatial frequency response was measured using

a Gamma model 2020 photometer readout and a rnicrophotometer with a scanning eyepiece to
read the light distribution in the horizontal and vertical directions. "

To measuie the modulation in the vertical axis, the odd or even field was blanked from the
video creating a 500 line pair raster pattern which just filled the screen height. The Gamma

model 700-10-62 scaniing eye piece x as then scanned vertically across the raster lines and
the peak and valley readings noted. ThL. m)dulation at this 500 line pair screen height spatial

[frequency was then calculated as:

modulation M Peak reading - Valley reading
Peak reading

[The test setup is showT. schematicaily in Figure 6.

[The divide-by-tNko circuit consisted of two pulse generators connected so as to divide the
vertical svnc by two and output an alternate field blanking pulse to the Ball Brothers Mark

S multiplexer.

1.4,2.3 Brightness. The brightness* was measured with a Spectra model VB-1505 Bright-

ness Spot p-,o,)meter, The Spectra was calibrated before use with a G-nmma Scientific model

1 " Note: In this report, the words abrightness ad "luninance" are used interchangeably

to mean photometric luninance.I
[



TABLE I

TEST RESULTS

ITEMPAPWTE REQIREENTTEST RESULT ON
ITES PA1AME~R R(~URF.MNTEXPERIMEPNTAL D13PLAY

I screen slze 4.2. 1,1 fcEen Size, Tb., screen slot' for pr.aenlaion nf Imagery 14 Inches by 14 lnehea
will INe 14 by 14 Inche...

2 Sptia Fr~sn7 S.~on. 42.14 lsl~.'..-
5
c~~ .,*~ ~~ ~At L/2 MmA Birightness with Full Raltor

signal inpua
t 

in oonhth et and horizontal dimensinon. the 5o'% Vertical at 1000 TV lines
modulation transfer factor (defined In 4. 3.4) shall he 0. 5 (L~e. 50% 45% Htzntidtji 1000 TV lines
response) In both dimensilons. In measutring tho. response In the Corner:
direction perwendicular to tbe scanning lime., the input signal Ij%, Vertical at 1000 TV lines
shall he registered wIth lb.. aen lines. 10%l Horizontal at 1000 TV lines

3 Seighinos I... f bN.s* athI. muam brightness of a balanced 3.1 P'nolamberts Icreen Gain - 2. 8)
white MCtaP iflO ant 75 foot lambt.. i. o0.310o; y 0.nef0. i 'c,, a - 0.310; y ni. I I q

4 SitaditEi 4.2.1.7 Shiultra Tb.' brightness a: any point on the display 507 Falloff ito Corners wiibtou Shadintg Mriftlation
screen shall not vary more than 5 .0 percent front the average on Vide'o
brightess when the display in Net up for uniform brightness.

5 Cray Scale 4.2. 1. 0 Gray Scpai, lb.w display shall IN cpat of displayinig It Iach vrEfray Shilirt with I Footlambe ri
12 distiagulahatRe gray sadetis. (Par&. 4. 3.4) ltrtcr,'ner

0 Black and While Contrast Rlatio 4. 2.1.9 lacikJ tod Witite Contrast Itatio: The contrast ratio, An 4.3: 1 at24 Fooiinmio'rtN using a 1. 3cm x 1. 3 (m
defined In 4.3.5 shall he 75: 1 owt'nn metasuced tve r conce-ntric ts rk a rea.
ares. The Inner area nill ba. I cm x I cm in 010.4' and darker
than the touter ares. The muter ares will ihe 4 cm x 4 cm in qlzc
anid han.. a brightnesa of 75 footambert. or higher.

7 Color Gamut 4.2. 1. 11 COQj~f; All colors. ncthin the triangle on the CIE Chrnmatlcltv Conctiostes Dotomvant flue
Chromaticity iagram whone apentesi are approxnantet by the hues. x ------- Y_
of 630 nanomelers. G30 nanoset,.rm, and 470 nanomett'ri. ftie.. tid' f0. W 0.343 600 %NM
Figture 1.) (it'n 0. 240 0,7504 540 NM

lue 0.1.44 0.135 4r. NM8 Purify 4.2.1.14 Purify: Purity will ho. at leant 90 tn're.'nt in all Red: 46,'; Green: -971; Btlu,: No'

________primary hues.

0 Color Brightness 4.2. 1. 15 ~hJlhns:At leat IS1 footlamnh-ri In cach R-1n: 't. 2 I.; ircen: 40 iL; HwI,.: .1. iI.
primary hue.

10 Color Breightness S1hades 4.2.1. 12 Color llrighfnemaft1hild" The display nhall to' capable tRed: 7c.1nhaea*
of displavying aevrn- dtltinginhsbe brilghtness levela Mece 4.1.4) Green :l ir.nTehades
in each primary hue. Iliauc: 5-', I' shad-s 1 ft. lcfrrt',-

11 Color Uinearity 4.2. 1.13 £nIq#LIjnearltv There will he no significant or per- tRed! No Change
ceptihle change In hue with a chatnge in brightnens. Green: Very limall Shift at low Luminan'et

luac No Changer

12 Color Milsregistration 4.2. 1. 18 Color Nllor, stlatiqn: Xot to eceed 1/S spatial cycle- le,s that, I."t Spatial Cyclv at ION0 TV Linen
In the displayed, Image field.

1.3 Flicker 4.2. 1.0 6Flicker- The dislopay shall in' flickerlcen whe'n opted i,.vea None
al a brightors. of 75 foot laintertn. Peripheral lust Pretbeat 172 Ito FI'cijltist,

and 33 ff. lighilhtite

14 Input Power 4.2.1.19 1-tamt Powr: 110 volts. 400 It. and/oir -1.. volts DIC 450 Watts. including power to built-in t.'at

Nominal Atcrraf1'.W'c. gtenerator

is 8171. 4.2. 1. 19 11= 12 c'ubic feel1. or lcna. U2. 117 'vubt fee-t

weight 4.2.1. 20 Wel~t 2S0 pounds. or len, 311 pcatvdo

Temperaturt- 4.". 1.21 Tempersht-' Nominal ambient ti.'mfn'tatun-re Ofcsrnution a ttictoc. at 20o*C{ _______ _________________________ display ofii'ration *ill to' 20' C
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Figure 6 Test Set-up for Nleasuring Modulation

220_"-1 luminance standard head , 100 footlanberts). When measuring the whito highlight

b:',ightness, a K-o1morgen Tri-Rad Colorimetor was used to balance the light output to match
( lumirant C" (x= 0.310 _t0.015, Y =0.316 ± 0.015).I

A Spctura 5' SL-60 close-up lens was used with the Spectra model UTB-1505 to examine a
0.3-inch diameter circle on the display screen.

1. 4. 2.4 Shading, The shading was measured using a calibrated Spectra model TJB-1505
Brightness Spot photometer. The photometer was kept perp-ndicu~ar to the screen and the

j luminances of the areas sho-wn In Figuare 7 were measured. The falloff in brightness was1

thencalulatd a faloff(in Center luminanc-e - e ge luminance x 100then calulated a fallof r IL ~uiiacc

13
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Figure 7 ?Measured Areas Shading Test

1.4.2.5 Gray Scale. The number of g ray shades is calculatmd b mcans of the following for-

mula:

2 1n(B I r/ B72 R -1
in 2

where N = number -'2 of shades

13 = maximum measured brightness

BR  reference minimumbrightness of one footlambert (fL)

It should be noted that the number of gray shades obtainable increases to infinite if the ref-

ence brightness is taken as zero footlamberts. The reflection coefficient of the 2. 5 gain

screen is 14q , . The maxidmum ambient usable for a minimum reference level of one foot-

lamberts i5 7 foot lamberts, If the general ambient is lcwer than 7 fL then it would be

reasonable to select a lower reference minimum, thus increasing the rumber of gray shades.

1.4. 2. 6 Black and White Contrast Ratio. The black and white contrast ratio wac measured

according to the format specified by Wright-Patterson. The only exception was th it the smal-

lest dark w-lndow attainable with our test generator was 1. 3 cm x 1. 3 cm rather than 1cm x

1 cn,. The brightness of the light and dark areas was measured with the Spectra I73-1505

photometer at the meagurement pointp shown in Figure 8.

14
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3 1.3 cmnx 1.3 cm

14,,

MEASUREMENT
POINTS

Figure 8 Measurement Points for Light-Dark Contrast Ratio

1. 4, 2, Color Gamut. The color gamut was determined by measuring the chromaticitles of

the three primary colors with a Kollmorgen Tri-Rad Coloritmeter. These chromaticity coor-

dinaces were then plotted on a CE chromaticity diagram. As shovw'n In Figure 9, the olor

gamut includes all colors within the triangle formed by the rod, green, and blue primaries.

1,.4.2. 8 Color Pgtrfl. The color purity is determined by the following formula:

D x 100%
DN.

\Where D - length of a straight line on the CEE chromaticity diagram betveen the points

which represent illuminant C, cwhite) and the color.

Dw = The length of a straight line bet-ween the points representing illuminant C

(white) and the edge of the diagram and going through the point representing

the unpure color.

The purity can also be more easily obtained by plotting the chromaticity coordinates of the

three prniariec on a chromaticity chart upon which are superimposed lines of constant purity.

The purity is then easily and accurately obtained by inspection plus linear Interpolation be-

tween the constant purity lines. Figure 10 shows the chart used by Phllco-Ford with the

primary coordinates marked on the chart.
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1.4.2.9 Color Brightness. The color brlghtzessei were meanred, again, using the
Spectra Model UB-1505 Brightness Spot photometer. The three primary brightesses were

determined by suppressing two of the color fields and then measuring the color brightness of

the UP uur es-ae d -c olo r -a t th ema d manura vide o -gain. -Th -b ci 6roud Ulv elI v,-s Aset belo w the

visible level in an ambient of less than 0. 01 footlamberts.-

1. 4.2. 10 Color Brlbtne s Shades. The color brightness shades were determined by use of j
the sme formula des cribed in Paragraph 1. 4. 2. 5.

21n (BM 'BR) A
- N r 1h 2

Where B maximum color brightness

BR minimum reference brightness equal to footlambert I
N = number of brightness shades J

1.4.2. 11 Color LiUearitv. The color linearlt was measured by two methods. One method }
consisted of measuring the chromaticity coordinates at three brightnesses ranging from 1

footlambert to near the maximum in each primary. The second method was to vlrually ob-

serve the display while varying the brightness level and then attempt to judge whether the

hue had varied with the brightness change.

Table II shows the data gathered for the various brightness levels. Note that a perceptible

suft was noticed in the green at very low level 41 foc"lamb.ert) compared to the 39 footiamberts

green hue.

TABLE II BRIGHTNESS LEVEL DATA

Perceptible Measured Chrornaticities
Change

YES NO__ LOW a:DU_ HIGHX. x y - V

0.595 00352 0. C1 0343 0.611 0. 352
R ed x -_- at 1 f L at 4 fL at 8, fL

At ve r 0.243 0. 704 0.234 0. 720 0,2 35 0. 720
Green low at 1 fL at 20 fL at 39 fL

leVel 0.144 0, 120 0.143 0.123 0.142 0. 12
Blue2 X- N a If at 1.5 fL at 3 fL

13



1. 4, 2. 12 Color 1Idisreglstr&taon The color misregistration was measured for the following

color combinations:

Red and blue superimposed

Blue and Green superimposed

and white (red, green, blue)

The test for registration was performed as follows. A window pattern as shown in Figure 11
was formed with one primary color for the baciground and another for the window. Since

f the red, for example, is in one field and the green is in a different field we could examine
the vertical intersection between the two fields v"ith a microscope; and determine the amount

of color nmLisregistration along this line by direct measurement on the microscope reticule.

Since the window can be set to any size, we can measure the misregistration over the entire
field using this method. The misregistration in parts of a spatial cycle was calculated as

hsho wn in Figure 12.

t1

I BACKGROUNO
FIELD 1 ,

l I-- I N 00CIA'

[

i FIE.o'b
Figure 11 Window Pattern

i
[
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ISCAN LINES
SCAN LINES FROM FIELD 1

FROM FIELD 2

0-2 TV SCAN LINES I
MISREGISTRATION SPATIAL CYCLES

Figure 12 Definition of Color Misregistration

1. 4... 13 Flicker. The flicker performance was measured by positioning an observer on-

a.'-s with the display screen with the eye located at a nominal distance of 18 inches from the

display screen. The field rate was determined 13 measuring the period of the vertical sync

pulses with a Tektronix model 453 calibrated oscilloscope.

Peripheral or foveal flicker tresholds were then determined by increasing the display

brightness from a low level until flicker was observed. This was correlated by lowering the

brightness from a high level until all flicker disappeared. The brightness levels were meas-

ured with a Spectra Model UB-1505 calibrated spot photometer. Ambient light level was less

than 0.1 fL.

20
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3 SECTION 2

I SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

This section of the report will be a discussion of the requirements versus the test resultsI obtained from the experimental display. The potential for improved performance will be

covered as well as the recommendations for future development of this type of display device.

Finally, some projections of present technology are made in an effort to predict the ultimate

performance capabilities of the-field sequential-display for the applications intended by the

[Air Force.

[2.1 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS VS. REQUIREMENTS

The present experimental display represents the first cut attempt to meet the very stringent

performance requirements set by the Avionics Laboratory. In the design of the experimental

display, an important limitation wai the financial resources available to design and irnple-

ment a display which at the time of specification was at the present state-of-the-art. Phlco-

Ford's design philosophy was to construct with the company committed resources, the best

[possible implementation of the proposed display, This display to be used for the purpose of

providing a test bed to test the high resolution field sequential concept against the Avionics

Laboratory requirements. Every attempt was made in the specification of the components,

in the design and in the implementation of the existing real-time improved color image dis-

play to produce a display which would meet the requirements set by the Air Force. The

result of this program is an excellent high resclution full-color TV display which, still
falls short in certain requirements. However, since a hardware implementation of the[high resolution, field sequential display exists it is an excellent tool for the evaluation of

this type of display. Much valuable data has been obtained from the display pertaining to

the characteristics and limitations of a field sequential system and many specific ways to

improve the performance of the existing hardware implementation have been identified.

Each test parameter listed in paragraph 1.4. 1 is discussed below considering both the speci-

fie performance results obtained for the experimental display and the specific improve-
ments Wbhch could bring the display performance up to or beyond the Air Force requirements.

[m21
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2., . 1 Spatial Frequency Response j

2.1.1.1 Comments on Test Results. The spatial frequency response of the lens-CRT corn-

-- blnation is affected most-directlv by the three factors Itemized below. -

* lens spatial frequency response A
* CRT spot size

* light trapped in the faceplate ot the CRT-]

The measured depth of modulation for the projection lens with a square wave test pattern 4
J'SAF 1951) was s5' - at 12 TV lInes mm over the entirt field. Thus the lens his a goad

transfer function capability at the 1000 TV lines picture height resolution.

4

The CRT provided by Thomas Electronics has a shrinking raster spot size of 3 mils at

15, 000 foetlaraberts full output (using no color filters). For the 3. 1 inch raster, the depth

of modulation equals 76"_ in the center of the screen at 1000 TA' lines and 44K in the corners

at the same resolution.

The resulting center and corner modulation on the display screen are then calculated as H5

in 'he center and 32< in the corners. We realized in specifying the 5" CRT that "Ie corner

modulation would not make 5y- . However, the cost and schedule for a 7-inch fla. e CRT

and a larger lens versus these costs and schedules fo)r an established design 5-inch CRT

using a smaller lens dictated the less expensive alternative. During the building of the dis-

play, serious problems were encountered in the design and production of rho lens for use

wth the 5-inch CRT. These problems would have been only compounded by the specification

of a lens designed to work into a 7-inch CRT, and the display does provide 50- modulation

in the center area of the CRT so that the quality of a color display with 1000 TV line resolu-

tion at ;-0 modulation can be studied in a meaningful way.

2.1.1.2 Recommendations. The overall modulation can bu increased to o in oil%- one way.

The ratio of the raster size to the spot size must be increasod. This can be accomplished

either by obtaining a CRT with a smaller spot size or using a larger CRT and maintaining the

sp-t size at 3 mils, If a 7-inch CRT with a 4 inch square raster were used and we could

K) ,f
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maintain a r-mil spot size (shrinking raster); then, from Figure 38, for a spot width-to-peak

separatlon ratio -- 0. 375, we obtain a modulation .- 92%, in the center and 761 1 the corners

at 1000 TV lines (again assuming 30T growth to-the corners), - - -

The most practical solution to providing a production display with 50 overall modulation is

to utilize the 7-inch CRGT with a lax'ger lens. The cost will be higher and the weight will in-

crease somewhat, but this solution is judged rno feasible at this time than attempting to

obtain a high-beam current 5-inch projection CRT with the required 2. 3-mil center spot size.

2.1.2 Brightness

2. 1.2. 1 Comments on Test Results. For the 9,000 fL of white light a~ailable from the CRT,

the calculation for the brightness yields about 33 fL which agrees very well with the measured

result.

The total measured output of the CRT equals 15, 000 fL and one might question why this

amount ot light is not available as white light. The reason iV that a high ratio of greer to

blue phosphor was required to create a high green purity. With 15, 000 fL of white, we could

g et 55 fL highlight brightness on the present 14' x 14' screen. Figure 13 shows the varia-
I tion in screen brightness with CRg brightness where the screen size Is a parameter. For a

10' x 10" screen the screen brightness is 94 fL for a 15,000 fL CRT bright'ness and 56 fL at

9000 fL. The 10'' square screen w'll give the same resolution and much high-r b-ightnress

than the 14" x 14" screen and could be satisfactory for many applications.

An alternative to changing either the CRT brightness or the screen size would be to use a

faster lens. In such a case the lens musl be changed to provide optical speeds in the range

of f 0. S to f 0. S3 as shown In paragraph 4. 1. 2. With the combination of the 15, 000 fL

white phosphor :-nd the f 0. 80 lens the highlight brightness would be increased to 75 foot-

I lamberts on the 14" by 14" screen. Diffraction Optics of Mountain View, California, has bid

on the construction of an f 0. S lens suitable for use In the real-time color display.

23
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12.1.3 8 ading

2. 1. 3. 1 Comments on Test Results. The 50% faloff to the corners of the raster is caused
by' fW11fft The-prlitj e nshh ail the -2. 5 gain prJOjectin sore~n. Shading correction was

- - not implemented on the experimental display since no additional data would be gained for

the additional incurred cost, Additionally, due to the approtdmately logorithmic response

of the eye to luminance changes, a gradual falloff in brightness of up to 50% from the center
to the edge of the screen is not objectionable to an observer.

2.1.3.2 Recommendations. Shading correction to =5% over the screen can be implemented

in a future prototype display fairly readily. A clear disadvantage of providing this type of
shading correction would be that the center highlight brightness would be reduced by 50c7
in order to obtain the =5 uniformly, For all tests except possibly hue vs color brightness
this degree of uniformity is not needed to attain an apparently uniform brightness to an
observer.

2.1.4 Gray Scale[
Eleven each vC"gray shades are provided by the display where the reference brightness is
taken as 1 fL. This figure is limited only by the peak brightness of the display. To obtain
12 each V2 gray shades, it will be necessary to increase the highlight brightness of the

Fdisplay to 44 fL

2. 1.5 Black and White Contrast Ratio

21. 5. 1 Comments on Test Results. Figure 14* shows the contrast ratio of a CRT[as a function of the attenuation in the faceplate where this attenuation is due to the use of a
neutral absorbing glass such as Filterglass. It is important that the attenuation be pro-
vided uniformly throughout the thel-mess of the glass faceplate rather than as an attenua-
ting layer on the surface of the CRT faceplate. Since the optical contact Is about 20% for
settled phosphor of the tpe used in the display, the graph shows that an attenuation of 2357

is sufficient to yield a 75:1 detail contrast ratio.

[ Zwcrvkin & Morton, Television, p. 41S, 1954.
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The attenuating fac-oplata was not requested for the experimental tube because of anticipated

I difficulty of obtinIng within schedule a high brightness projection CRT With this type of

j For these reasons a Thomas Electronics (Wayne, N.J. ) Type 5M1l17 (5!, flatfaced clear

projection CRT - see page 82) was utilized since all of the proper mounting assemblies and

j deflection components were available from PIllco-Forid vendor stook. EMI Electronics

Limited in Britain is currinutly manufacturing a low-power -him stanning Type MXO9 CRT

with a neutral tinted faceplate. Investigation is being carried out to determine the suitability

of the faceplate material for projection CRT use.

1 2.1.5.2 Recommendations. For conditions where less than 10% of the screen Is energized

by the electron beam, the clear face CRT yields useable displays at a contrast of approxi-

mately 10:1 although halation is apparent at low ambients.

If very high (75:1) detail contrast Is to be obtained for high-duty cycle patterns, then at
least 23% attenuation should be provided in the faceplate. Another approach which has been

taken to reduce halation and improve the detail contrast ratio is to provide a very thin sub-I screen located behind the CRT faceplate, This method is very effe-tive at reducing halatiot,

but has not been used much in projection CRTs because of the present Inability of this thin

subscreen to dissipate the high screen power of a projection CRT. Aloo, CRTs have been

manufactured in which a thin black particulate layer was deposited on the inner surface of

the CRT before the phosphor coating is deposited. Large improvements in detail contrast

were reported when using this mretk-od.

IThe last method for improving the detail contrast is to use a fiber optic faceplate CRT.

Again, the results are excellent, but the fibers attenuate the light output of the CRT, and

the faceplate is more subject to dielectric breakdown and thermally indiced cracking than

a single piece faceplate.

More detailed analysis and tradeoff study of the various alternatives on the system level will

be required to determine the optimum solution for obtaining high detail contrast ratios.
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.1.6 Color Gamut

dependent on the available comparison color fields, The i.,:d primary of the experimental .

display, for example, appears as a definite red-orange when compared to a deep red with

dominant hue of 630 nm or greater. In the absence of a comparison color field, the red

appears saturated and clearly elicts a red Identification rather than orange.

A similar situation holds for the green primary which in comparison with a 530 nm primary

appears yellowish-green, Again In the absence of comparison color fields, tie green is

evidently saturated and appears as a light green without any particular yellow characteristics.
The blue primary is very good (dominant hue of 476 nm) and appears very blue and saturated

in comparison with a blue color field. The dominant hues of the red and green primaries are

almost entirely dependent on the phosphor spectra and not the color wheel filters. The red

and green phosphors would need to be changed to different types if different dominant wave-

lengths are desired. The blue primary is developed by filtering a broad band spectrum and

can be changed by varying the filter band edges. j

2. 1. 6.2 3eommendations. At this time, better phosphors for use in the projection CRT

have not been found. The alternative of using broad band phosphors rather than narrow

band is not good since it is difficult to obtain high primary punties when using filters to

select a portion of a broad band spectrum. If the filters can be made narrow band enough

to yield a high-purity primary, then most of the light output of the phosphor is wasted.

In summary, the present phosphors are the best in terms of high performance in projection

applications. The dominant hues could be improved somewhat, but new phosphors will be

required to permit this change.

2.1.7 Purity

2. 1.7. Comments on the Test Results. Both the red and the green purities were '-ithin

5% of the recirement of 90%. As discussed in Section 3, the purity of the blue is very

2A



dependent on the blue filter bandwidth because of the broad sotrurn blue phosphor used.

If the blue filter bandw-Idth were narrowed a 90% blue oo'uld be obtained, but the maximurm

I luminance of the blue woald be even less than that of the present 80% ktrity of the expert-

steadily decrease as the purity of that primary is increased toward 100%. The reason for

this decrease is almost obvious since a 100% pure color c-otalns only one wavelength of

light and thus includes very little energy. Fortig, samireason, the narrow band rare-

earth phosphors used in the experimental CRTgav9Ate the imum results by concentrating

almost all their light output into a very narrow spectral spike (for example, see Section 3,

Figure 28).

2. 1. 7.2 Recommendations. To increase the blue purity to 90% , a narrower band color

filter must be selected. The brightness of the hue primary will decrease when this is done.

j The green purity is acceptable at 89%. The purity of the red primary can be increased

optimally by finding a better phosphor. The present red (see Figure 29) has lower purity

because of the multiple peaks at wavelengths shorter than 620 nm. These peaks are close

enough together that they cannot be easily separated with the red filter without seriously

attenuating the luminance of the red primary.

2.1.8 Color Brightness

2.1. S. 1 Conmnents on Test Results. The present white highlight brightness is 33 footlam-

berts. This must be increased by 227k in order to obtain 75 footlamberts. The present

color brightness and the 227% values are:

B (fL) 2 B (fL)

j Red 1,216

Green 46.0 104.0

Blue 3.8 8. f

The present blue primary brightness would be oelow the required 15 fL even for the Increased

brightness from 331'M to 75fL. Two possible soluti,,ns to the problem are:
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1. Decrease the purity of the blue primary by increasln the blue filter bandwidth. .*

--- 2, -ind a -rare-eartt-bluehosphor-with a-na -b and-output so.the-r4a of blut .- -

green can be increased. (See Section 3 for discussion. -

2.1.8.2 Recommendations. The overall highlight brightness will need to be inortased to

bring up the color brightnesses. An investigation should be carried out with it CRT r*nti-

facturer in conjunction with a phosphor manufacturer such as U. S. Radium to find a better

narrow-band rare earth phosphor. This appears to be the only practical alternative if high

blue purity is required.-

2.1.9 Color Brightness Shades

The coior brightness shades are calculated mathematically from the highlight brightnesses

of each primary , 1 fL in each primary is sufficienL to yield 8 each V\"shades in each_3

primary with a 1 fL referenced

2.1.10 Color Linearity

2.1, 10. 1 Comments on Test Results. The perceived linearity of the red and blue primaries J
showed no change as the brightness was varied from minimum to maximun levels.

At ven- low brightness levels (1-2 fL) a small hue shift toward lower purity was perceived in

the green primary. This shift is verified by the chromaticity measurements shown in

Table I paragraph 1.4.2.111. There is no certain explanation for this shift, but it may

be due to slight super or sublinearity effects in the phosphors (see paragraph 3. 2.2,

Figure 17).

2.1.10.2 Recommendations. The phosphors are Judged acceptable in the experimental

tiesign from the standpoint of color linearity. The green shift occurs.u 1-2 fL levels and

is barely perceptible.
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2.1,11 Color Miaregistration

Th e maeasaure-d rlsregistrauion was leos tbaiaA/8 pta yl at 9 10 _YA1PsnQ1q9"1n _
Tis performce is typical of field sequential displays provided proper shielding of the
electron gun is made to prevent stray electromagnetic fields from disturbing the picture,

and the deflection clr,-uits and high-voltage power supply are free from noise which could

L instantaneously change the picture size.

2.1.12 Flickeri2. 1. 12. 1 Comments on Test Results. No flicker is perceptible in the foveal vision of 33' 1

and a field rate of 172 Hz. Where the entire 14" x 14" field is illuminated and the obser-ver[is fixated near the center of the screen, a very slight amount of peripheral flicker is perceived.

2. 1. 12. 2 Recommendations. The field rate will be raised to 180 Hz which will improve the

peripheral flicker performance. The peripheral flicker presently is not objectionable. Also,
as can be seen from Figure 18, the critical fusion frequency only changes from 41 Hz to 43 Hz

when the light output is raised from 33 fL to 75 fL. No degradation in flicker performance

is predicted by this change in brightness.

2. 1. 13 Input Power

The input power is 450 watts of which an estimated 60 watts is used by the test pattern gen-

erator which would not normally be included in the display.

2. 1. 14 Size

The size is dictated primarily by the optical components and the screen size, although most

fof the volume is used in the present configuration. Different optical configurations can be

studied to determine whether the package size can be reduced.

[
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2, 1. 15 Weight

The exprimental display weighs 311 pounds. 10 pounds can be removed when the test

pattern generator is taken out of the display along with its power supply. The present

mounting plate and optical assembly use a much teavier plate than needed. This structure

can probably be lightened by twenty pounds,

It appears practical to reduce the display weight to 210 pounds. Section 5.3 outlines

procedures that need to be taken to accomplish this. Li

22 RECOMMENDATIONS

To ensure the optimum performance for the projection display application the following

must be considered on the next implementation of a sequential color display.

To improve resolution, a 7-inch flat face CRT should be used which would allow for larger

CRT image. A lens redesign would be required to allow for reduced magnification and larger

front and rear lens elements. 1000 lines resolution at 50< modulation v.il be available over

the entire field,

Brightness can be increased several ways. An f 0. S design is practical which would be an

improvement over the present f 1. 0. The purity of the green can be sacrificed to yield a

brighter balanced white at the CRT. Increasing the accelerating voltage would increase the

light output. The latter two changes could increase the CRT output to 12, 000 ft lamberts.

Reducing the magnification due to using a larger CRT image will also increase the brightness.

Using the formula and data presented in Section 4. 1.2, where screen brightness =

BT L T F TM G
B L F

and lEtting f = 0.8

M - 3.5

12,000 0. 7 5 ) (0. 3 1 ) t0, 9 4)22 2.5 96 Il
4(4.5) (0. S) + (3.5)
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Using a smaller screen such as 10 inch by 10 inch (considered suitable for command and

control applicaticons), would result In 188 fL outpat brightness. i

As Is Indicated above, sacrificing gre-en pu rity wouild- give higher idght output. Increasing e
blue purity should be considered concurrently. An investigation should take place with the

goal of developing a phosphor of high blue purity.

Black and white detail contrast ratio can be improved to 75.1 by utilizing a 23% attenuating

t -p glass for the CRT faceplate. For the 14' x 14" screen display the output brightness is

then approximately 74-footlamberts. Theoutput on the 10" x 10" display would be approxm-

ately 145 fL.

Shading correction to a ±5% uniformity is not recommended if the display is used only for a

human observer since a gradual 50, falloff is not objectionable to most observers. Correc-

tion to only a =301 variation will give excellent visual results and would cut the output lunin-

ance to 52 fL for the 14 x 14' screen, and to 101 fL for the 10' x 10' Ecreen.

Volume and weight are subject to each individual packaging requirement and can be adjusted

accordingly.
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SECTION 3

ICRT AND COLOR WHEEL FILTER SELECTION

I - 3.1 BACKGROUND O-_

;One area of significant development occured in the selection of the CRT phosphors and the

color wheel filters. New phosphors were needed to satisfy the requirements for the CRT

[since the existing registered phosphors were deficient in one or more of their character-

Istics relating to chromaticity, linearity, and brightness. To permit specification of the red,

green and blue phosphors and their ratios, a series of computer programs were developed

to permit rapid evaluation of the CIE coordinates for arbitrary phosphor and filter combina-

tions. These programs also permit the designer to iteratively find an optimum combination

of phosphors and filters to meet certain purity specifications of the primary colors, while

still obtaining the maximum possible light output.

In order to best understand the process used in the phophor and filter select ou, the system
r constraints on the phosphor and filter relation are listed and discussed in Section 3.2.

Section 3. 3 is concerned with the design procedures followed in selecting and specifying the

color wheel filters. Areas for further study and development are then summarized and

discussed in Section 3.4.

[3.2 SYSTEM CONSTRAITS
[The system constraints pertinent to the selection of the phosphors and the filters are:

* Chromaticity of color primaries (purity and hue)

* Color linearity

* Brightness

* Flicker and phosphor persistence

The detail requirements are outlined below.

3. 2. 1 Chromaticity of Primaries

[The required chromaticities for the primaries are specified in two paragraphs of the Wright

Patterson Air Force RFP F33615-70-C-1417.
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"4.2, 1. 11 Color Gamut: Al colors within the triangle on the CE chromaticity diagram

wtose apexes ae approximated by the hues of 630 nanometers, 530 nanometers, and 470

nanometers (See Figure 1). '

"4.2. 1.14 -Prity Purity will be at least 90 Percent in all primary hues."

These color gamut and purity specifloatloun are oonverted to ohromatlolty specifications in

Section 3.3 where fllu~m kt "C" is used as the standard In calculating the puriites per pars-

graph 4.3.7 of the RFQ quoted below.

"4.3. 7 CIE Colors: The following wavelengths will be defined as standards for their respec-

tive colors.

Red - 700. 0 nm (nanometers)

Green - 546.1 nm

Blue - 435. 8 nm

'White - fluminant C J

3.2.2 Color Linearity

"4.2.1.13 Color Linearity: There will be no significant or perceptible change in hue with a

change in brightness.

KuehL and Luxenberg (Display Systems Engineering, McGraw-Hill, 1968), discuss the effect

of luminance levels on apparent hue perception. Figure 16 below illustrates the Bezold-

Bruke phenomenon.

B5 0 00 55 00 8

U,,

to /

Z2 /

~/

_ I -

450 sOO 550 600 650

WAVIENGTH ,NM)

Figure 16 illustration of the Bezold-Bruke Phenomenon
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A utdft equvMjet to sag much s 10 to 20 uanometers in domnant wavelelgths is apparent at

some wavelengths. Since the retinal illumination in the various hues varles from near zero

to over 100 trolands, color shifts may be experienced. The significance or perceptibility of
these shifts is dependent on the observers and the extent of change in retinal Illumination.

This is a fundamental property of the human eye difficult to compensate In any display. It Is
evident that color linearity shifts due to the Bezold-Brucke Phenomenon, If perceptible, can-
not be compensated for by any choice of phosphor or color filters. The test results (Seo-
tion 12) show thAt some perceptible color shift occurs for the green primary even though the

measured chromaticity has not changed appreciably. Color linearity can also be signfi-
cantly affected by super or sublinearity effects in the phosphors. These two effects are
shown in Figure 17.

L"i SUPER LINEAR

d i i

[

[8EAM CURRENT

FFigure 17 Super Linear and Subline-ar Effects In Phosphorsq

[ A combination of a linear phosphor and either a sub~tnear or super linear phosphor will

definitely change color wilth variations in beam current.

3.2.3 Brightness

[ "4.2.1.5 Brightness: The maximum brightness of a balanced white output shall be at least

75 footlamberts.

-4. 2.1.15 Color Brightness: At least 15 footlamberts In each primary hue,"

|37
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The brightness redrement of paragraph 4.2.1.15 of the RFQ must be interpreted in terms
of the brightness (or luminance) of the CRT, Subsidiary to this the color brightuesses can
koAdetermInelUowe TheWob attothe p$ arien -

The CRT brightness can be calculated by means of the following formula. .

BT L TF TM2GBs ?41+ 2

where:

A
B = Screen brightness in footlamberts

B Brightness of CRT in footlamberts

T Transmission of glasses in lens = 0. 75 -
L

T F  Transmission of color wheel for "Illuminant C" = 0.31
TMI =Transmission of optical folding mirror =0. 94
G = Gain of rear-projection screen = 2.5
M = Magnification (14' from 3. 1") = 4.5 J

f f-stop of projection lens = 1.0

For a spcified screen brightness, the required C.T brightness is found by rearranging the

above formula. We obtain:

B S 0 (Ir+I) fl + i
B3 -- 7- - 27 5 Ds S

TL TF T M G

for the above design parameters

for a 75 footlambert screen brightness

B-75!40."5+1) 2 14 + 0, 5 )2 1

B = 5'(4fl .(0.75) (0, 31) (0.94)- 2.5

B 20,627 footlamberts
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Thus, the specifications require a CRT brightness of 20,627 footlainberts in white to achieve
75 footlamberts screen brightness on a G-2.5 projection scroen with the specified 14" by

14" screen size, knd the chosen optics.

I The color brightnesses were estimated by-as3uming that the red, green, and blue corn-

ponents are so chosen that the full amounts ofeaoh are used to produce white. The relativer luminances of "typical primaries" when mntblng ILumjun it C for field-sequential (low

flicker) primaries are *

Red 0.309 -
Green 0.474

Blue 0.217

Total: 1.000

From the above we see that the amounts of red, green, and blue required to match foot- o

larmberts of field sequential Illuminant C are:

Bed = 0. 309 x '5 = 23 footlamberts

Green = 0.474 x 75 = 36 footlamberts

Blue =0, .217 x 75 = 16 footlamberts

These calculations for the resulting color brightnesses are approximate because the relative

amounts of the primaries required to match Illurninant "C" are dependent on the chromaticitv

of those primaries.

3.2.4 Flicker and Phosphor Persistence

"14, 2.1,6 Flicker: The display shall be flickerless when operated at a brightness of 75

footlamberts.'

The dependence of flicker on retinal illumination is shown in Figure ii. Retinal illumina-
tion is measured in trolands where a troland Is defined os the light falling on the observer's
retina from a surface having a luminance of one eandela per square meter x.han the eye

pupillary area is one square millimeter.

'See D. Flnk, "Television Engineering Handbook," p. 1-31
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Th~e specifications do not specify the ambient light levels to b-e expected. This fact Influences

oomputation of the foker effects beoauae of the wide variation in pipillary areas ith vari-

R! atlon of the field lulahiance to which the eye is aocomnoated (See Figure 19). However, we

[9 can assume a worst-ease low level ambient of 1 footllrnbert, This would yield a pu~p"

K diameter of 4. 3 mm, and a correspondin.g pupillary area of 14, 55 square millimeters.

I The retinal illumination (1) in trolands is related to surfe brightness (B) in eandelas/sq.

meter and the pupillary area (A) by the following equation:

SSI =S3A

where:

S = a factor dependent on A, which compensates for the decreasing efficiency of the eye

with increasing pupillarn area (Stiles-Crawford Effect)

LFor a pupil diameter of 4. 3 mm, the relative brightness is approximately sFO% of that which

would be expected if the apparent brightness of a diameter of 2 mm was multiplied by the

I increased area of a 4.3 mm diameter pupil. Thus:

f = (0.5) B) (14.55)

and for a screen brightness of 75 footlamberts

I - (0.S) (75) (14. 55) 3. 426 - 2991 trolands

which yields a critical fusion frequency ot approximately 43 cycles per second.

Since the minimum color field frequency is 50 Hz, we did not expect flicker at the 75 foot-

larabert level for information appearing in both color fields.

The phosphor persistence should be such that the light output from the CRT decays to less than

10" of maximum In one field period. Thi condititon is necessary because the colo fields

occur in the sequence red, green, blue, etc. If the light due to phosphor excitation during the

preceding field has not decayed to a sufficiently low level when the next field begins, then the

purity of all the colors Mi1 be incorrect. Also, If the persistence is longer than one field,
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smearing may occur when the data is chang rapidly. From the flicker consideratois

above, a decision was made to operate the display with a color field rate of 50 to 60 Rz.

I Since there is one red, one green and one blue field composing each color field, the indivi-

w-A -nctIrat" itmlS -~t = ltd7I 1 AxirrAft07itd -O~o40- q1rlfteldT-tus nup*,iVe-ly.

5 The phosphor, therefore, must then decay to 10% or less in i/80 bec = 5.55 millis4oonds as

compared to Isec0 6.65 milllsecoads in the 150 iz case. On the other hand, the persistence

of the phosphor should ot be too short or the brightness requirements are not aohieved.

This is illustrated in Figure 20.

TF - FIELD PERIOD

A 8AV V AVERAGE BRIGHTNESS

8AV BA BA,

TF 2TF  TF  2TF  TF  2TF

TOOSHORT PROPER TOO LONG

[Figure 20 Persistence of Phosphors

[3, 2. 5 Summary of System Constraints

. Chromaticity of Color Primaries:

Red: Hue-630 nanometers, purity - 90%

Grn: Hue-530 nanometers, purity - 90%

I Blu; Hue-470 nanometers, purity - 90%

* Color Linearity

Phosphors should be chosen with a linear responie,

* Brightness

I CRT brightness = 20,627 footlambers for a 75 footlambert on-screen brightness.
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* Flicker

A 150 to 180 Hz refresh rate is required to eliminate flicker for all brightness

levels.

0-Persistence

5.55 to 6.65 mzliseconds maximum to the 10% level. For efficient lgbt outptt,

the perisistence should = be too hort compared to the field period of 5.55 to

6.65 Milluocondu.

3.3 DESIGN OF CRT-COLOR WHEEL FILTER CONMBINATIONS '

From the beginning of the design for the Real Time ImproveA Image Color Display, the

selection of the CRT phosphors and the color wheel filters were identified as areas requiring

significant effort. M.ost of the registtred EIA phosphors either had too long or too short a J
persistence or were rot suitable for projection tube use because of non-linearfty effects,

short lifetime, or burn susceptability, Therefore, it was necessary to carryv out testing

and developmem effort to find pbosphors which might be suitable for the application and to

test these in a projection CRT. j

The approach taken by Philco-Ford in solving this problem was the follow-ing. First, the

general characteristics of the przjection CRT were determined, both electrically aad color-

imetrically. Then a specification (see Section 4. 3) was developed and submitted to CRT manu-

facturers to obtain feedback on the feasibility of the proj 3ction CRT and to obtain an estimate

of the cost for this development effort. Of the three manufacturers replying to our request

for bid, Thomas Electronics of Wayne, N. J. , was finally selected to perform the Im'esti-

gation of suitable phosphors and to produce one prototype color projection CRT. Thomas

Electronics was chosen not only for reasons of cost, but also because they had established

a close working relationship with a U. S. phosphor manufacturer who had recently developed

some new, very narrow band, rare-earth phosphors. Preliminary data on these phosphors

showed that they might be exactly what we were searching for. Subsequently, Thomas was

allowed to begin work on the projection CRT project. The narrow band phosphors were

important because of the need to separate the various color components of the phosphors

w th the color wheel filters to produce high purity red, green and blue primaies.
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S 3.3.1 Available Pho, hors

I One of the prLme requirements for the phosphors was that they should be narrow band rather

than broadband. The reason for "ht requiraxnnt is Mlustratod in Figu~re 21. Phosphor A

3 - -has a very broad spectral band with essentially equal energy at all wavelengths. The filters,

B LUE GREEN

FILTER FILTER RED FILTER

PHOSPHOR A

Iz
\PHOSPHOR 5

40l0 nm 7001 rnm

Fig-ure 21 Broad and Narrow Spectral Bands for Phosphors

even for fairly narrow passbands, transmit such a broad band of wavelengths that the purity

of the color filtered out of such a broad band spectrum is very poor, usually no better than
60-. If the filter p-sband is made very narrow, then usually, there is unwanted transmission

at other waveleng1hs jut of the desired passband and again the purity is poor.

The solution then, to obtaining high purity primaries, was to combine narrow band filters

S wlth spik response phosphors such as the hypothetical phosphor B, shown In Figure 21.

Thoma" Electronica working in conjunction mith U.S. Radium, selected a red and a green

phosphor from the rare-earth phosphors which they judged were good candidates for the

color projection CRT, Tests in a demountable CRT showed that both phoaphors were linear

wlth a high deg-ree o! burn resistance. The red phosphor was a common europium doped

Yttrium oxy-sulfide kY2 O2S-Eu) with short persistence, The spectrum is shown in Figure 22.

The green phosphor was a new rare-earth phosphor with Terbium doping. The peak emission

for the phosphor was at 545 nm instead of the 530 nm requested in the specification, but it was

1 .45I i
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the only green phosphor then available with a narrow band output, The spectrur of the green

phosphor appears in Figure 23. We were now left with the prblem of finding a suitable

-blue pkisrphor. -U; Radiu ~r but
all tae narrow-band phosphors proved to be too inefficient or were non-linear under the5 intense current loading required for the color projection CRT. Finally, because no suitable
narrow band phosphors could be obtained for the blue, a rather wide band blue was corn-
promised on. The selected phosphor was the silicate blue used as the blue component in the
common silicate version of P4. The spectrum is shown in Figure 24.

With the spectrum data on the best phosphors available and the assurance that the persistence
and linearity characteristics were acceptable, Philco-Ford proceeded to develop a procedure

for calculating the positions of the band edges on the color wheel filters and for determining
the profer ratios of the three phosphor components required to yield 90 purities of the

I primary hues when viewed through the color wheel.

3.3.2 Calculation of CIE Chromaticity Coordinates

This paragraph describes the method used to calculate the CIE chromaticity coordinates of a
primary given the spectrum of the phosphor used and the transmittance curve of the filter.
Paragraph 3.3.3 describes the Iterative procedure used to optimize the phosphor ratios and

the color filter band edges to get maximum white output while maintaining 90pr purity in all
three primaries.

3.3.2. 1 Background Theory. The CIE chromaticity coordinates are a pair of numbers (x,y)
which are used to specify the hue of a given color in a quantitative manner. The (x.v) cc--
ordinates locate points on a color triangle known as the CIE chromaticty diagram. This

I diagram is shown in Figure 25.

The chromaticity coordinates are defined to be:

x = xY andnote x+v +z=1

Y - + Y thus z is usually taken to be redundant

I z - z
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Where X, Y. ad Z are called the tristirnulas vius of a given color, They represent the
xmounts of imaginary or non-physical primaries which would, If added together, yield a color
of the same hue as one specified by the corresponding (x,y) chromaticity coordinates. Note

- that -the -Fxmiae Anbrtmadt- islot wif frey-thej~yvvd-avtV_- l"-On -- Whure the-
X, Y, ad Z tristimulus values .re given, the luminance of the color is simply the Y value
for the color, This particular set of imaginary primaries was chosen to have this property
that Y represents all the lumnaw. of the color and also to have the property that the color I
triangle defined by the X, Y, Z priMaries encloses the entlre vpeotrurn locus. Therefore
negative amounts of X, Y, or Z are never required to represent real colors as would be the
case if real primaries were used.

The X,Y, and Z tristimulus values for a source with energy distribution E (Ak is found by the
following formulas.

xl

Y=J E x)v(x)dx

X2

xl *

where is lower limit of visible spectrum

we is upper limit of visible spectrum

and x , ' ( ) and _z ( ) are the distribution coefficients hohen in Figure 26.

it

The distribution coetficients R, V, and Y, define the amounts of each primary X, Y, and 7 re-
quired to match any given spectrum color. These coefficients are obtained by linear trans-
formation of the , g, and F distr~bution coefficients which result from experiments with the
amounts of real red, green, and blue primaries required to match spectrurn colors. The V,
g, and S distribution coefficients are not often used beckuse negative amounts of the primaries
are often required to match certain spectral colors as shwn in Figure 27.
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Four the cae of the CRT flter combination, the filter transmission is denoted by t ( ) and
the X, Y, Z tristimulus values are

2

= ._ _&_-Af _E_(2) tJA(xX=dx ,.

X2

Y f E X t(X.)7( dx
X1

Z2 E(X) t( TZ d X

Since there are no simple analytical expressions for the distribution couefflclent curves,

the X, Y, Z values are calculated by means of numerical integration.

We divide the CRT spectrum E (A into narrow sections (5 =m to 10 m (nanometer) wide) I
and form the sums

X Z 5E ()t (\yX)

Z SE ~X t X2(yX

Where the values of E \), t (),) and ,, and Ez are taken 9t the center of the 5 to 10 nm

intervals.

Since the widths of the intervals are not Included in these summations, the X,Y, Z values ob-
tained are proportional to the true X, Y, Z values. For most colorlmetric calculations, this
makes no difference in the result as the x,y, and z coordinates are found by ratios of X. Y, Z.
Even in calculating the amounts of each phosphor needed in the mi\ture only the ratios are

critical.
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S, S3 2.2 Programs for Calculatng CI, .coordinates, A Fortran IV program, narft, COLOR 3

was developed for use on Philoo-Ford's In-house time sbsring computer system. The pro-
gram accepts as Input data the values of the inputs q. _e_ .rum iaoralized no&nrn ma -

. amplitude - 1) at 5 nanometer intervals from 380 am to 780 am. Also, any arbitrary filter

S transmittance spectrum can be input to the program, The outputs are the x,y, z chromaticity

coordinates of the light produced by the squrce-filter combination. Alo, a value Y which Is

Z [ proportional to the Y tristiaubs value-of ik. color is ooilptd. This progr and detailed

instructions are found in Appendix IV.

For the narrow plFaks of-the red and green -phosphors, a KU polar planimeter was used to

find the area under the spectrum curve within a 5 nanometer interval. These values were

then used as Inputs to the program COLOR 3. These equlvalert spectrums are below in

Figures 28 and 29.

3. 3. 3 Procedure for Selecting Phosphor Ratios and Color Wheel Filters

The phosphor ratios and the positions of the color filters in the visible spectrum were caleu-

lated by a straight forward iterative procedure using several additional programs which are

summarized below.

"ADDER" - Adds together any number of components to form a composite output spectrum

called "SRGB, " Each component can be multiplied by an arbitrary constant before addition

is performed.

"COLOR 3" - Described in paragraph 3, 3. 2.2 finds the chromaticity coordinates and luminance
of the light from an arbitrary spectrum ad color filter combination.

"RA TIO" - Given the chromaticity coordinates of three primary colors and the chromaticity

coordinates of a resultant color, the program computes the ratios of the luminances of each

primary to the luminance of the resultant necesssry to match the resultant with some mixture

of the primaries.
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"SHIFT" - Given the input trainsmisslon spectrum of an arbitrary filter, a new filter trans-

mission spectrum is created which is the old spectrum shifted right or left (to longer or j
-borter-wavelangths)by-:pcifiedjm4zber oftuaaometer. - - - -

X'YL" - This program accepts the ohromaticity coordinates and the luminance of any number

of primaries and computes the chromaticity and luminance of the resultant color derived by

adding the component olors together. I

The first step in the specification of the phosphors was to choose three standard Bausch and

Lomb interference filters which had bandwidths and band edges in approximately the correct ]
locatiois as determined by inspection of the composite phosphor spectrum. Figure 30 shows

the three filters superimposed on the composite phosphor spectrum. The red filter is named

BAUIRED (abbreviation of Bausch and Lomb red) and the other two filters are named similarly
BAUBLU and BAUGRN. The narrowband filter shown mith a dotted line and centered at 550 nm

is named BAUGRN 30 because it is the same filter as BAUGRN bta Is shifted 30 nm to the 3'
right. This convention is followed throughout.

Inspection of Figure 30 immediately shows that BAUGRN should be shifted right about 30 am,

thus we use the program "SHIFT" and derive BAUGIN 30. The next step Is to form a cor-

posite spectrum of the various phosphor components, The first cut is called SRGB (abbrevla-

tion of spectrum-red, green, blue) and is a straight addition of the blue phosphor (BLUESIL,

the green phosphor (GSPEC) and the red phosphor (RSPECL, all with unit peak amplitudes.

Then using Color 3, the chromaticity (x,y) coordinates of SRGB and BAUBLU, SRGB and

BAUGRN 30, and SRGB and BAURED are computed and plotted as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 30 again tells us that the long tail on the blue silicate (BLUESIL) phosphor is

passing through BAUGRN 30 and destroying the purity of the green primary. Further inspec-

tion of Figure 30 shows that the amount of the blue phosphor BLUESIL) affects the green

purity but not the red purity to any significant extent. Also, the varying of the amount of red

phosphor affects none of the purities and varying the amount of green phosphor affects the

green purity but not the red or blue parities. It was then ohvious that the ratio of green

phosphor to blue phosphor would have to be increased to improve the green purity. It would

also have been possible to decrease the bandwidth of BAUGRN 30 somewhat, but this filter
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Now wv form another spectrum which contains no blue phosphor, Just red, and green (SRG)

anti run this against the filters BAUBLU, BAUGRN 30, and BAURED, using COLOR 3 to ob-
taA~ the primary chromaticities. Theseprimaries fRQpG)_ teAp1QWttd-in.F1igre-32 and
from the linear properties of color addition we know that spectrums consisting of all the

Phosphor components will produce green primary chromaticities which lie somewhere on

the line connecting G, and G, depending on the proportions of blue and green In the mixture.

Next, the chromaticity coordinates of the point is obtained where the line connecting G and G'

and the 90%c. purity contour Intersect (x = 0.25, y = 0.70), This data is then inserted wth the 3
chromaticity coordlnates of the-points-G and G' into the program XYL to permit determination

of the ratio of GSPEC to BLUESIL required to ;leld a purity of 90% for the green primary.

XYL is used by inputing the G and G' (x,y coordinates with some assumed luminance for each

color. The resultant chromaticity is then plotted on the CIE chart and further trials are made

until the desired resultant chromaticity is achieved. For the particular filters specified, the

results were

PRI AREY x y Luminance

G (no blue phosphor) 0.270 0. 720 1.0

G' (no green phosphor 0.235 0.500 10. 0

902  purity green primary 0.265 0.695 11.0

This result tells us that the green phosphor to blue phosphor ratio must be at least 10:1 to get

9()f-: green purity through the green filter. The trial and error procedure followed with the

program XYL could be eliminated by writing a new program to find the required ratio of two

primaries necessary to obtain a given resultant. Thl5 was not done because the trial and

error procedure converges rapidly and is quickly done -n the time sharing computer system.

After the blue-green ratio was determined, a new SEGB spectrum was created w-th "ADDER"

w hich had the proper green to blue ratio. The primaries at this point were computed using

LAURED. BAUGRN 30 and BAUBLU filters.
X V

R 0. 64t o 320

o 0.265 0.692

B 0.160 0.015
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Tie blue primary was too weak and bad a primary hue of abouft 440 amn which was too ftar
toward the violet. A new filter BAU500 was developed which gave a much better luminanceE at about 90% purity with a dominant wavelength of about 465 nm.

I-
The final set of primaries was then

x y

Red 0.646 0.320

Green 0.267 0.690

Blue 0.153 0. 063

I ! with the color wheel filters BATRED, BAUTGRN 30, and BAUS00. Other trials were made in
which the blue, green, and red filters were shifted back azd forth, but the set of filters last

I specified gave the best results.

I Figure 33 shows the final filter locations superimposed on the normalized phosphor spec-
trums. The last task in specifying the pbosphor was to calculate the luminance ratios which
should be observed when the luminance in each of the primaries was compared to the total

I luminance from the CRT. For the final set of primaries "RATIO" was used to find the lum-

inance ratios needed to match Illuminant "C ", These were approximately:

Yr Yred
Y =34 where Yt - total luminance

t t

Yt Y t

Y

F but the spectrumn SRGB, in which each of the phosphors has been properly scaled to give the

correct chromaticitles when through the various filters, yitelds luminance ratios:

TXt 1.2
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-w=

b 18.4

Yt

j The ratio Yg/Yb to yield wbta 6.5

The ratio Y' /Y'b to yield good green purity 13.0g b

I Thus, we see that we must have much more green than required for maximum balanced %tte.

This is a compromise made necessary by the broadband spectrum of the blue phosphor. If a

narrow-hand blue phosphor becomes available, the brightness of both the red and the blue can

be increased for a greater white brightness. For an assumed 10,000 footlambert maximum

CRT luminance, the luminances of each primary as measured through each color filter are:

j Red (measured through BAURED) - 1500 footla.mberts

Green (measured througi, BAUGRN 30) = 7900 footlamberts

Blue (measured through BAU 500) = 600 footlamberts

The maximum white brightness possible with this mixture is approximately 6000 feotlamberts

for the maxiumum luminance through all the filters of 10,000 footlamberts.

( 3. 3.4 Sumnmarvof Trade-offs in Phosphor Selection and Color Wheel Filter Specifications

4 The blue phosphor was broadband, therefore, the amount of the green phosphor

had increased above the amount required to yield a balanced white.

# Since the maximum output of the CRT was estimated at 10, 000 footlamberts, only

600 footlamberts of the blue could be used. About 4 times this amount of blue is

required to achieve the minimum of 15 footlamberts on the display screen.
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t,3,5 CRT Phosphor Specificatlons

Wlite Brightness. 10, 000 footlainber at WryTiIng ape~d of9)UQ incohes$er econd vdth i
simultaneous requirement that line width not exceed 0. 003 Inches. (feat conditions 3. 1" x

3.16 raster, 1000 lines frame at 180 fields per second).

Mix Pfa

Red Phosphor 1500 footlambl.erts q, 630 nanomneters

Green Phosphor 7900 footlamberts d 530 nanometers

Blue Phosphor- 600 footlamberts @ 470-nanometers

Aluminized Screen j

Decay Characteristics. (persistence 1
Red Down to 1q within 5.5 ins

Green Down to 1%" within 5.5 ms

Blue Down to 1* within 5.5 ms

"Phosphors down to lU- in 5. 5 ins may be acceptable if others are not attainable,

Thomas Electronics was supplied with three Bausch and Lomb interference filters with the

required passbands and edges. These filters were:

Bausch and Lomb filter

Red 90-2-600

Green 90-5-540

Blue 90-1-500

3.3.6 Color Wheel Filter Specifications

The specified filters are those Bausch and Lomb filters listed above. The spectrum limits of

these three filters as sh,:xxn in Figure 34.
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[ Blue Filter Red Filter Green Filter

Figure 34 Bausch and Lomb Filters

Figure 35 shows all of the filters superitposed on the same graph for ease in seeing the

relative positions of the filters. These specifications were submitted to Bausch and Lomb

for fabrication of the color wheel which is described in Section 5. 2 (Figure 49 shows the

spectral response.)

: 3.4 AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

[ 3. 4. 1 Phosphors

One very worthwhile effort In order to improve the Real Time Improved Color Image Display

[ would be the investigation and development of new rare earth phosphors. In particular, a
good blue phosphor with a spike output around 470 aim would significantly improve the on-

screen color brightness of the display. Another approach still pertaining to the rare earth

phosphors, is to find a white or near white rare-earth phosphor wlth Aidely separated narrow-

band outputs similar to that shown in f igure 36. This phosphor has unwanted output

at 590 nm and a fairly small output at t120 nm, but has good green at 545 nm and good blue

response at 490 am. The relative amplitude of the peaks can be changed by var-ing the doping

levels and the processing; and, as a group, the rare-earth phosphors are efficient and

reasonably linear. It would seem worth the effort to do further investigation in this area.
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3. 4. 2 Variation of Phosphor ]Ratios

FoDr many ajpWnUMsnc aM~grtphaenppjiwambs, thb btilghtW,6S bflht IWMdtIS eloTe It
more important than the ability to create highlight white where the percentages of red and blue

are autte low Compaxed to the percentage of groen. Therefore, for these applications, the j
white brightnss could be decreased to a level near that of the component red, green, and blue

brigtaesss. This is easily done by decreasing the amount of green phosphor and increasing

both red and blue. Further study should be undertaken to detern- - the optimum phosphor

ratios and consequently the component color brightness ranges f, plays intended only for j
graphic and alphanumeric use.

3. 4. 3 Color Filter Characteristics -

A common comment of p rsons observing a color display used for graphics, etc. is that the ]
red and blue colors are too dim. As mentioned above, the phosphor ratios can be changed to

somewhat improve this situation, cut, even more important, both the filter and phosphor char- j
acteristics can be changed to yield primaries which are less saturated than those requested in

the Wright -Patterson specifications.

A study on the comparison of saturated low brightness primaries against less saturated higher

brightness primaries could be conducted. For non-pictoral information, the less saturated

colors may be more satisfactory.

3.5 SUMNLARlY ON DESIGN OF CRT PHOSPHOR COLOR FILTER COI31NATIONS

The method used to design the CRT phosphor-filter combinations has been described above,

Che method is iterative and does not seem to allo a closed form solution; however, con-

vergence Is rapid for most prolems,

A nrotcype tube wos built bv Thomas Flectronlcq using the phosphors and phosphor ratios

chosen above, The operation has been 4uite sa ,actlrv frm all viewkpoints and Is described

in Se,:icn 4.0 (CRT specification ) and Section 2. 0 JTest results for completed display mix).

7
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CRT SPECIFICATION$

Many parameters of the CRT were important for the Intended field sequential application.

Two major areas are:

* Optical-Mechanical parameters

* Electrical parameters.

Examnple8 of the opto-rmechanlcal parameters were the size of the CRT and the optical con-

figuration. For electrical parameters, there were the focusing method, the deflection

method, anode voltage, deflection angle and others to consider.

All of the parameters had to be considered In view of the many system restraints imposed

by the specifications. The restraints that apply to the CRT are discussed in Section 4. 1.
The design specifications are developed in Section 4.2, CRT specifications, and test results

are included in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

4.1 SYSYEM SPECIFICATIONS

4. 1. 1 Color Purity and Color Gamut

The phosphor considerations are covered in Section 3.

4.1.2 Display Brightness and Image Size

The specifications req'iire a 14" bv 14" Image on the viewking screen. Since a field Lequential[ approach was followed, It was necessary to have as small a CRT as possible both from the

standpoint of building suitable projection lenses and from the standpoint of conserving space,

A large CRT would require a large bulky color wheel unless some type of relay lens svatem
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vv re employed which would in turn seriously reduce the light efficiency. The brightness
4 requirement of 75 footlamberts on a 14" by 14" screen meant that a low f-number lens

;,Nj.erew±1, _tuidhic - iotated-that-a prc1:sioti atfaoed=,RT must be-used--to

7. match this lens.

The screen brightness Is calculable by the following formula

BT L T F T 2 G
4s 4(1M- 1 M7

F- where B- F e

Bs = Screen brightness In footlamberts 4
B = Brightness of CRT in footlarmberts

T = Transmission of lens 0.75

T Transmission of color wheel = 0.31 4
T Transmission of optical mirror = 0. 94

G = Gain of rear-projection sereeT 2. 5

M = Magnification (14" from 3. 1'" = 4.5

F = f-stop of projection lens

We can solve for the f-number required where the screen brightness Is 75 footlamberis

and the CRT brightness is 15,000 footlamberts.

B4(Ilf- = L T F T N1 -B M

BT L T F T" M G-B M

Implies f-a
4(M -I)- B
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= 10310.)75 0..S1) 0. 9-4 2, 5- 5 7 4.5 ) 2 1/2

jFigure 37 shows in graphical form the relationship between the CRT brightness, the screen

brightness and the lens f-number for the conditions notd.

At the time the bid was let for the projection lens, the best lens that the optical companies

I thought could be built with good resolution ad color correction was about f!l. As Figure
C 37 shows, the maximum screen brightness for the f/1 lens with a 15, 000 footlambert CRT

brightness is about 55 footIa-mberts. Today, the computer-aided optical design programs

and the designers skiUs have improved sufficiently that f'0. 8 lenses appear possible. Dif-

fraction Optics of Mountain View, California Ijas indicated that they would be willing to bid
for construction of an f 0. 8 lens with suitable resolution and color correction fo' the Real

Time Improved Color Image Display. With this new f'0. 8 lens which has recently become

feasible, the brightness of the display would reach 78 footlamberts using a screen gain of 2. 5.

I 4.1.3 Modulation Transfer

The AFAL specifications requested a 50K modulation transfer factor in both the horizontal

and vertical dimensions at 1000 TV line resolution. The modulation factor of 5WT/ should

thus be obtained with a resolution of 500 line pairs per screen height or width. For a 50 0[ spot width equal to 3 mils, the modulation transfer factor can be calculated by the

formula below for an assumed gaussian spot. Even though the projection CRT spot is not

I truly gaussian, the appro:dmation is fairly good for initial estimates.

IM (0 - F (D 2)

F (0)

where + .

F(0) 2 exp 2. 76N6 (D W

I
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F (D/ 2) a Z p , (D/2) 21ND)2

Y, I-00

and S = the separation of the gaussion spots

W = the 50% width of the gaussion spots

A good approximation to the infinite sums is to surm only 10 gausslans and calculate the mod-

I ulation at various width to separation ratios for the centermost gaussian. Figure 23 is a

graph of the results obtained for width to separation ratios of 0 to 1. 4. One curve is calcu-

lated for using the 2rwIdth (60; 6 amplitude width) and the other for the 2. 35&r vwidth-(50%

amplitude width). These two curves can be used to rapidly estimate the modulation resulting

irom various spot sizes. Since the limiting contrast resolution of the eye is about 2% (Con-

rady criterion) the 2o curv'e tells us that the shrinking raster technique yields spots w-idths

near the 2c width rather than the 50'% (or 2, 35(n width. The conclusion reached by noting

I that 2 , modulation is obta9ined at a width-to-peak ratio of about 1. 03:1 on the 2c, curve. Now

we estimate the percent modulation at 500 line pairs per 3. 1 inches and a shrinldng raster

[ spot size of 3 mile.
3. 1

Separation of gaussians = D 6. 2 mils

60% width = 3 nibs

60'%7 width-to-peak separation ratio - . - 0.4,46.2

[Using Figure 38:

Modulation = 76"- in the center at iooCTV lines

The 500 line pairs per 3. 1 inches is used since a 3. 1-irch raster is the largest square raster

that can be used on a 5' CRT without bringing the corners of the raster too close to the edge

j of the faceplate.

I
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With dynamic focus, the spot growth from the center to the edge of the CR~T can seldom be
j held to less than 30% This performance is verified by Philco-Ford experience with pro-

7ection displays utilizing trnamlc focus.

Based on an estimated S0% spot growth in the corners, the spot size at tho 60% point can be

t written W1 = 1.3W. Recalculatln the modulation at spacig d = 2W with width V' = 1.3 W

we have

separation of gaussians = D = 6-.- 6.2 mils

30%,width = 2. 9nmils

[0C- Aldth-to-peak separation ratio - 1.9 = 0. 63

using Figure 4-2

Modulation = 4-4% in the corner at 1000TV lines

S Since the predicted depth of modulation of the lens was at least 85% over the entire field at

1000TV lines, we can estimate the center and edge modulation on the screen by multiplying

together the depth of modulation numbers for the lens and a 5" CRT.

It should be noted that the above calculations are examples for systems vIth gaussian respon-

ses for the spot contour. The actual situation is that the spot is somewhat flattened on top

and has steeper sides than the conventional gaussion spots. This implies that the actuM re-[ suits would be better than those of Table 1fl if not reduced due to other factors such as yoke

fringe fields, ripple on the high voltage power supply or jitter in the deflection waveforms.

[ TABLE in

DEPTH OF MODULATION

Modulation CRT LT

CEICTER 7 6ji81 6'[EDGE 4 4 7c ~

I
I s White, L. E. , Electronic Equipment Engineering, Vol II, No. 4, 1963
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4. 1.4 Electrical Parameters of the CRT

The Imnportant chatterlst&& Of the UPTf are:-

1. Focus method

2. Deflection method _

3. Deflection angle

4. Accelerator voltage

5. Grid number 1 cutoff voltage

6. Modulation voltage

7. Line v,idth }
8. Spot position

9. Accelerator S
The focus method for projection CRTs is almost invariably mgnetic for two n- jor reasons. 1

First, the magnet,c lens formed by the magnetic focus coil is much larger in diameter than

any electrostat-ic' lens could be. Therefore, a magnetic lens has higher current handling capa-

billtv with lower distortion than- an electrostatic lens. Secondly, a mag-netic lens will gener-
sly produce a smaller spot than an electrostatic lens. Some disadvantages of magnetic

tocus are that dynamic focus is hard to perform (,but is even more difficult for all electro- j
static methods) and the focus coil is heavy, often weighing more than 2 Ibs. Additionally,
the focus coil must be precisely aligned with the, axis of the electron beam and this alignment

mtntained in the presence of vibration and shock. In spite of these disadvantages, magnetic

focus has been proven by experience at Philco-Ford to gIve the best results for high resolu-

tion projection CRTs when compared with the electrostatic alternative.

The deflection method is magnetic to avoid the high kvoltage levels and spot distortions

caused tw electrostatic deflection. Also, the deflection angle should be kept low to mini-
n-ice deflection defocusing. Projection CRTs with 4h' deflection angles 1.ave been used in

t.NeraI Philco-Ford projectors with good results.

A high accelerator voltage is desirable for achieving high brightness at reasonably low

bcam currents. The light output for a properlv deslc:,,d s,reen varies as L - KE i to 1, 5
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where E is the anode voltage, L Is the luminance of the screen and K is the proportionality

constant, where the beam current is kept constant. Some of the tradeoffs are that as the anode

- .wlte is ralsed, there is more Vxeadoeyr aring to oocur in the--eletron gun and the de -

- 1 flection currents required increase to higher values. Also, the glass in the CRT becomes

more severely stressed in the dielectric sense and puncture of the faceplate and CRT neck

I become more conimon. Projection CRTs such as RCA's old 7NP4 operated at anode voltages

of 75 Mivolts and highlight brightnesses of up to 30, 000 footlamberts; however, these tubes

3 were difficult to use because of the high voltages required. Present projection CRTs are

built to operate with anode voltages of 40 to 50 kilovolts, This practice has resulted in rea-

sonably high brightnesses (tipto 18, 000 footlamberts, depending on the writing speed i and

ease of operation since the 40-50 kV anode voltage is relatively easy to work witth.

Another important parameter of the CRT is the grid-to-cathode cutoff voltage and the related

modulation voltage required to modulate the CRT to maximum brightness. For high resolu-

tion projection CRTs, the grid-to-cathode cutoff voltage should be kept as low as possible

while still maintaining as high a beam current capability as possible in the CRT gun. The

E (grid-to-cathode) voltage should be lov because we want the maximum bandwidth from

the v-ideo amplifier and it is much easier to modulate 80 volts in 6 nanoseconds than to

modulate 120 volts in the same 8 nanoseconds. A cutoff voltage of -80 to -110 volts was

aspecified since this performance had been achieved with other 45 kV projection CRTs used

by Philco-Ford. Simultaneously, an accelerator current capability of 2000 "a was specified.

The line width was specified at 0. 003 Inches as measured by the shrinting raster method.

The tradeoffs Involving the resolution are discussed in paragraph 4. 1. 2. This line idth of

0. 003 Inches was the best performance we could obtain In a high brightness projection CET,

The spot position was specified to guarantee that the focus coil could be aligned with the

electron beam without the use of an excessive offsetting magnetic centering field which

could cause spot astigmatism. Undeflected spot positions within a 3 8" radius circle

located at the center of the CRT are fairly easy to correct with low intensity magnetic

centering fields which do not significantly distort the shape of the electron beam.

4. 1. 5 Mechanical and Optical Parameters

These parameters concern only the faceplate of the CRT which Is an optical element of the

lens. For the purposes of the CRT specification, it was sufficlent to specify the flatness of

the surfaces to be within 0. 005 inches RMS and to be parallel within 0. 005 inches.
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4,2 CRT SPECIFICATIONS AND STATEMENT OF WORK

The detailed OPT spatgiftatiam are-found-tn Ap ndix i- ]I
4.3 TEST RESULTS POR CRT

The parameters specified in the speeflfation and statement of work were tested at Thomas

Electronics, Wane, New Jersey. The test results are listed in Table IV with explanatory

notes on the next page.

The test results are discussed in paragraph 4. 3. 1. _

4.3. 1 Discussion of the CRT Test Results

The results achieved by Thomas Electronics are comparc d with the specifications in Table 3
I.

TABLE IV

CRT TEST RESULTS

Parameter Specified Test Result I
Operating Conditions

Accelerator voltage 40, 000 volts 45, 000

Grid no. I voltage -80 to -110 volts -110 volts
(note 1)

Line width note 2) typical 0. 003 inch 0. 003 inch

-Modulation 8O volts, max. 80 volts
(note 1)

Spot position within a 3 S-radius Ithin 1 S-radius circle
circle (note 3I

Light output 10,000 footlamberts 15, 000 Coot lamberts
min. mote 4) (note 4

Accreleratnr current 2u0fla at 10,000 fL l100i a at 15, 00 M

I seWt -can diameter 4 3 4 inches 4 3 4 Inches

Max. outside diameter 5. 428 Inches 5.425 incles
r -w ,crab l ength 21 inches, max. 1V 31. 32 inches



I

TABLE IV (Cont.)

PARAMETER SPEC ED TEST RESULT

Red 1500 f 10% 1720

Green 7900 1 1 10% 9500 M

SBlue 600 fL 4 10% 540 L

General Dimensions not specified other see Figure 39
than above

Explanatory Notes for Table IV

1. Visual extinction of undeflected, focused raster.

2. Measured at minimum high light brightness output.

W3. With the tube shielded against external influences, the undeflected and focused spot will
fall within a 3,;8"-radius circle concentric with the tube face center.

4. The area brightness is measured using a 15 minute aperture of a Pritchard Neter;
1" x 4 ", 264 - line raster.

[ The CRT as delivered, met all of the specifications except that the phosphor ratios were

slightly out of tolerance. Specifically, the amount of the blue phosphor was somewhat less

than we specified in relation to the red and green phosphors. The effect of this was to make

the green primary more pure, but to produce a lower blue brightness. The tube did produce

more total light output than was specified, however, and we elected to accept delivery from

Thomas Electronics since the other parareters were satisfactory and the phosphor ratios

were not sufficiently in error to prevent satisfactory operation of the CRT display.

This CRT has been Installed and has been operating in the Real Time Improved Color Image

Display for over 8 months. The overall performance of the display using this CtIT is

discussed in Section 1,

S
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4. 4 AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
I

S4. 4. 1 Cooinf the CRT

k The five-irch CRT used in this investigation is composed of two typos of glass. The face-

plate Is a proprietary barium glass, manufactured by Corning Glass Works, whereas the

bell and neck are formed of conmon 0120 lend glass, Experimental testing of CRTs made

of soft glass have shown that the average faceplate power dissipation must be held to less

L than 1 watt per square inch if one is to avoid cracking of the faceplate. For the three inch

by three inch raster, we obtained 9 watts which translates to 225 mlcroamperes of average

beam current at 40 kV anode voltage using the highest picture duty cycles. Since the peak

beam current for the 5N1117 exceeds 1. 6 milliamperes we see that 225 microamperes
represents a duty cycle of only 225 '100a=14% for the CRT. Many pictorial scenes and

inverted (black-on-white) alphanumeric display formats can easily exceed this duty cycle

and pa;siblv destroy the CRT by excessive heating,

Two,, possible soutions to this heating problem have been cmployed in past designs. The first

has been to Aircool the faceplate, however, this is difficult to implement effectively since the

space bet-een the lens and the CPT is usually less than 1 4" for a high efficiency refractive

{ optics display. The other approach taken has been to construct the faceplate of a more rug-

ged material. Hard glass has been tried and will withstand higher thermal loads, but usually

darkens rapidly due to x-ray induced color centers. Raytheon has taken a novel approach

and has constructed a CRT with a faceplate of crystalline sapphire. The sapphire has a ther-

rnal conductivity around 3S times hizher than that of glass. Thus, much higher thermal

. loads can be tolerated without building up destructive thermal gradients in the faceplate.

Rav-theon has also implemented a cooling collar arund the periphery of the screen area

I through which a dletectritc cooling fluid can be circulated. The disadvantages of the Raytheon

tube are the high cost of apprximutely $5,000 (in unit quantities) and the existence of 'twin-

,ng defects in the crys ii line sapphire which result in different optical properties in the

sapphire along dIfferant directions. The and result of these defects La a loss of optical rese-

ution in the area of the 'twining" defect. Cor..ersationa with Raytheon have revealed that it

is practlcally impossible t,) obtain sapphire entirely frot from "twinlr'.

I
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In summary, some improvement in Xwer capability can-aeexpected if air cooling Is used.

Large improvements in power capability result If a sapphire faceplat- Is used, but the ex- 4
tent of the resolution loss due to "7 tvdnIng" would have to be studied to reach a conclusion

about the suitability of this approach for high resolution projection applications. ]

4. 4.2 Resolution (line width) Improvements J
At the present date, 3 mils is about the best line width (shrin-Lng raster) that has been ob- 3
tained for high brightness projection CRTs. This is mainly due to the large cathode areas

and aperture sizes needed in the electron gun to achie~e high beam current densities.

It appears that the best way to guarantee good modulation at 1000 TV lines for a refractive

projection system will be to use larger CRTs and lenses and employ precision !inear ampli-

fier type focus correction. Some benefit might be obtained by anti-astigmatism correction

using two axis cylindrical field corrections both static and dynamic. These elaborate dy narn- }
ic spot size correction systems are usually only found on precision display systems utilizing

spot sizes less than 1 rail; however, some improvement would be realized if these correction I
methods were used on CRTs such as the 5M117.

The resolution can also be improved by utilizing better deflection yokes. There are many 

trcideoffs in the design of uniform precision deflection yokes and Philco-Ford's expemence

has been that the yoke selection must be done empirically. Since, a yoke which performs

well on one CRT type may not perform well on a different CRT. The present yoke Is a

Celco FYS.448, which is a special high sensitivity, loA inductance yoke designed for use "with

a projection CRT identical to the 5M117 in physical characteristics. A shorter yoke would

require increased deflection currents but at the same time would decrease the spot astigma-

tisr caused by the longer yoke. At the high deflection speeds required by this display, it

may not be possible to increase the deflection current appreciably because of current and

speed limitations in present semiconductors. Further detailed study of high speed magnetic

deflection systerns is currently progressing at Philco-Ford to evaluate neA yokes and new

circuit designs.
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SECTION 5

OPTICS CONFIGURATION

I 5.1. LENS

I [ The lens, as initially proposed, was one which would be a refractive optic 5. 3-inch focal

length with a relative aperture of 1. 0. The lens was to be corrected for the full spectral

[ range of the system and the modulation transfer function maximized for the 1000-line format.
Distortion in the lens was to be less than 2%. Axial transmission was to be 75% minimum.

The desig-n and fabrication of the lens became the most complex development of the color

{display system.

The original specification for the procurement of the projection lens is show-n in Figure 40.

A lens with these performance characteristics was exceptionally difficult to design and

manuf,- ture.

The ref) sc,,te lens types considered for this application were the Petzval, the Sorinar, and the

double Gauss. All three lens types are capable of high speed but have considerable differ-

ences in field coverage.

The Petzval lens can cover a field up to 200 and has the advantage of shallow curves and simple

construction. Its size is relatively large.

The Sonnar, smallest of the three, covers a field of about 300. The wealmess of the Sonnar is

color correction.

The double Gauss is thc only choice to cover a field beyond 300, It is a complex lens A-1th

steep curves. Its color correction is very good. No difference is noticeable in its perform-

ance over the spectral range. Its only weak point is its oblique spherical aberration which

is very difficult to correct.
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CRT PROJECTION LENE SPECIFICATION

The lens is intended for projection, the object plane in the CRT phosphor, and the imge -

plane a rear projection screen.

1. Spectral coverage: 3 color phosphor energy distribution:

6'% at 470 am j
79i at 5rO am

15( at 620 nm

2. Object: 80 mrn x 80 mm

3. Image: 356mm x356mm

4. Resolution: 13 lines /mm minimum at object plane both sagittal and tangental at

all zones. Modulation transfer function minimum 0. 50 at all zones at 0-13

lines 'mm both sagittal and tangent-al.

5. Track length: 950 mm ±50 mm

6. Aperture: fP = 1.0 maNmum

7, Field: Both object and image fields are fiat.

S. Distortion: 17 maximum pincushion or 5' matmum barrel. Barrel distortion

preferred to pincushion if any distortion exists.

9. Axial transmission: 90'- minimum

10, Relative illumination: 707>- minimum

11, Special features:

a. Object is a CRT faceplate 5, 5 ,5 mm thick

b. Between the CRT faceplate and lens there will be a glass plate 6.5 mm

±0.5 mm thick (Plate glass).

c. The minimum space between the rear of the lens mount and the front of the

CRT is 10 mm.
1,Quantity- One only

13. Delven': 90 - 120 days AR(

Figure 4o CRT Projection Lens Specification

S6
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5 The first two designers to work on the design failed completely. Every opportunity was

afforded the vendors to suggest changes in the specification which would assist In the design _

S buft not seriously degrade performance. None were suggested. DiffraRtion Optics was the

vendor who successfully designed the lens. They requested that the resolution specification

b be applied over an 80mm object dia, circle rather than an 80mm square: the relative Illumi-

nation specification to apply at the edge rather than the corner. Axial transmission was to

be reduced to 70%, and the color wheel moved from behind the lens to between the field

I flattening element of the lens and the remaining elements. The changes were acceptable to

Philco-Ford, the design completed, and the lens fabricated. A photograph of the lens Is shown

in Figure 41. The lens system consists of 11 elements plus the color wheel anm1 the CRT

faceplace, both of which are included In the design and are required for proper performance[ of the lens. Figure 42 shows a cross section of the lens. The central air space was made

adjustable to permit optimization of field curvature and astigmatism at assembly.

At high speed, the maximum field coverage uf te double Gauss design is 40, just sufficient

for this application. Astigmatism and field curvature are well controlled, resulting in a very

1 even performance over the field. This can be seer from the measured resolution data.

Isolated areas of poor performance are not present. The use of a field flattener was found

necessary in order to allow the radii of the lens element surfaces near the central aperture

stop to be Increases' thus reducing the powers of those surfaces which are the main contri-

butors to oblique spherical abberatton. In this wav, the oblique spherical aberration was

kept within acceptable limits.

The glasses are of medium refractive index. Although an Increase of index is, in general,

helpful to the correction, a significant increase from the present level would sharply In-

crease the cost of the glass.

The z&iqs-types are shown in Figure 42 . Figure 43 shows the catalog design for the lens.

As orsu 1, slight deviations from the design exist in the lens because of glass variations and

manufacturing tolerannces. The performance is not degraded by these small variations.

Every effort was made to keep the diameters of the lens elements at a minimum and still meet

the performance requirements. Small diameters make the lens lighter, easier to fabricate

arc, most important, allow for selection of readily available glass blanks from which the

eltrments are made.
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BASIC LENS DATA* AX)UAL REFRACTIVE CLEAR

SURFACE RADIUS TIUCKNESS MEDIUM LNDEX APERTURE

0 0.0 32,9 52436 AIR

1 0.0 -6. 113277 AIR

f 2 16.632772 0,551181 SCHOTT BAK4 1.571243 6,80

3 511.636487 0.039370 AIR 6,70

4 13. 931551 0,472441 SCHOTT BAK4 1.571243 6.40

5 47.274949 0.03H370 AIR 6,30

6 5.574327 0.745032 SCHOTT 516 1,622863 5.65

16.483239 0,03937o AIR 5,50

2.910349 1 276982 SCHOTT SSK0 1.620749 4.30

9 23.036616 0 236220 SCHOTT SF1 1.72313 3.30

10 1.97583 0. S26902 AR 2.95

{)11 o' . 737402 AIR 2,90

12 -6. 414811 0, 236220 SCHuTT SF- 1.652216 2,0

13 3.262086 0.874t25 SCHOTT LkFN2 1.747949 3.40

14 -13.311700 0.316949 AIR 3, C0

15 4.3101,>1 0. 94472 SCHOTT SK16 1 622363 4.70

16 -72. 637354 0.200200 AIR 4,70

17 4. 122453 0.393701 SCHOTT SF4 1.761664 4.60

1 n 3.37705 0,354,31 AIR 4.40

19 5. 54130 0. 669291 SCHOTT L-k FN2 1. 747949 4.30

20 -71.256963 0 537273 AIR 4.30

21 0.0 0,2559 06 PYREX 1. 40630 3.90

' .). 590,551 AIR 3.90

23 -3.423076 0,073740 SCHOTT SF57 1,.55035 3.70

24 0.0 0.039370 AIR 4.10
25 0.0 0.,216757 TBFC 1.515100 4.40

S26 0.0 0.') AIR 4.40

BACK WORKING OBJECT-TO-MLGE
EEL FOCUS F-NUDBER LENGTH DISTANCE MA' GN-IFCATION

,.271 0. 216 1.12 10.5095 37.4664 -0.224 7

Figure 43 Final Catalog Design -4. 45X F 1.0 Transfer Lens for StxSO mm Field

"All dimensions are in inches 
9191I ___ ____ ____



5.1.1 Lens Evaluation

The lens was set uD on an optical bench with the color wheel and glass, simulating the CRT

face plate properly placed at the rear of the lens. A high contrast USAF 1951 test target was

fixed on the back of the CRT faceplate. The target was backed with a ground glass placed

sufficiently behind the target so that the grain at the glass would be out of focus at the pro-

jected image plane. The ground glass was used to simulate the lambertian radiation pattern

of the CRT phosphor. The ground glass was illuminated by a tungsten source running some-

what over voltage to boost its output and color temperature.

The lens was mounted on a pivot located near the front nodal point of the lens. A T-barwas ex-

tended fora rd from the pivot point to the projected image plane and rotated with the lens.

The cross bar on the T-bar defined the plane of the projected image. A detector head was

set up on the optical bench and, by means of a roller mechanism, made to travel along the

bench in contact with the crossbar while the lens was pivoted. In this way, the lens could be

tested over its entire field. Figure 44 shows the test set up arrangement.

The detector head was an optical fiber of 50-microns diameter mounted in a micrometer to

allow linear movement over some distance. The optical fiber was coupled to a photometer

from which the output was recorded on a chart recorder. The depth of modulation testing

was accomplished by selecting an appropriate target section and projecting it on the detector

head located at the image plane. The optical fiber was made to scan across the image and

the output recorded along with a reference zero level. This measurement was performed

on axis, off axds at 2 corners of the designed image area, in both sagital and tangential

planes and with red, green and blue filter sections in place

The target section used was group 2 part 6 of the USAF 1951 test target which corresponds

to 7. 2 line pairs/mm. This is in excess of the G. 5 line pairs/mm required. Figure 45 is a

typical chart produced during the tests. The depth of modulation is defined as the ratio of

the difference between the maximum response and the minimum response to the maximum

response.

Depth of modulation m-xmin
Max
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The axial transmission was tested by passring a coflratoti bea-m of light through the center of

the lens, oolk-ceting it in an integrating sphere, and measurxg all the light emerging from

tM4 i[~ig. _Tb.=-m :aaa m n than -mad-a -- tbout hs-lenAL. pj40;. 7 4hegottblht-_ --

measured with the lens to the light without the lens is the axial transmission.

The relative ltuminauon was determined by use of an extension of the awal transmission test.

The test setup and procedure was identssl to that used for the axial transmission measurement

except that the trarmisston was measured at two oft-axis positions, the edge of the field, and

the corner of the field. The ralatve illumination is the ratio of the off-axis transmission to

the axia transmission, -

The field flatness measurement is implicit in the depth of modulation measurement. The

aperture and distortion are determined in the design of the lens and were not measured, I
Performance Results

1. Depth of modulation: 0. 3 to 0.93
2. Axial transmission: 7,6 1

3, Relative Illuminetion: edge n. I,
corner 0. 50

Complete data is contained in Appendix V.

FigurL 42 also shows the ray trace through the complete optical system from the phosphor

to the view, g screen.

The particular optical configuration, shown in Figure 42, was chosen to permit the display

to be packaged ,kith as little wasted space as possible. The only real degree of freedom is in

the folding of the light rays after leaving the lens.

The material used for the viewin surface was a diffuse plastic screen made by Pola Coat,

Ihis is a fine-grain material with a resolution on the order of 40 line pairs mm: far in excess

of tho 4 line pairs mm to Le displayed, The niatecial is available in variou lin values. S(-

lection of the screen gain will influence the image brightness and view ing an , , of the ds-

play, The light hitting the screen is redistributed into a radiation pattern dependent on the

gain. A high-gain screen causer nost of the light to be bemnied forwkard in a narrow cone

!4o that a ltewor on axis sees a bright image while a view\er off t s sees a din irnage. A
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low-gain screen tends to make-te radiation pattern very broad so that no mattc' where a

viewer is located, the image viewed will have the same brightness. The maximum bright-I nes observed with a high-gain screen will be more than that with . low-gain screen assuming

the same souWe ra tliSon. !q

The lens designed for this application exhibits exceptional performance in all parameters and,

at the same time, is rather compact ompnred with other lenses 6! sitilar but poorer performance

obtained for earlier appications. To aohieve tlwO. 85depth -oft dulation factor over the

entire field in an f/1 l. 0 lens Is even more signifloant when the flatness of both the image and

object planes is considered along vdth the 320 fMl-field angle. Perhaps the only dlsappoIntlng

area of performance was an axial transmission-of 76%-but dlsappolntng only in comparison

with the excellent performance in the other areas.

Lens Performance Summary

1. Object size 80 x 80 mm

2. Image size 356 x 356 mm

3. Track length 950 mm

4. Relative aperture 1.0

5. Depth of modulation at

6.5 line pairs 'mm 0.85

6. xIal transmission 76%

7. Relative illumination 83%' edge, 50P- corner

S. Distortion -1. 2I m,

Physical Parameters:

1. Length 11.0 inches

2. Diameter S. 0 Inches

3. Weight 33 lbs

The present design represents the state-of-the-art In high-speed wide-angle projection lenseS

and its complexity has reached a practical limit. Resolution could be traded however, wilth

{ speed. If a reduction in resolution could be tolerated, an increase in speed could be obtained.

For instance, a depth of modulation of 0. 6 could be obtained at f 0.8 and 6.5 line pairs 'rm.

[ similarly, a reduction In speed would allow greater resolution. Field coverage seems to

have reached its upper limit.
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5.2 COLOR WHEEL DESIGN-CONSIDERATIONS

slat of a glass disk 12 inches in diameter and 0. 125 inches thick. The wheel was to have

evaporated on to it multtlayer filters of appropriate spectral peaks and bandwidths. These

filters would form-a ring 4 Imnhes wide aroud de-perphery 6f the wheel. The wheel W's

to be mounted between the CT'and-te rearit-tae lens so that the filter section would cover
the active area of the CRT faceplatel: an area 3.1 inches x 3.1 inches. The filter sections

would be shaped to assure proper registration between the advancing raster and the rotating
interface between different color sections on the wheel. Using the design ground rules, as

stated above, the following parameters were cons!derations in the mechanical design of the

color wheel.

1. Size and shape of the color sections

2. Overall wheel size

3. Method of manufacture

4. Mounting method

5. Mechanical mounting and drive.

The primary requirement of a color section is that it follow the vertical travel of the raster.

That is, whenever the field representing a particular color is being generated, a filter of

that particular color must, at all times, overlay the spot generating the field. Also, since

the phosphor has some finite decay time, it is important that only the desired color filter

overlays any particular spot until the phosphor has decayed below visibility. Alternately,

.n opaque section of the wheel may cover the decaying phosphor. However, the opaque sec-
tion is undesirable because it prevents potentially useful light from paesing through the wheel.

The size and shape of the filter sections are determined primarily by the size of the raster

snd the position of the center of rotation of the wheel. These paramet.2rs also determine the

mtbdmnnum overall diameter of the wheel.

The h-inch diameter of the CRT mount and the anticipated large rear diameter of the projec-

tion lens dictated that the center of rotation of the color wheel be approximately 4 Inches 3
from the center of the CRT faceplate. In order to minimize the overall diameter of the

wheel, the center of the wheel was located as shown in Figure 46.
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-:The choie of center location resulted in an overall filter diameter of 12 inches. The width

Vi of the filter band on the wheel was determined by sw ng two arcs concentric with the center

of rotation whih contained between them the entire scanned area on the CRT faceplate.

To miimize the rotational speed of the wheel, the number of color sections was maximized.

It was considered desirable tbat no filter section be able to cover the entire raster area
and thereby assure maximum utilization of the light from the decaying phosphor. The maxt-
muta -umber of sections possible to meet this parameter is 6; 2 red, 2 green, and 2 blue,

the number of sections must, of course, be an integral multiple of 3.1

The next requirement was to determine the shape of the filter sections so that as the wheel 3
rotated and the raster advanced, the prope r color would always overlay the raster. This was
determined graphically in the follnwing manner, A paper disk was cut approximately 13 Inches

in diameter to simulate the color whteel. A 3. 1 Inch square opening was cut. in another piece
of paper to simulate the scanned area on the face plate of the CRT. A 61) ° section of the

paper disk was divided into 8 smaller equal sections which were numbered in a clockwlse

direction. Vertical edges of the square out out were marked off into ; equal sections which

were numbered from the bottom. The disk and cut-out sheet were arranged as In Figure 43

with the cut-out sheet fixed while the disk was free to turn beneath it. The disk was rotated
so that the upper edge of section 1 coincided with the lower left corner of the cut-out. The

lower edge of the cut-out was then traced onto the disk (Figure 47a) and the disk rotated

until the upper edge of section 2 was coincident wlth the lower left corner of the cut-out

(Figure 4Tb).

A line parallel to the lower edge of the cut-out was then traced across the opening onto the

disk at the lower edge of section 2 on the cut-out. This procedure wss repeated for each

wheel section and cut-out section (Figure 47 c, d).

The resulting family of traces is shoAn In Figure 47. The uppermost edge of this family

of traces is the required shape of the boundary between the color sections on the wheel. The
boundary was then extended to the inner and outer edges of the filter band to dflne the shape

and size of the color sections on the wheel, Figure 48 Ehows the arrangement of color
sections on the wheel. The wheel was designed to be slightly over-size for ease of manu-

facture and to provide some margin around color section. .
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Figure 47 Resulting Family of Traces
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i Early In the program it was concluded that the usual obhorptlon filters would be uacceptable

because of their low peak transmission and shallow band edge slopes, Interference filters on A

the other hand have exceptionally high-peak transmissions and readily controllable band edge

- he r e

It was, therefore, decided to use interference filters for the color wheel, Bausch and Lomb

Nwas selected as a vendor and an evaporation mask and substrates forwarded to them. The

substrate material was plate glass, one piece of which was to have the color sections de-

posited on it and then be laminated to the other piece of plate glass with the filters in between

the two. The ovter surfaces were to have broad band anti-reflection coatings to minimize the

scattering of light in the completed system.

5.2. 1 Design Implementation

The first at-tempts to deposit the filter sections resulted in broken substrates. The vendor

concluded that thermal stresses were responsible and changed the substrate material from

plate glass to pyrex. The pyrex was chosen Nith considerable care to obtain material wlth-

out the gross optical defects common to pyrex. Examination under a polariscope showed no

visible defects in the area to be used for the filters. Two wheels were delivered, the first

was rejected because of unsatisfactorily placed peak transmission in the red section and[ excessive blue transmission in the red section. The excessive blue was a result of the peak

transmission in the red being displaced to the longer wave lengths. The second wheel wos[ found to be acceptable although its thic.mess ii creased 0. 005 inch across the diameter which

made balancing somewhat of a problem.

The wheel was supplied wth a 1 1 4-inch center hole Into which an aluminum hub was bonded

to mount the wheel to the drive shaft. The wedge required that the wheel be offset on the

hub to achieve balance, The amount of offset was experimentally determined and the wheel

was bonded to the hub. The lens designer confirmed that the wedge would not degrade the

image quality of the system to any visible extent.

[ The wheel is driven through a set of crossed nylon helical gears by a servo controlled motor,
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5.2,2 Performance Evaluation

The~h ~ s~g~~ftonwflandmagattude lof peakI

transmission by Bausch and Lomb. Figure 49 shows the results of their tests. Comparison

of the spectral transmission curves of Figure 49 with the spectral curves of the phosphors

iFigures 22, 23, 24) show the phosphors to be located well vithin the color band, with

the axoepton of the blue phosphor which is eeptonalty broad banded. The color bands

are much broader than the red or green phosphors. This is necessary since the transnls-

sion band of the filters moves toward the shorter wavelengths when used off-axis. The

light from the phosphor is essentially lambertian and therefore passes through the filters

over a very wide angle. The lens passes the light through the color wheel at angles up to

25_ off axis. The filter bad must be broad enough so that even when the band has shifted

by the amount caused by the light being 25 off axis, the phosphor wavelength is still in the

filter pass band. The amount of shift toward the blue end of the spectrum is dependent on

the width of the band pass in a band pass filter and the sharpness of the cut off on cut off

filters. In the color wheel, the red and blue filters are cut off filters and the green is a

bandpass filter. Light at 25o off axis to the green filter causes a shift of about 16 trm to-

wards the blue. The shift in the blue is about 15 nrm and the red Is about I nni. In all

cases, the phosphor peak is still in the maximum transmission portion of the filter. Also,

the lower edge of the red filter does not pick up the green phosphor. Because of the broad

spectrum of the blue phosphor, the green filter does pick up some energf from it. This

pickup tends to retuce the purity somewhat. In sumrnmary, the color wheel has filter sections

designed to make use of all the available light from the phosphor decay period. The colors

have been chosen to obtain the highest purity possible with the phosphors being used and the

type of filter selected to maximize the transmission at the appropriate wavelengths.

A photograph of the color wheel, shown In Figure 4 , does not present the colors of the I
filter sections accurately, necause of the angle from which the photos were taken and the

inaccuracies in the printing process used to reproduce the photo. I
In terms of the color wheel, there is little that can be done to improve the display image

qrualtm.,

1
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S. 3 Mechanical PackigaA
Clrcuits. Most circuits are mounted on etched cards; the very high frequency pattern gen-

b Mf~ad~ h ffidhc r! e tpoe and distribution of power4

- while signal wirting is done with discreet point to point wirirg. The high-power circuits

such as the horizontal deflection circuits are mounted on heat si nk with the wiring done

point-to-point.

The low power cards and the pattern generation cards are mounted in a card cage 4ith wire V

wrap interconnects. The video amplifier is mounted as close as possible-to the-CRT socket.

CRT Mount. The mount used for the CRT is one developed to allow the tube to be used In

environments of extreme shock but still be available for ease of replacement. The mount

not only holds the CRT but also holds and maintains alignment of the focus coil and deflection

yokes. It precisely locates the face place of the CRT so that the interface with the projection

!en- is accurately maintained,

Enclosure. The enclosure is designed so that the sides and back fold out flat to permit

ready access to all electronic and mechanical parts while permitting fairly dense pac ng

[ when in the normal operating conflguration.

Front Panel. The front panel (Figure 50) contains the viewing screen and operating con-
t rols. The front panel area represents the minimum area for the display assembly.

I The control panel has been carefully designed to permit and effective man macMne interface.

I Optical Subassembly. The optical components Including the CRT have been brought to-

gether in a subassembly which locazes all of the components Independently of any other

structures or components. The subassembly is designed to be rigid to maintain proper

optical aikznment.

I
I
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Recommended P.ohagz Method for Airborne Applicatton

I The only area which would present any special problems for airborne use is the optical

-assembly*- Mounrti h-sorfenj-fldLrnlrrvr,- U" and CTttfld-bV do w lth A-rId

- space frame to make a single module.

E The color wheel and its drive wmld have to be designed so that they could withstand the

forces exerted on them as a result of the high rotational Intertia of the wheel and the move-

[ ment of the aircraft. This design would be straight-forward and involve strengthening or

the rotating components.

With the exception of the special precautions to be taken with regard to the high accelerat-

in& voltage on the CRT, the electronics would be packaged using existing airborne packaging

methods.

[ Weight Reduction

There are two areas where significant weight reductions may be made.

1. Power upplies: By changing the low voltage power supplies from ground baced

[ equipment types to airborne types and eliminating the power supply for the test

generator, 24 lbs can be removed from the display.

2. Physical Stricture: By designing the mechanical structure of the display to include

lightcning holes and incorporating other weight reducing structural changes, a.-

pro.%dmtely 60 lhs out of 110 lbs of structure can be elininated. By Lbricating

the- tructure of niagnesium rather than aluminum, the weight can be reduced 77

pounds. The change to magnesium would result in an approximate 1M0o raw

rnaerial cost Incru.ase and a 15 n : rication cost increase.

The totaj vkcighr recuction possibje is then 101 lbs for a total display weight of 210 lbs.

VolumO Reduction

If the displtv is to be pao!aged in a rectangular enclosure with no other system or portions

thereof ii cluded in the enclosure then ,t reducton of 1 cubic foot could be readily acl-evec.
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If, bowur, the enclosure need not be a reotangular solid, or if other systems may be

ohzWdEd in the ipace consumed by the display enclosure, then the volume actually consumed 3
byte tpkygdL b re __ &ysutthear I-awcudat.- It~a -is, refort, p)o~ble-to

packpge the disrplay uo as to consume only about 10 cubic feet. J

1
Ii
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SECTION 6
I

VIDEO SYSTEM

The development of a video amplifier was outlined as one of the primary tasks of this display

development. The outstanding feature of this effort has been the successful development of
a high-level, -,%deband N-ideo-amplifier-capable of driN-.ng a projection CRT.,

L 6. 1 DESIGN GOALS AND SPECIFICATIONS

[ In order to make the video system as versatile as possible, a variety of signal processing

functions is considered. For example the display is of the sequential color type, with

information presented in three different colors; the video information for the different colors

is time multiplexed. That is, information is provided for a red field during a (5.5 msec)

field Interval. The red field is followed by a green field and then by a blue field, In order

zo select the desired color mLxture, a circuit is required which will change the gain of the

video system for successive fields.

The drive required by the CRT is an important factor in defining gain and greatly influences

design of the output stage. The display timing and resolution requirements determine the

mini!mum bandwidth requirements of the video system. Input signals may be slipplied from

various sources which may provide signals of different peak to peak levels. As a result,

a gain control circuit is required since the contrast of the displayed Image depends on the

Fsignal level driving the CRT.

The design goals and specifications are derived in three areas: Input characteristics, Out-

put characteristics, Signal processing.

Requirement Summary. The areas of consideration in designing a video system are sum-

marized as follows:I
I lll
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Input characteristics:

* Input signal

e7 Input bnr~,tb16 deo system 7

Signal processing and output considerations:

* Bandwidth

* Gain/gain control
" DC restoration "

-0 Color balance suppression

* Shading correction I
* Digital blankd ng

* Gamma correction

* Load characteristics

* Output characteristics of video system

6. 1. 1 Input Characteristics
i

Signal:

The input characteristics are outside the design influence of the video amplifier. These

characteristics can be easily implemented in the interface circuits and would include the

following restrictions:

* During the horizontal retrace period the average signal level will assume the

black reference level for the scan line which follows it.

* During the scan line, the maximum lwhite signal level will at least be one volt

positive %ith respect to the black reference level.

* The madmum difference in average voltage in the video input during two consec-

utive (black references) horizontal retrace periods "ill be 20 mV.

I
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. Mamum video signal plus omnmon mode signal on input conductors will not ex-

* Signal Is to be differential and operate into a 75 ohm resistive load.

i In order to interface with high speed video -sources, the inp t the video system Will be

terminated in 75 ohms (resistive). This is a convenient value since it is common to many

video systems and coadal cables of 75 ohm characteristic impedance are readily available.

To Insure video signal transmission, the video system will have a differential input for the

k rejection of common mode signals. Inputs to the system may range from --6 to -6 volts

(common mode plus vi-deo signal).I __

6. 1. 2 Output Characteristics

The video system is required to drive a cathode ray cube (CRT). The CRT characteristics

S are those of 5N1117PX7 M from Thomnas Electronics selected for this dispLay.

The resistive part of the impedance of this CRT load is on the order of th4 maxlmum beam

current divlded into the cut-off voltage for grid-cathode drive. Thus,

RL ;O %volts 40k 22rna

The input capacitance of the cathode is not stated in the CRT specification, but measurement

shows it to be on the order of , pf.

CL z Spf

An additional characteristic of the load must be considered. There are occasional high voltage

transients Induced on the CRT electrodes by random arcing of the anode potential inside the

CRT, This arcing presents a hazard to any circuits attached to CRT electrodes, The beam

r current, grid-cathode voltage characteristics require a mldmum of S0 volts modulation
applied to the grid-cathode circuit to obtain the adequate light output for the display,
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'From the above considerations, the outxt of the video system must be capable of

driving the load described, i. e,, 40 kf shunted by 8Pf. It must supply the load vwith 80 J -

S volts of m, dulatlon at the required bandwidth of 65 MHz (paragraph 6. 1. 3. 1). The out puit of

the video system must also be protected against the arcing hazard presented by the CRT. '
6,1.3 Signal Proce ssing II
The third area of consideration involves signal processing. More specifically, bandwidth,

gain control, dc restoration, -color balance, shading, blanking, and gamma correction are 1

considered.

Bandwidth. The required bandwidth may be determined from the svstem timing and resolu-

tion requirements. When operating at 130 fields sec, the active portion of the horizontal }
scan wkill last approximately 7.9 Asec. The resolution required is 1024 active picture ele-

ments (pixels) per horizontal line.

The highest frequency will occur for alternate pixels being on and off. For this video

sigmal, two pixels make one cycle. This gives a fundamental frequenc f of I
1024 Pixel I cv'cle

3 jxel x 1- :-v 05 MHz.

The design objective for the video system bandwidth was defined as the fundamental frequency,

f . If operating at 150 fields sec. is about 55 MHz.

Gain Gain Control. The input signal level is specified as one volt peak-to-peak minimum.

The CRT characteristics require the output drive to the CRT to be up to N0 volts peak-to- I
peak of video modulation. The maximum gain required is therefore -0. However the gain

requirement may be less than S0. To adjust display contrast, a gain control mechanism is }
required. Since the video system will operate over a very wide bandwidth, the video ampli-

fier is packaged in close prodmity to the CRT. The control panel may be physically remote

from the area of the CRT. The gain control should therefore provide operation requiring

only electrical connection and not rely on a mechanically coupled adjustment mechanism.

Gain control range should be as large as possible to provide a satisfactory display under

various conditions of ambient Illumination.
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DC Restoration. In order to acommodate video signals from AC -oupl d sources, the

video system will provide a DC restoration circuit. The circuit will provide activelyIclamnped -etrtva tf-hyrm

period, the bias conditions of the video system will be readjusted so that the voltage ap-
pearing at the input will produce an output voltage corresponding to the black (lowest light)

level on the display. The circuit will compensate for shifts of up to 20 mV in input signal

for consecutive horizontal retrace periods.

Color Balance/Suppression. Since the display is of the sequential color type, with video

information presented in three different colors, the video information for the different colors

is time multiplexed. That is, information is provided for a red field during a (5. 5psec)

field interval. The red field is followed by a green field and then by a blue field, then by the

next red field, and so on. In order to select the desired color mixture, a circuit is required

which will change the gain of the video system for successive fields. This circuit can also

be used to suppress all information presented in a particular color by setting the gain of that

field to zero. The gain control which this circuit exercises on any particular color should

be independent of control of the other fields.

Shadinr Correction. One of the topics for consideration in the design of the video system is

analog gain control. An input node could be provided at which signals may be mixed to mod-

ulate the gain at low frequency (i. e., up to 100 kHz) rates. This is done so that the gain of

the video amplifier may be varied as a function of raster position in order to compensate for

non-uniformity of Illumination in the optics.

Digital Blanking, Another possible feature for the video system Is digital blanking. By

applying a digital signal, celected portions of the display raster could be blanked,

Gamma Correction. Measurements to determine the gamma (linearity of light output vs

input excitation) for the CRT showed the following.
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I

The transfer characteristic of the CRT for the green primary is plotted in Figurs 51, The

points were plotted assuming a -95 volt gTid-to-cathode cutoff voltage. For this assumed

cutoff, the points best fitted a straight line on a log-log plot. The slope of this curve is

esignaiedas The.gamma 'of th.e)CR. That is

Yhn- ) In (BiB
V 0

whtvre V c is the grid cathode cutoff voltage, Vgk is the grid cathode voltage, Vo is a constant
with dimension of volts, B Is the measured brightness on the display screen, and B is a j
constant with dimension of L. - Rewriting this equation gives

Yin (V) = in B B
0

or B - B V7 ,

where V is a dimensionless quantity proportional to the voltage above cutoff. For the CRT

in this display, the value of gamma (y) is found to be two from the plot. As shown in 3
Figure 6-2 the transfer characteristic for the other primaries (red, blue) has the same

general shape. This plot is of normalized values. That is, the points are in (B1 B I) I

versus the grid-cathode voltage which produces 13n, where B 1 is the brightness of the pri-

mary at a grid-cathode volta-ge of -72 volts,

The purpose of gamrma correction is to cause equal steps of input voltage t-j cause equal

changes in the perceived brightness over the range of brightness values produced on the

display. Fechner's Law is an empirically derived formula which states that over a wide

range of values of brightness (B), if the relationship

AB = Constant
B

is satisfied, then the same sensation of increase In brightness is obtained. If a constant

Increase in perceived brightness is desired for a constant increment of input voltage then

n Is divided by an arbitrary constant \ (volts) to make it dimensionless, 1ine
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if Exte~udlng to differentils and tnWgntlg yields

I V V1 = B-IC

. C e (Vin/V1) -

I The correction applied to Vin must be to make

C e

Since the value of Vin has not been limited, we can assume V = 1 volt and since V is

proportional to the grid drive above cutoff vith some unspecified constant the constants C

~ and B can be absorbed into V to give the simpler equation K
in "t

e
(V ~

[ V =e i

The output voltage of the video amplifier, V out' must then be related to the input voltage Vin

L by

V --k1 e(\r
'')

out 1

If a specified Increment of input voltage is to cause the same sensation of change in bright-

[ness ndependent of the Initial brightness.

Since the scale of Vin Is arbitrary, the value of can be absorbed into V1n and the desired
relationship between Vout and v In can be expressed as

V = k1e
I n

I The same relationship may be deduced from an examination of Figure 51. In order to

induce a fixed percentage change in the brightness, the logarithm of the brighmess ,

changed by a fixed increment which corresponds to a fixed increment change in the logarithm

of the output voltage, Vout, of the video amplifier (grid-cathode drive). Since Vout is

I



derived from Vtn, fixed tnorement changes in Vin should induce ftxed increment changes

tin the logarithm of Vout I. e.

o~IVut ) -,AinA

ornV - Ink = V k =oonstant and V =ke in
out 2 in 2 out 2

The required correction is then independent of the CRT gamma (as long as gamma is con-

stant). The correction should consist of forming an exponential function of the input voltage. I K
An important point to note is that the background brightness level should be established by

adding a constant to the input voltage before making the correction. This is because in the

expression derived for Vout' it is implicit that Vout refers to volts about cutoff, so that

merely offsetting the grid bias is not the correct method of brightness correction. 3
6.2 VIDEO PREAMPLIFIER DESIGN

A block diagram of the video preamplifier system is shown in Figure 53.

The video preamplifier provides the interface to ex-ternal signa sources and periorms the

signal processing functions of common mode rejection, gain control, dc restoration, dnd J
color balance suppression. A

Signal processing features addressed but not included in the design are shading correction,

digital blanldng, and gamma correction, A peripheral circuit was designed to supply inputs

to the gain control and color balance supression circuits,

The required inputs to the video system include video signal, horizontal line synchronization

pulses, vertical field synchronizatlon pulses, and red field synchronization pulses.
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jFigure 5,3 Vide-o Preamplifier Systemr Block Diagram

The overall circuit operation can he described as follows: the input signal is applied to the
gain control circuit. This electronic attenuator is controlled by a variable current source
which is manually programmable at the front panel of the display.

The gaini control circuit prov-ides the same attenuation to the video signal1 all the time;, that
I,,, Its action Is the same whether the video information appears in a red, green, or blue
field. The video retu-rn is also carried through the gain control, being acted on wi1th the
same gain control function. This is done to maintain the same common mode signal on both
inputs to the differential circuit. The differential circuit rejects common mode sig-nals

present on the input linie and its return. The c)utput of this circuit is a single ended signal
which is buffered by an emitter follower and applied to a dual purpose circuit. T7his dual1 purpos~e circuit provides DC restoration and accepts inputs from the field gain swvitching
matrix to pro-duce color ba-lance. Color ba-lance is programmed at the front panel by setting

[ 12
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three variable current sources. The lovel of current from each source determines the 1
relative amplification of the video signal during the fields of one color. By applying the

ver-cal sync and the red field sync to the field gain switching matrix, the signa correspond-

Mg to. a. ... atto6t {a.ItM c.ufr The 5ort6ct filds.

The combination restoration/balance circuit was designed so that the DC restoration condi-

tion is not upset by varying the gain of the block. This was done so that shading correction

(or some other analog modulation of gain) could be accomplished - even during the active

scan - without disturbing the bias condition established by the restoration circuit. Although

an analog gain modulation function is not built into the video system, the groundwork for its

implementation e'dsts. The horizontal synchronizing pulses applied to the circuit activate

a restoration switch during each horizontal retrace period wbich resets the bias conditions I
of the preamplifier system to provide the black reference voltage at the output. Video signals

received during the follo lng active scan period are presented at the output as variations

from this black reference voltage. The DC restoration function is designed so that loss of

horizontal sx-nc %ill cause the output of the preamplifier to assume a level which blanks the

display.

Another function, that of digital blankir which is reallv the extreme case of analog gain I
control, could also be added at this point by switching the output of the gain switching matrix

to a level corresponding to zero gain in the balance circuit at the desired times. The output 3
of the restoration balance circuit is buffered lv an eniltter follower for application to the

output stage.

6.2.1 Detailed Preamplifier Circuit Description

A schematic drawlng of the preamplifier is included in the video system schematic of Figure

54. The input to the video system Is terminated In 75 ohms, shunted by the Input impedance

to the first stage of the amplifier. The input impedance to the first stage is maintained at a

high level by using emitter follower impedance buffers Q1 and Q2.
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These emitter followers transmit the input video sigaal and common mode signal to the gaim

. e Cutrreni of Q$ and -8 Q bat denoted T and Is. NOw

1 15 -s + IC

5 ;c

I 1 S c

where is is the componeat of 15 caused by the input signal, le is the component of 15 and I S

caused by the common mode (including bias) voltages.

Consider now the differential pair Q3, Q4. To a very good approcintation (see Appendix 1)

the collector current of Q5 wili divide between the emitters of Q3 and Q4 in a ratio which

depends only on the difference in base voltages of Q3 and Q4. That is. if the emitter current

of Q4 is 14 then

1 = l5 and 13 = (1- I5

1 where ' is a function only of the differential base voltage (0 < " < 1). The collector currents

of Q3 and Q4 are proportional (a) to and (a 1) nearly equal to the emitter currents. The

voltage at the collector ot Q4 is V4

V 4 =

Similarly, the voltage at the collector of Q7 is v,.

V -

V, R ' IS

Where the primes on a and ',' denote possible differences between the two circuits, However,

transistors Q3 through QS are a monolithic integrated transistor array kCA3026) so that

matching and temperature tracldng characteristics are nearly perfect. Also, the division

ratios *, and ',' are determined by the same differential base voltage.
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Therefore a)c" ad ^' -. R1and R 2 are selected as equal. The differential output from

-thegatn eontrol circujt, _7- V4 is-thengivenby -. . - - - 5 -

(V7 - V4) , RIa15 - RlaYI8 = RY(cRli8 ) 3
This voltage is proportional to i which is proportional to the input signal voltage. Its j
amplitude is varied by changing ". This is affected by changing the differential base voltage

by varying the currents I and b. To establish constant bias voltage at the junction of R3 ,

R49 and R. , the sm of Ia and lb is made constant and (neglecting base currents) that volt-

age is-(I a + 1b ) R 5.

By setting R3 = R 4, the differential base voltage V is

VX = R 3 Ia - 1b)

The fornmtion of I and 'b is done with Z and surrounding elements. A schematic of this
a 3

detail is shoAn in Figure 55. Ignoring base currents, thc collector currents of Q and QS8
are set by R0 at a value I. Assuming Q5 and Q are both on, the current through Re will

b-e Ie given by

Vb - Vb
h5 hr b

e Re

The voltage V Vb 6 ts set using the pctentiomotor. The collector current of QS w.%ill then

be

I :I -I

a o e

and the collector current of Q6 I
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Pin 8 of the MA796 is left open while pin 7 is provided with a path for bias current. This
turns on Q1 which carries Ia in its collector (pn 6 and Q3 which carries its collector

(pin 9) while turning off Q2 and Q4. I
The currents supplied to the gain control circuit are Ia and Note that as mentioned
above, the sum of and 1b is constant. 3

I a *Ib { I Ie) + ( -I) = 210

The differential stage follows the gain control circuit. CRI is a constant current diode

(Motorola IN5313) which provides bias current to the differential pair Q9 and QlO. Resist- I
ors R6 and RT are specified as equal and together with RS set the signal gain of the stage as

A R';
v -R 6 * R 7

The emitter follower, Ql1, provides a low impedance drive to the combination DC

restoration color balance circuit, the operation of which Is described below'. I
The differential voltage, Vd, is proportional to the difference in collector currents of Q16
and Q19 in the sa-ne way as the output differential voltage of the gain control circuit is pro-
portional to the collector currents of Q5 and Q , Thus if the current flowing in the collector
of Q16, 116, is the same as the current which flows in the collector of Q19, I19, when the
input voltage is at its black reference level, Vd will depend only on the difference between
the voltage appearing on the emitter of Q11 and the voltage which appea.red there during the
previous horizontal retrace (black reference) period. The current 116 is set to the proper
level by closing the electronic sw-tch, Q12 and Q13, ,with the horizontal sync pulses, This

sets the base of Q16 at the voltage level which appears on the emitter of Q1l during horizon-
tal retrace (the black reference voltage), The resistors Rs and R9 are set equal. Thus,

I19 = I -+Is

Where 1 is the portion of !19 caused by the deviation of the emitter voltage of Q1l from the

black reference level,
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In the same way as the output of the gain control circuit was previously described, the

I voltage Vd is given by (asfuming Ri0 = R11)

V _P- Y-(IYR
d  -19  116) = 0 is r

The value of "Y, (0 s "/ 1), is set by the voltage at the bases of Q14 and Q17. How this

voltage is set will be discussed latter. The differential voltage Vd is amplified and brought

out single-ended by differential amplifier Q20, Q21, Q22. The collector current of Q20 is

constant and, except for the base currents of Q21 and Q22, is passed through the DC biasF potentometer to determine the DC bias level of the pre-amplifier output.

The output of the circuit is taken from the collector of Q22 and is buffered by emitter fol-

lower Q23 for application to the outp at stage.

If the horizontal sync is interrupted the restoration switch (Q12, Q13) rerains open and volt-

age at the base of Q16 will drop towards the negative supply, this reduces the current 116

below the black reference level In 119, This action causes the output of the preamplifier to

drop below the black reference level (,white is positive going at the output of the preamplifier).

The gain control voltage applied to the bases of Q14 and Q17 will he discussed below. By

switching the voltage at that point at the field rate, theY of the circuit can be set to a differ-

{ent value for information appearing In different color fields. The controlling voltage appears

at the emitter of QS1.This voltage depends on the current through R12. The current through

[R12 is selected from the three currents set by the front panel color balance suppression con-

trols. Closing a suppression switch sets a current level which causes the > factor of the

color balance suppression circuit to be zero. The selection is performed by the field gain

switching matrix. The sw itching matrix is composed of current switches (Q24, 25) (Q26,

27 and (Q28, 29). The matrLx is driven by gates Z2A, Z2B, and Z2C which decoce the

outputs of a flip-flop counter ZiA and Z1B which counts vertical sync pulses. The red field

sync pulses reset the counter prior to each red field so that the gain selection is s%-nchro-

ntZed "ith the video signal.
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6.3 VIDEO OUTPUT STAGE DESIGN

The pteamno1ifler [a followed by a voltage amp~lifier to provide the 30-volt peak-to-peak
modulation required to drive the CRT. The following approaches to the output stage were I
considered,

* Distributed amplifier I
* Cascode hybrid amplifier

* Amplifier with EBS device

6. 3. 1 Distributed Amplifier. I
A distributed amplifier is depicted in general form as shown in Figure 56.

- 2 2L

2 2 L2 1- LL L L L

CTOTOUT L LCE

Figure S Distributed Amplifier
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The value of capacitors C is the input capacitance of the active devices used In the anpli-

hter. The value of capacitors C is the output capacitance of the active devices. The Input
signal travels down the artificial transmission line of the L1 'a and Cl,s at a known velocit

exciting each active element in Its turn. The group velocity in the output transmission line

is selected to have the same value so that the signal produced at the output element of each

stage will arrive in phase with the output at each aucceed stage, These outputs will then

add directly. The value of the characteristic impedance of the input line is chosen to be R

the source impedance from the solid state stage. This will also be the value of R o . The

value of lL is chosen to be the characteristic impedance of the output line. The output line-

is terminated at both ends to prevent undesirable reflections.

There is a two-fold reason for selecting vacuum tubes as the active devices in the

I distributed amplifier involving inadequacies of available solid state devices. At the

high bandwi,!th required, it is almost impossible to provide sufficient protection for transis-

tors capable of dissipating the power required to generate the high level, wide bandwidth

signals required,

[ A review of the literature* and preliminary calculations showed that for a distributed a-mp-

Lifter to accomplish the required gain would Involve up to 12 active devices; probably power

tetrodes. Such a design would be very complex and the chance of success limited.

6.3.2 Cascode Hybrid Amplifier

The cascode hbrid amplifier employing a tetrode output is depicted In the block diagram

(Figure 57-. The high level current I which is formed in the transconductance block is
linearly related to the input voltage and is passed through the cathode of the tetrode, which

Fis operating in the grounded grid configuration. This curren' then passes to the peaked load

which has both series and shunt compensation,

The peaked load is optimized to match the input capacitance of the CRT. A vacuum tub ,
device As selected for the output In this stage for substantialh" the same reasons as in

distributed amplifier.

M. S. Ghausl, Principles and Design of Linear Active Circuits, Chapter 13, McGraw-Hill,
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TETRODE

CONDUCTANCE -- A EV0OUT

VIN (SOLID STATE)

- 40 kV

Figure 57 Cascode Hybrid Amplifier Block Diag. am

Amplifier with EBS Devices. A most promising output circuit for high level, extremely fast I
video amplification employs an electron beam semiconductor (EBS) device (See Figure 5).

In such a device, a reverse biased diode is bombarded with a low-current high-energy elec- J
tron (10 Key) beam. As each high-energy electron surrenders its energy in the diode, it

creates multiple pairs of carriers. These current pwlrs are rapidly swept out of the deple-

tion rezion of the diode by the field set up by its reverse bias voltage. This current is passed

through a load resistor to create the voltage output. Linear amplification at extremely high

speeds is accomplished by deflecting a rectangular electron beam partially onto the diode.

The portion of the beam which illuminates the diode is proportional to the voltage applied to

deflection plates placed between an electron gun and the diode. EBS Video amplifiers with

output modulation in excess of 100 volts and rise tines of less than 2 nsec have been built at

the laboratories of Wattdns-Johnson where EBS devices are currently under development.

At the present time, the cost of a single EBS device Is prohibitive ,S5K) because of their

developmental status. However, nese devices should go into regular production in the next

2 to 4 years at which time the price should drop below S500 per device.

The required drive for the 50 ohm deflection system is on the order of 5 volts to produce 50 i

%rlts of modulation with a 50 ohm load resistor. (See Figure 59).
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Fig-ure 5,; Schematic Ar raagem e nt of E Iemne nt s i n a Dfle ct ed Beam- LBS Amplifier
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Horizontal Sensitivity: 4 ns, div.
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mj

Figure 59 Comparison of Input and Output Pulses of WJ-3650
EBS Amplifier w-ith 50 Ohm Load Resistance

This drive could be readily provided w-Ith solid state circuitry. An additional m-wer supply

(10kV) would have to be added to the display system to accommodate the EBS amplifier.

Even though the EBS device has a sob 1 state output, it can dissipate high levels of power.

It can also carry larze amounts of current and It is thought that it can be protected from the

arcing hazard of the CRT. /

Choi,-e of Output Sttg -e for Implementation. The type of output stage selected is the hYbrid

cascode amplifier. This selection was based on the cascode amplifier's simplicity compared

to the distributed amplifier and the fact that it uses active devices which are readily available.

The EBS amplifier looks very promising but the active device is still in its development

stage.

t.2. Lescripticrn of Cascodte Output Circuit

The cascode output circuit is depicted in Figure 60. Transistor Q3 is a current source for

the differential pair QI, Q2. The resistors in the emitter circuits of Qi, Q2, are very

small. An increase in the video input voltage causes an Increase in the collector current
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Enough gain is provided that very large currents can develop in the collector of Q5. A feed-

back connection is made to the base of Q2 with voltage developed across R F . This feedback

causes the base voltage of Q2 to track the video ii put voltage. As a consequenoe, the collector

current of Q5, I is given approdmately by

1 05 V in Rf

And except for base currents j
104 z 105 V in Rf

The tetrode is operated in cascode - that is, it passes the current I., to the load wAhile isolat-

ing Q4 from the load. This isolation accomplishes two necessary results: i It permit the j
load current to be developed at low power in the solid state transconductance armplifier rnd

2) it protects the solid state circuitry from the arcin hazard of the CRT.

The voltage gain of the output stage is roughly /

A RL Hf

Actually, the gain is somewhat less than this because the gain of the trinconductance ampli-

tier is lowered by base current losses. The output load element values, RL ' RL1, L LL2,

C are determined by bandkldth requirements and the capacitances which appear at the plate

of the tetrode and in the load (strays - CRT cathode capacltanceh. For liscussion purposes,

it is simpler to use risetimes than bandwidths. The relationship betvN.on "'B video bandwidth
B and 10-9oJ risetime, t, in a circuit such as Fig-ure i; is given v

t Br k , 0.35 .- 0 .45
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Where k depends on the p rtituare of the peaking. in s system with no peaking k 0 . 35

while in a system with a lot of peakin k 0. 45 (S-e Figure 59),

I -S- SERIES
. PI EA KIN G

VOUT-

LOAD LOAD
RESISTOR CAPACITANCEL 34L 

SHUNr 
-C

4 RESCOMPENSAT ON

Figure 6-11 Peaked Circuit

That k 0. 35 for the non-peaked circuit is easily demonstrated. With the compensation

elements shorted, the current source drives a load of (C1 + C,) in arailel with R-. The

10-9(, risetime of the voltage output for a step in 1 04 is

[~
t _,2 2B L tc -C2)

while the 3dB bandIdth Is

B = '2ll (C1 + CO)B "
L C

The produ1ct is

2,2 RL (C - C0 )
t B -C -- ' 0 . 3 5r 27 B L  (C 1 C .-) 2-
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One of the factors considered In designing the output stage was minimizing power consumption.

For this reason it is desirable to make R as large as possible. At the required bandwidth

of 6 SfftaThedtime

t 5 1 see -- usec

7 nanoseconds.

is required. 

The load capacitance is about iOpF ,SpF for the CR1 and 2pF stravs). A tetrode Wfth output

capacitance no greater than 9pF is realistic.

The uncomp-rated risetinre would be

it 2 .210 R 19
r u L 4.

For moderate peaking, the risetime can be improved by a factor of 1. 5. The uncompensated

risetime can therefore be 1. S times as large as the required risetime.

it r 1. ,nosecnnds i - 2. L  19! L F

R 2.L 6 K 12=3002
L 4 1.8

The notion of peaing video amplifiers ha-s been investigated extensively. A good review of

the subject is found in Electronic Amplifier Circuits ty Pettit and McWhorter tMcraw-Hill,

1961). The following networh was taken from that book and used for preliminary specifleation

of the peaking network. (See Fig-ure 62).

The values selected were ,refer to amplifier schematic, Figure ,q0,

BL = 3002? L = lull

C = pF RL 11 1K

:.23
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:I

itC

(b,, Ste Re po s fo'1)C t )C)=C 2 ,3 C-

a

ifi

II
iSC --

0 c 5 i s so 5 !) t 3, 3 3 4,

11 Figure 62 Four-termInal Network Desig-ned for C1 = C2 . (a) Circuit.

~(13) Step Response for (1) C0 - C1 , {2) C2 C1 2, (3 C2 =2

b.4 HARDWARE RESULTS

Several photograph are included in this section to illvstrate operation of the video system.

Aspects to be illustrated include gain control, common mode rejection, d'. restoration,

color balance control, system puLe response, sstem bandi'ldth.

Diagrams of test setups are provided when necessary to show the conditions which cause the

P wuveforms in the photographs.

All tests ar: conducted in the display using the synchronizing pulses from the Internal pattern

gencr'tor. Thc p:e-an-nlifler Is configured as shown in the lock diagram of Figure 53.
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Gan Control - The video iTpUt is the vertical bar pattern from the pattern generator. The I
input is shown in the upper trace of Figure 63. The lower trace Is the waveform at the

output of the emitter follower between the differential circuit and the DC restoration/color

balance, circuit. This lower-trace is a mulitplie epmuie th-it -frdnt panel- gatm tonfrol

set to fou- different positions. - r

Common Mode Reiection. To test the common mode rejection characteristics of the system,

the output of a test oscillator is applied to both the Input and return for the input of the sys-

tem. For this test, the gain control is set to masdmum. The input for a typical case is

shown in the upper trace of Figure 64. The lower trace is the output of the emitter fol-

lower between the differential stage and the DC restoration color balance circuit,

The common mode rejection is defined In dB by the equation

CMR =20 1 CM, input signal level x gain to, point of measurement
C 10 CM sinal level at point of mea uremont

Horizontal: 5 sec div.

Upper: 2V div. <In put

Vertical: d DC Coupled
Lower: V div utpu

Figure Ci3 Gain Control
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Lower: 50 rnV/div.

Horizontal: 0.5 msec/div,

Figure 64 Common Mode Rejection

For the case shown the input common mode freq-en'c 15 400 Hz, that of the input power.

CMIR = 20 log 10 (5~ n1.25)

= 54 d6

DC Restoration, DC restoration Is demonstrated by selecting the test pattern of Figure 65,

with the pattern generator.

BACkGROUNO

MAX.GREEN
NO RED
NO BLE

WINDOW

MA.GREEN
MAREO
NO BLUE

Figure 65 Test Pattern
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During the green field, the input video looks like Figure 66.

Dlring vertical retrace and the blue field, the video signal goes to zero. Its average value

during these times is the black level.

TIME
HORIZONTAL LINE PEWQD ]

AVERAGE VALUE

BLACK LE E L
ARETRACE

T
Figure 66 Input Video During the Green Field

9

During most of the red field, the video signal also goes to the black level. However, the few

lines which contain the window will look like Figure t7.

± EPACE ;AUE
E-AC'. - i i I

ACT: E $CA RETRACE

a,-- TiVE

Figure 67 Video Signal Daring Most of the Red Field

The signal is ac coupled at the input, So at the output of the differential circuit the average

value of the video signal will tend toward a value set by the bias networds. The average

value at the input during each color field is shown in Figure 6S.

After ac coupling, the average value of the video signal will be established and the average

value during ind,vidual fields All[ tend toward this value vith time constnts determined by

couplir, networks, This is Illustrated In Figure 69.
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LIL-

FLO

A'dE YER

COLOR FIELC

ILACIZ
L I.~~~EvEL.RDAtkBU

RETRACE vERT

Figui'e 6$ Average Value at the Input During Each Color Field

P ETRACE EAT

O7 joCOLOR p.

Figure 69 Average Value of Video Signal

Prior to Dr- restoration the black, level is referenced to the average value by the voltage of

the black level with respect to the average value. Thus, the black level "before DC restora-Ition has a waveform like that in Fi .- re 70.

A-,AC EAT~

1.E~ :CT2

1E

Figure 70 Waveform of Black Level Before DC Restoration -

AC Coupled Video Sigil
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This signal appears inverted at the emitter of QI, and is shown in the photograph, Figure
~71.

Note that the time constants are actually much longer than those shown in Figure 70, which

makes the rate of change of unrestored black level appear to vary almost linearly with time

when there is a transient change in the average value.

The purpose of the de restoration is to remove the variations in the black reference and

establish a constant DC level for the black reference. The effectiveness of the circuit is

illustrated by the photograph (Figure 72), which shows the output of the pre-amplifier at

the emitter of Q23.

Color Balance. Photographs are included to show the action of the color balance circuit. 1
The input signal is shown in the lower trace of Figure 73. This is the signal which ap-

pears during each active horizontal line regardless of the color field in which it occurs.

The upper trace Is the output of the video system w-ith the color balance controls set to gise

different gain in fields of different colors.

System Pulse Response. The pulse response was tested using the vertical bar pattern of the

pattern generator. The lower trace of the photograph of Figure 74 is the input pulse and I
the upper trace is the output of the video system. For this test, the CRT is disconnected

and the system is loaded with the oscilloscope probe iTektronix Pi3047 i which has a capac- 1
itance of 10 pF and is therefore appro:dmartely the same load as the CRT.

Measured risetimes for the video system are on the order of ! usc_ For the appro-ximation

of risetime bandwidth product in a peaked circuit,

t B = 0.45r

The bandwidth is

- IB -- 5t MH_

As shown in Section 6. 1, 3, this is sufficient bandwxldth for the 150 field sec mode of oper-

ation.
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I

£ Horizontal: 2 rsec/div.

Upper: sV/ dlv. }Red Field
Svne Pulses

Vertical: Lower: 5Vidiv, lUarestore-d

[

Figure 71 Unrestored Video

Horizontal: 2msec div.

Upper: 5V div. Red Field
~Srnr ' Pulses

\ erti cal: SM we
Lower: IV div. Restored

I Video

i
i Figure 72 Restored Video



I:

I

Horizontal: 200 nsec/div.

Vertical Upper: 50V/ div.
Lower: 1V/div. i

II

Figure 73 Color Balance Control

I
I,

Horizontal: Upper: 50V div. - Output
Lower: 1V div. - Input

Vertical: 50 nsuc div.I

I

Figure 74 System Pulse lesponse I
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System Bandwidth. The system Bandwidth is tested using the setup shown in Figure 75.I
The Photographs show the input, Figure 76, -and-the output, -l gure 77. 1
As seen from the photograph of the input voltage trece the input signal starts rolling off at

around 50 MHz. This is due to the characteristics of the Ball Brothers Mark 81 video mixer.

£ This equipment was required to insert blanking during horizontal retrace. Even with the in-
put roll off, the photographs can be used to approximate the -3 dB bandwidth of the video sys- F

I tem by taking into account the roll off of the input when examining the output. The bandwidth
is estimated from the photographs to be appro.xlmately 55 MHz, which agrees well w'lth the

risetime measurements.

Ii

TELSYNC 2W3

haZ I ~MARK 81[L=) -i

|FR- DIPLA)NG

IP.SYN IN•

ETTEKTRONIX

7VIDEO[ -

~Figure 75 Test Setup for System Bandwidth

I
I
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I

A

Vertical: 0. 5Vi/div,

Horizonatal: 0-70 MHz I
~I i

1
Fi-ure 6 Bandwidth Response: Input

Vertical: 20V div. I
Horizonatal: 0-70 .MTHz

714

fmaure 77 BandvIt~h Response: Output
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SECTION 7
Ii

DEFLECTION SYSTEM

7.1 DEFLECTION CIRCUITS

The deflection circuit design was one of the-major tasks to be developed under this study,

The original block diagram proposed is shown in Figure 78,

The vertical deflection technique proposed was straight forward. It consisted of a standard

ramp generator driving a linear amplifier, This amplifier design had been successfully

proven in ex.%isting Philco-Ford tactical display equipment.

A difficult design problem existed for the horizontal deflection system, Because the system

is sequential color, the scan speed must be approximately three times as fast as a couven-

tional single color CRT display of the same resolution. The result is a horizontal line

period of about 10 microsecond, with S microseconds for the scan and 2 microseconds for

the retrace, Since a resonant technique was selected, the difficulty existed because of the

large energy transfer required to reset the coil in the short retrace period,

To understand the development of the design, the following specifications and design goals

should be reviewed,

7.2 DESIGN GOALS AND SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications for deflection must be consist-ent with the basic design goal of achieving

a three color, sequential field, high-resolution (1000 x 1000 element), CRT raster scan

lispla. Utilizing thirty complete frames per second, three color frames per complete

frame and two fields per color frame, the following timing requirements result:

Three color frames in 1 30 sec

Time color frame = 1 90 sec = 11.1 milliseconds

1149I ___________________________



COIL

ORT i

WHE N I
HORrZONTAL SYNC RESONANTc)

-NE ARI T'
CORRECTiON

Figure 78 Dflection Circuit Design D1ock- Diagram
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i
T!x

I Time per color field 5. 55 milliseconds

1000 to 1024 active scan lines/color frame

1 1125 total horizontal scan lines/color frame

AVe rtic al retrace 125- 0. 09 9 4 = (0, 09) (5. 5 5) 4 0. 5 millisecon ds
Vertical scan time - 5. 55-0. 5 5. 05 msec

Horizontal period 11, 1 milliseconds 9.87 msec
1125p Horizontal retrace 20-- of horizontal period (0.2) (9. 87) r 1,97 rnsec

Horizontal scan time = 9,37 - 1.97 = 7.9 msec

With these timing requirements the next apecificatlon which defines the usefulness and -7
aesthetic quality of the display image relates to linearity. In general terms, the linearity

defines the limit of error that can be tolerated in the placement of a spot icr element ,n

the CRT from the ideal true pisition. The linearity requirement for this display was set at[ ' This value was determined to be an optimum cornpromise between the usefulness to

the viewer and the relative difficulty in achieving higher linearity. The amount of linearity

I correction required for a particular application is mainly a function of the following

physical variables: the A-Inding configuration and material of the deflection yoke, the angle

of deflection required for proper size of the display, and the faceplate curvature of the CRT.
I-

7.3 CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENTI

7.3.1 Vertical DJlecti,-n

The vertical sweep system consists of three main active-circuit networks and the vertical

f deflection dtnlings cf the yoke, as shcmn in the block diagram of Figure 79.

CRT

DEFLECTION

S NC RAMP - 'LINFAAFITF LINEAR OK

Figure 79 Vertical Sweep System
01 151I . . . .. . . ]___ ____



The ramp generator a.Ld I nearti e)rrector are contained on the same printed circuit
!).,ard joint - cheriatics are 6how-n in Fipire SO; the schematic for the linear amplifier .

is sh'on in Figare ai).i

The ramp generator c nsists of Q1, Q21, Q3 and ZI and operates by charging capacitor (C5) J
with a constant current source !R*3, P7) to obtain a linear ramp and discharging the capa-

tor -with a sem--conductor 3wttch (Q3) to reset the volt-ge to its initial oondltion. Q1 sad

Q2 provide a de le el shift and amplification of the svfC pulse which turns Q3 OFF for the

linear ramp and ,)N for reset. ZI is a high -gain operational amplifier which operates as an

integrator and develcps Cie linear rmrnp on C 5 and provides a low-impedance drive-for the

lineari\ corrector.

The lineari,_v corrector consists of Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, QS, and Z2. ZJ is a high-gain opera-

tional ai gfier that is co,-,mected to invert aind amplify its input by a facto_ r of 1.,0. The input

t- dl is developed aerns Q and P24. With Q turned off the series combInation of Pt', and

R24 provide a voltage divider with the rat 2249 u1 for the signal on the output of 71.

With Q turned partially on this ratio becomes proportionately smaller. Thus Q; operates

on the signal input to Z2 and forms a modified ramp with "S" curve correction. Q4. Q5, Q6,

and Q7 de elop the input signal to, Q whicii is show.n in Figure ;2.

The amplitude (A) o)f this wave form is controlled Ly P21 which in turn determines the

degree of carvature of the "S" cure,. The do offset 1 is controlled Lv PUS which in turn

determines the points of inflection of the "S" curve,

The lineari' c rrection pr,-,duced Lb this method i, known as "on axis" lineariw corrootian

h-ause the orrection waveform is only a function of the one axis of deflection and doe-s not

account for the position of the spoxt in the orthagonal axi5 . Thus , without further correction

the raster would ex-tend its corners and would have the appearance of a pincushion, For this

reason, a secondarv maoctic field is produced by a pincushion correcter. This coil is

mo,unted to the deflection voIe at the CRT faceplate end and produces a static magnetic field

that opposes the deflection voke field in the cornerq and aids the on-axis defl-ection yo e

field, This pr)vides the desired off-axis correction and the ability t,) ,btain a raster with

lest than 1' of linearitv distortion.
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Figure SO Linearity Corrector and Sweep Generator
Circuit Card Schemnatic
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13 31 NOTES (UNLESS 07HERWI-E NOTED)

1 COMPONENTS MIARKEO VMTM A-4 ASTERISKI)
ARE MOUNTED ON A HEAT SINK AMM1LY

2 14,219 J 3 10K

222 K - 0 $KEW OUT (NOT USED,

12 4*4%'P

04MK 40

= I A i T CC RETURN OEP111.
4T1% P-5 COIL

L3 TO FEEDBACK
IN is' Al'

2 O

A*0 t010 U H C'00C

ISOk 220'vDC -21 F l

1 2 5% < 1 uF C., w vI C "

UF " "I POSITIVE SEEP
DA@IOIVE OuTPuT 01l'

43'

A NECLTI E DRIyE PEEO ACIT CO:L

424

F,3 A'@4 P.9 ' A 7- 0, NEGATIVE '*EEP

2 22 K 1 4 * 5% O E XITPUT
. 4 I__ 42

' I~ ~ K: 5 L

;S 320

,3 1( 10

C12 J 100 LIM - IOL

0 F I UF .FvOC 102% I £C

Figure 81 Vertical Deflection Amplifier Circuit
Card Schematic
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I_=

I ! - TRACE- - - " -- --- RETRACE

I I
I

II

Figure 52Correction Input to QS*-G

7.3. 2 Horizontal Deflection System

The Initial circuit implementation was as shown in Figure S3. The concept had been
developed at Philco WDL for possible use In commercial color television sets. The initial
breadboard was constructed with components designed for use at relatively slow-speed
applications to test the feasibility and to provide an insight into the probable limitations for
the high-speed circuit. The main benefits of this design are the very low-power requirements
combined with vet-v high degiee of linearity obtainable. The breadboard operated with less
than 35 watts of total power and produced a deflection current adecruate for commercial tele-
vision with a linearity of approximately 2"'. However, the disadvantages of this circuit, when
scaled up for high-speed operation, are associated with the reovery time of the SCR. The
recover time becomes too short for even the fastest available SCR, and the voltage and[ current requirements for the semiconductors become the limiting parameters in this

application.

i The circuit operates as follows. The sNrne signal input switches the SCR ON to initiate the
res~onant flvback reset of the yoke. The voltage, due to the charge on the resonating capa-

citor C in inverted, stepped up, and applied to the deflection yoke through the action of the
flvback transformer, The yoke and the capacitor become a reson&nt circuit and can be

represented as shown in Figure S4,
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(CH AR GIN GC2

LI INOUCR) (DAMPE R

iFLYBACK CR3
TRANSFO ORME R

* L2

T1 (DEFLECTOR

YOKE
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C AFA C T 0 R) H"(SW T C Hi N 6

CR SCR,

SYNC.

Figure 3 Initial DcLc:!cticn Ciicuir

N o

iNiTjAL CONDITIONS
-PEAK DEFLECTiON CuRRENT

Figure S'4 Ecquivalent Flb? .Circuiit

(Vailid OnlyDrn lvbc eid
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This circuit resonates for only one cuarter of itz resonant period at which time the voltage

at the CR 9 - L 2 Junction has become positive enough to forward bias CR2 and CR3. The

dItodes hold the voltage from increasing further. At the same time the current in L 2 has

resoak for 1!4 1pIdo a value of aprot ael I This the resnit action has

succeeded in resetting the current in the deflection yoke and the voltage across the deflection

yoke has returned to + V + Vcr2 + Vcr3) During the flyback period the transformer builds[ - up its internal field. Then during the trace period the collapsing field in the transformer

holds the delection yoke voltage constant by keeping CR2 and CR3 forward biased. The

voltage on the resonating capacitor influences the voltage on the deflection yoke only during

L the flyback period.

The operation of the circuit during the trace period can be underztood with the use of the

equivalent circuit shown in Figure 85. The initial current in the SCR (Io) is the current

Irequired to reset the deflection yoke, multiplied by the transformer turns ratio. This reset

current is equal to twice the peak deflection current (the current goes from plus I peak to

ninus I peak-.

0 "PEAK DEFLECTION CURRENT
02 0

L1 Lt - PARALLEL COMEiNATION OF THE
LEAKAGE INDUCTION AND THE

PRIMARY INDUCTANCE OF TRANSFORMER

C I 10

00K1

{ CRI

- Figure S5 Equivalent Trace Circuit

1Valid Only During Trace Period)

The initial current in Li (I ) is small and can be assumed negligible for ease of analizing

the circuit. Capacitor C, has resonated from a positive charge to zero during the flyback

;,t'2rId and V can be assumed zen. Le and C then resonate for 1 4 cycle until the

cirrent through CR1 decreases to zera) at which point CR1 becomes reversed biased. Cl I-
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M-,w charged with a negative voltage approximately equal in amplitude to the applied

voltage (+V), During this time the current in 1.1 has increased only slightly because of

- - -. its.relatively-longtlme-censtant but, as CRI becomes -rversed biased, Le Is removed

from the circuit and L and C become a resonant circuit for 1 2 cycle_ This returns the

charge on C to its initial condition prior to flyback.

Utilizing the same circuit concept, high-speed transistors were substituted for the switching I
SCR. A .ew high sensitivity deflection yoke was chosen and the transformer and charging

inductor were redesigned. The use of transistors instead of SCR's was a significant change

due to the major impact on the complexity of the drive circuits, Using transistors all s

a more precise control c%er switching functions but is tyoublesome due to more complex ]
control input requirements. The modified design allowed low p)wer operation at the proper

frequency a see trace and 2 p sec retrace) but also taxed the limiting parameters of each

component. The first limit was found to be the saturation characteristics of the transforimer.

Evaluation of the transformer requirements showed that an optimun design would involve

a trade off between two main parameters: high secondary inductance and low-leakage in-

ductan:oc. A number of transformers were constructed with different option changes in-

voiving core size, ore material, winding configuratlcn, and .A-re construction.

Further developments on the circuit involved using special "state-of--the-art" (high voltage,

high current, said high speed simultaneouslvi transistors fu, the power switching function

and the addition of a feedback loop to provide a free running mode of ,peration t, safeg-sard

the display in the event cf loss of input sN-nc. The developments of high-speed, high-voltage

somiconductors and a good high-frequency pulse transformer were the major keys to the

impleme.ntation of the horizontal deflection system. The design of the transformer can be

described by referring to the equivalent circuits of Figure 84 and 85 and considering the

transformer equivalent circuits in Figures 6, 37, and SS.

I- beconmes evident from these equivalent circuits that the imoDrtant parameters are:

leakage inductance iLet, seocndar inductance Is., dc current saturation characteristic

--- Dd& , ,and the tunis ratio N).

The leakage Inductance must be kept at a minimum since it is in series with the output, and

the ascondaiv inductance must be maxtmum since It is in parallel with the output. But these

requirements arc mrutuallv inconsistant since W-,th are dire-tlh- prop-rtional t) the number
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I I. R LcLe LeC RLc RP 2P 2 RL

V LD IDEAL L OEFL I t

-VTRANS YOKE 1 L

Figure 6 Equivalent Transformer Circuit During Retrace Period

R1-c hC

S o  I 3 Amperes
L L. , 1 = 36 Amperes

L I N' 00 - 3)
I Rp 2 , LC RLI *

L:N I o  1 L E d t

L DEA L L OEFLTRANS s
YOK i i c  " 0

V -CI C

Figure ST Equivalent Transformrer Circuit During rirst Part of Trace Period

R Lc  LL

P 2N2  L c 2 L
' [T-- . - - ._,. ., z,,- o l . 3.5 Ampei s

'L7-s

F'1 TN I + -

7 TRANS Lj Lc s  TK

TC KE I Vc . 0

F r EZ

~Figure S£ Equivalent Trarisfortner Circuit During Last Part of Trace Period
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of ti~rns inn the transformer, The satnration characteristic is also directly propronall

to n. Using the following design formulas relating these parameters and the core data, a[ -- best compromise solution is found as follows:

.5 Itr transformer core air gap Ig tr-t (inches)

secondary Inductance Ls -. 4- n2 Ac x 10 henries)
le, gac -~ 2. 541Ig

leakage inductance Le W31.921cu (Ts3 T x 10 (P henries)

CORE: Ferroxcube 6 65C Pail K5-350-11-3E (core haLfi

Bobin: P4-564-71

AL 1,8100 mH IO00T L e = 2440

le 4.84 in 12.3 cm

A 1.11 in- --7, 715 cnY-
e

3 1V 5.39in ,4 cm
e

Winding area - 0. 620 in
(Full Rj bbin i

Mean length of turn = 5,11> in 13 cm 5  1
). 5) 0. 25 3 0) -/3 I

ig v 2 000 - ,.,187 - v. S

Lac 1 1 26) (6251 (7, .15) 10 = (1.2) 10,12) (7.151 1 -  1.o mH12.3 (

L 3 .15 u.2 O& )h--I

L 1.5

The tur-: rati is deterinined by calculating the relationship of the retrace vnltage to the

trace voltage and then approximating the losses in the circait that effect the wave shape of

the retrace voltage. Under ideal conditions the retrace voltage is the fourth quarter o)f i

%no wa,.e but hecaise there is a rise time assc, icatW-d with the initiation ,cf retrace, and
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because there are resistive losses and seriets impedsaes between the yoke and the resonating

capacitor, it is necessary to make an approximation of the actual voltage wave shape. A

good approximation is a triangular wave as shown in Figure 89.

t =-*-TRACE

RETRACEI
OV - tR"16/ e

I Figure S9 Deflection Yoke Voltage (Approximation)

For zero do current in the yoke the Vt product must be zero thus.IC
II

(trace voltage) (trace tinie) (retrace voltageo iretrace time)

YT' tR) = 2) (tR =V (2) (VT (tT) &

R = (2) (60) (S.4) R
-.- , _. -- 6 ov

turns ratio N = - 5.2
120

with NI - 25

priar turns =  rums
5,-1,

I Notice also in the preceeding calculations that numbers were used for size and spacing of the

windings i.e. : IceL = mean length t~rn, Ts-p thickmess of insulation between primary and[ secondary. These numbers were determined by using the winding configuration of Figure 90.

I
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The primary windings are made with copper strap 7/32"-wide by 20-mil thick. The

I secondary windings are made with a Litz type wire consisting of 4 strands of 20 AWG heavy

formvar twisted evenly into a nable. A third winding consisting of one turn was put on the

tranlformer to au plv adb voltagetci b6 ted for horizontal P0sitloning of the hsfei 6f thie

CRT. This winding does not affect the operation of the other cir-cuitr because it conducts--

current only during retrace. The present circuit contguraton is as shown in Figure 91.

The output circuit operates as previously described except that the switching fuuction is

accomplished with transistors, The SVT 250-30 and the two 2N 3346 transistors provide the

power switching that was accomplished by the SCR in the slow speed circuit. The SCNAIF

5 and 3SF4 (iodes are required by keep from reverse biasing the transistors. The IN3Q14B

zener diode pro.ides over-,oltage protction for the transistors which becomes necessat-

in the event the input sync becomes unstable or erratic. The drive to these transistors is

I provided by two darlington connected circuits. One for turn-on and the other to turn them

off. T"he "on" circuit is connected as a constant current source to provide isolation be-

tween th input and the drive. Enough current is provided through the lS-()resistor to keep

the output transistors saturated during the retrace period and the 120-0.047 u F RC com- I

j bination provides an extra boost to speed up the turn on of these transistors. The (UVYF

circuit is connected as an emmitter-follower to provide a very low impedance that can drain

the base charge from the output transistors and turn them off quickly. The two IN4942 diodes

keep both circuits from being on at the same time. Two 2N2219 transist)rs are connected

as a non -saturating differential amplifier switch to dr-ive the darlington stages, and a

nh2N29C5 provides a high input impedance for the sync signal. The 2N3637 feeds back a signal

to retrigger the circuit for the free running mode if there is no sync signal input. This

feedback signal is eliminated whenever there i a sync signal by the 2N2219. The 10C0 pF

capacitor is charged by the input sync which turns on the and shorts out the feedback

I signal. The discharge time constant is such that the feedback takes over control if more than

tv, svnc pulses are missing.

A covparisn of the opration of the present circuit to the desigm go als is made in Table V.

I The Totgraphs of Figure 92 show the voltage and current waveform obtained with 38 kV

an- Je rctential and the deflection circuits adjusted for full screen deflection. The current

4 ramp linearitv Is measured by overlaying a straight line intersecting the end points of the

cirrent ramp an. measuring the vertical deviation. Measurement of the display linearity
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A TABLE V
COMPARISON OF PRESENT CIRCUIT 10 DESIGN GOALS

PAAMETER DESIGN-GAL ACTUAL REMARPKSJC ONTIT IONS

Horizontal periojd is . 7 9.0-11.5 }Circuit operates at input sycnI

Trace (4s) 7.9 7.2-9.2 )rate within these limits

Retrace +:) 1.97 1, :-2.3
Deflection current Using FYS 44S-3600 '500 with

(PPAmperes) 5. 5 5. 6 51"A Supply.

Raster sie Inches 3.1 square 3.1 square 5Ml117 Thomas CRT 13 , kV

Using aht-ve yoke with 4.2A p-p

Power Req't 10 0 watts I I watts 5<V Supply 2 1. 7A do =1V
o.0,4A

Linearit}

Current ramp ' 3. 5' -ame c,.nditicns as for raster

Display (on ax.s 27 3 size measurement I
was made by using a phot, graph of the projected image of the 512 color bar pattern on the I
screen. The red-field pattern break.s the screen into 64 equal time Inter'als by using the

edge transition between the brightest and darkest red bar. The distance (to the nearest ]
o01 in.' from the left edge to each of these transistins was made and compared to its cal-

culated relative distance for perfect linearitY. The deviations were normalized to reflect

measurement from center to edge of the display and the linearity was determined as the

deviation times 100 divided by the distance from center.

Recommendation - as has been stated, the circuits developed contain unique designs asso-

ciated with the flvback transformer and the high speed switching transistors, These devel-

npments enabled high speed performance with excellent non-corrected linearitv of the display

and relatively low power dissapation. A further advantage of this method is the elimination 1
,- the cross-over distortion present in conventional resonant flyback deflection,

1JtJro improvements would involve a redesign of the magnetics (transformer, deflection

vke) to reduce the power requirement and improve the linearity of the display The major

m: )wr dissipation is caused by the high currents In the switching transistors and associated

S,~, ,ich are characterized by fixed voltage drops almost independent of the current,
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I
By increasing the operating voltage of the magnetics, the current requirement decreases

* in direct proportion. The power requirement is thus reduced, but not without cost. The
voltage brd6akdown, retulr~ent -f - ttjfisiits twme bv- twire-the-inorease -in spply

voltage and of the damper diodes by five times the increase in supply voltage.

:Other improvements should involve the incorporation of linearity correction methods such
as a passive reactance in series with the deflection yoke to create an "S" curve deflection

ramp or a negative resistance amplifier in series with the yoke to cancel the resistive

losses ir the yoke.

1

iTi

I
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COLOR WHEEL CONTROL SERVO

3.1 COLOR WHEELDRIVE

The color wheel drive brings the color wheel up to speed and locks the wheel Into synchronism

with the scanning electron beam. The drive must position the various color filter sections in

i [front of the CRT %ith the correct phase and speed if good color purity is desired. The design

specifications for the drive system are given in Section 8. 1. Section 8. 2 discusses the al-

i ternatives considered and the design which Aas finally selected. Test results are discussed

in t..3.

.2 DEISGN SPECIFICATIONS

[S)nchronous Speed 18cC_ RPM i
Phase jitter = 152
Pull-in Torque estimated 10-15 in-oz.

Pull-out Torque estimated 10-15 In-oz.

Starting Torque estimated 10-15 in-oz.

[ The pull-in, pull-out, and starting torque specifications Aere estimated from rough calcula-

tions of the amount of tndage and bearing friction expected for color wheel drive. Some

tests Aere made ov a laboratory synchronous motor driving a plastic disk to verify the

amount of torque required,

S3q DESIGN SELECTION

j Three different drive schemes were considered for the color wheel drive.

17
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Alturnative 1: Synchronous AC motor with phase-locked loop. The first method utilizes a

synchronous motor with feedback to a phase-locked loop as shown below in Figure 93. Two

position markers at the beginning of each red field generate a position pulse which Is corn-

pared in the phase detector with the referenct sync pulse. Any phase error will generate a

correction voltage which changes the frequency of the Voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO) in J
a direction which will do-crease the phase error to zero. Fine adjustment of the phase is

v, ssible either by inserting an error voltage to the VCO or changing the location of the posi- J
tion marker sensor.

Advantage s Disadva ntages I
automatic phasing f&:rly complex circuitry

good phase stability pull-out torque determined only

by motor rather than motor and

drive 1
Alternative 2: Synchronous hysteresis motor v ith direct drive, A block diagram of the ]
second alternative appears in Figure 94. This system is similar to alternative 1 except

that no automatic phase control is provided.

The reference sync pulse in this system is used to drive the coo wheel through a pulse re-

shaping circuit and a pcxer amplifier contained in The drive circuit. Using a synchronous j
hysteresis motor, the lock-in phase is arbitrary and phase shift circuitry is required to ad-

just the phase of the color wheel to the correct value. ]

Advantages Di sadvantaes J
good phase stability no autc .natic phasing

simple Diil-cat torque

determined bv motor onlv

Automatic phIse capability Could be incorporated in this system, hovever, if automatic phas-

inL is dosired, alternative I might he a belter choice.

.\ltcrijtive 3: DC Motor with ph~aae-locked loCo. This system is the most Bophisticated of the

thrc., alternatives considered and gives the be8t performance. As shown helo. in Figure 95, J
tri- dltcrnative is a true speed and phase control servo system A\ih excellent position ac-

c aracy .ind speed con-ical, The reference sync pulse is compared in frequency and phase t'o
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the phase and speed] signals sent from the optical encoder. At non-synchronous motor speeds

I only a logical frequency error signal is developed to bring the motor up to speed. After syn-

chronism is achieved, the phase error is then nulled out. Commercial sevo systems using

this approach have attained instantaneous position accuracy of better than -10 arc seconds
t

and are very insenitive to load variations because of the broad band high gain feedback.

: Advantages Disadvantages

excellent phase stability high cost and complexity

hightorque and high stiffness 0.

for small motor size

insenitive to load variations

Design Tradeoffs and Selection of Experimental Desi_. For use in an airborne application C

where high G forces may be encountered, alternative 3 is the best choice since the vat-lng

bearing and gyroscoplc loads on the color wheel motor will not affect the wheel speed or

phasing.

[ Alternate 1 and 2 are essentially the same except for the automatic phasing.

For the purposes o f the study and the experimental display, the simplest approach, that of

alternative 2 was chasen for implementation. The schematic and details of operation follow

in Section ;.4.

5.4 DESCRIPTION OF DRIVE SYSTEM AND SCHEMATIC

Figure 96 is a schematic of the color wheel servo.

The one-shot Z1 is a Fairchild 9601 integrated circuit device which is connected to trigger

on the leading edge of the red field pulse as shown In the Timing Diagram (Figure 97). The

timing -f Z1 is variable bv means of the "Color Wheel Phasing" potentiometer which is lo-

cated on the front panel of the display. The range of adiustment of Z1 is from 2 milliseconds

to 20 millisecond8 to allow any of the red, green, or blue filter segments oi the coior wheel

to be phased to the proper position regardless of the phaee obtained when the color wheel
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first locks up to the drveirqutaoy 4 It .iob teristlcswotbthe synhronout-ystrfl s

motor to lock in synchronism at an undetermined phase position.

Z2 is triggered by the trailing edge of the pulse from Z1. The width of this pulse is adjusted

to be exactly one half the period of the red field plsees by means of the symmetry adjust
trimpot R3, located on the color Yheel drive circuit card. The output of Z2 is thus a square

wave which can be moved in phase with respect to the input red field pulses.

{ Z3 is trailing edge triggered by the output of Z2; and Z4 is leading edge triggered by Z2 to

develop two vmmetrica drive signals to the transistors driving the power transformer T2.

The tmo drivers turn on alternately to develop the voltage needed to operate the motor. Since

the drive signals are synchronous with the red field pulses and Liie color wheel is synchron-

ous with the drive, the color wheel stays in phase with the fiL- Informnation.

A few of the significant details of the circuitry (See schematic Figures 96A ad MEB) are as

follows. The diodee CR5 and CR6 are included to prevent the collector base junctions of the

DTS 425 power transistors from being forward biased when the opposite transistor turns on.

The damping network consisting of R13 and C6 is necessary to control the transients caused

by the Q and Q turn-on and uman-off, C7 is a high frequency capacitor to prevent oscilla-
3 4

tion of Q3 and Q4 . T2 is a special design to handle the square wave input drive without sat-
urating, This transformer was designed by TRANEX, Mountain View, Ca, The synchronous

hysteresis motor is an external rotor design with sleeve bearings, The external rotor de-

sign of this motor yields high torque and small size, and the sleeve bearings give quiet opera-

tion with a minimum of vibration,

S.5 TEST RFfULTS FOR COLOR WHEEL DRIVE SYSTEM

The completed color wheel drive system operates satisfactorily in the Real Time Improved

Color Display. The color wheel is driven through a right angle crossed helical gear system

which generates a small amount of noise due to a slight hunting of the color wheel.
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Synchronous Speed 1500 to 1800 RPM

Phase Jitter ± 100 approx.

Starting Torque 19 In-oz.

Pull-in Torque est.t 19 in-oz.

Pull-out Torque est, - 19 in-oz. I
Time to Achieve Phase-Lock

from Rest (1500 RPM) 25 seconds

Drive S stem Data

* Color Wheel

Size of Color wheel 0, 240' x 12 1 '4" diameter

Material lyrex glass I
Weight of color wheel 2 lbs. 4.5 oz.

Moment of inertia of wheel "% . 7.' o-In-scc

* Drive Motor I
Type External Rotor, Synchronous

hysteresis

Size 3 1 4" diameter x 2 1 4" long

Speed 1500 to 100 RPMi

Input Power %60 watts

Moment of inertia of rotor %0, 2 oz-in-sec"

As an approximation, the gear and windage torque iosses may he calculated as the difference

betveen the starting torque (T 3 and the torque required (Tr ) to bring the color wheel up to

1500 RPM in 25 seconds. For a thin disk with no damping:

J a t) T I
o r

a SJ4

flI
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iI
or J W (t T t

Tr o 0 p(

to J = Jw h-- J color wheela o motor

= 0.2 + 1. 7 2 oz-in-sec
2

T r  1.92 oz-in-sec" 50 rad W(to) = 1500 RPM 2 r radians
25 sec see 60 see

T 12.05 oz-in = 50- radians
sec

t = 25 sec

T= 19 az-inrT - T 6. 95 i7 oz-in

r Thus, for the laboratory system about 7 oz-in of the available motor torque Is necessary t-
counteract the bearing, gear and windage oqses. Any motor supplying more than 7 az-In of
torque could bring the color v, heel up to speed although the time to achie.e synchronism
would be extessively long if the torque is near 7 <-z-in. Also, the stiffness and resulting
phase-stabilit- of the color Aheel would be poor,

The present motor is a Pabst HSM 20.65-4-9-D, This motor kas selected because of its
high torque external rotor design and its low cost. For an adverse cnvironment application,
a sealed internal rotor motor could be selected If further analysis of the load disturbances
shov ed that a syncnronous hysteresis motor could be utilized while malntaimng the required
phase stabllity, In general, the size and weight of i synchronous hysteresis motor vith su-
flcient torque for this application would be appreciably greater than that of a small DC servo

motor of the same capability,

* , 6 CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Control of the color wheel is a fairly simple servo problem. For ground applications, "here
no r~ndorn load di trubancL s occur, a simple open end drive using a Eynchronous motor
yields excellent performance. For airborne applications, the lack of stiffness of the svn-
chronous motor appro ch Alll probably cause unacceptable oscillation of the color vheel
abo Jut the correct phase position,

1 !



8. 6. 1 Conclusions

a. For ground applications, use synchronous motor with automatic phasing. 1
b. For airborne application use a de servo syst m with velocity and position feed- I

back to attain high resistance to load disturban:es while maintaining light weight

and small size. The tradeoff is the much greater circuit complexity of the dc

servo system compared to the synchronous motor system.

S.6.2 Areas for Further Study

Two areas should be investigated further with respect to the possible implementation of a

sequential display in airborne applications. These are:

a. A literature search and invesdgation of the G-forces and pitch and yaw rates for

various aircraft.

b. x program to determine analytically and experimentally the load disturbances on J
the colo- wheel drive system due to the aircraft maneuvers investigated in part k

Both of these areas are fairly simple to study and Aould firmly establish the specifications
for a color wheel servo for aircraft use. I

I

,I
1
I
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SECTION 9

HLMAN FACTORS CONSIDERATIONS

[ 9.1 INTRODUCTION

|-uInan Factrs considerations are of great importance in assessing the Real Time ImproxedL Image Display. The match of human operator visual characteristics and the corresponding

design aspects of the display must be known in order to determine the best utility of this He-{ vice. The relevance of color as an information display technique has been frequently dis-

cussed in the literature and Human Factors design criteria for olor displays have seen

devised for most ordinary applications 1,2,3 In addition, visual criteria influencing the
-4design of color CRT display systems have been videly investigated

In this report, a Human Factors evaluation of the design parameters for this specific dis-

play dekice is presented. The most important of these parameters (color generation method,

resolution and registration are examined in greater detail tnd rec,mnLendations are made

for additional studies xshich must be performed to define more clearly the applications in

wkhich this device can be most effectively used.

H.2 PHYSICAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AN-D PSYCHOLOGICAL CORtiELATES

The physical design characteristics of the Tri-Color Display "ere identified in the original

specifications and zngineering tests have been performed for these design paramete, : see

Section 1. 4 of this reporti, Psychological correlates which can be Identified for these para-

motei are shon in Table VL Although the last item in the table, 'Color Generation

MIethod" is nor a design parameter against vwhich tests were made. it is nonetheless - design

characteristics inherent In the device which requires separate treatment from a Human

Factors standpoint,

I
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TABLE VI

)ESIGN ('IlARACTElIlSTICS ANT) ISYCII()I,(XICA 1, COJRRE TATES

flestgn Psychologicald

Characteristics Correlate
Spatial lrequency Response Resolution

White Brightness Irightness

Color Brightness

Color Brightness Shadics

G.ray Scale

Shading

lallck and White Contrast Rntio

Color Gamut Ilue

Color linearity

P lurity Saturation

Color Misregistration Registration

Flicker Flicker

Color Generation Method Color Ilue Perception Method

In the paragraphs which follow, the most relevant of the design characteristics for each of

the psychological correlates are discussed.

9.3 RESOLUTION

The measurements of spatial frequency response described in Section 2. 1. 1 indicate that

1000 lines are resolvable in horizontal and vertical directions. It clan therefore be inferred
6that each element of a digital video raster of 10 picture elements will be resolvable from

adjacent elements.

5
As Luxenberg and Kuehn describe, Rayleigh's criterion for the resolution of two point

images requires that the center of the diffraction pattern of one point fall on the first dark

ring of the other. In achieving this relationship, the minimum illuminance midway between
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the two images is 26.5 percent below the two maxima. Actual observations supported by

some theory indicate that a differential of 2.2 percent between the maximum and minimum is

sufficient for resolving two points. This relationship is known as Conrady's criterion.

Spatial frequency response for displayed lines may be obtained by measuring the maximum

illuminance at the center of a line and comparing it against an adjacent minimum in the space

between lines. The point resolution criteria described above are applicable to these

measurements.

The data indicate a horizontal frequency response of 45 percent and a vertical response of

50 percent, both measured at 1000 lines. These measurements are well within either

Conrady's or Rayleigh's criteria for resolution.

9.4 BRIGHTNESS

A maximum of 33 footlamberts of white light was measured for this device.

As is noted in Section 4.0, brightness can be improved by increasing the accelerating

voltage any by reducing the green purity. For Command and Control applications,

a screen 10 inches by 10 inches is considered suitable for viewing. If this change

is implemented; a side benefit would be in the considerable light output improvement.

Measurements of the "Shading" parameter indicate that corner brightness is generally one-

half of center brightness. In the photopic luminance range of vision, hue is dependent upon
6luminance; an effect known as the Bezold-Brucke phenomenon . An apparent shift of 10 to

20 nanometers may be experienced for some colors as retinal illuminance changes. Cor-

rective circuitry can be employed to provide uniform luminance across the display surface.

Section 2.1.3 presented a detailed discussion of gradual brightness fall-off from the center

to the edge. This fall-off was no, objectionable to an observer. Observation of the image on

the laboratory test bed verifies this fact. Before circuitry to correct for this phenomena is

utilized, consideration as to brightness loss should be made.
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Color brightness shade tests indicate a maximum of 7 shades of red, 12 of green and 5

of blue, where each successive level is -V-times greater than the previous level. However,

perceived color brightness is not a geometric function of illuminance. Therefore, a quantiz-

ing function based upon empirical investigations of distinguishable brightness levels for each

primary should be employed rather than the geomctric function expressed above.

9.5 HUE

The color gamut measurements indicate that the red and blue primaries lie well within the

triangle foii,'ed by the NTSC primaries on the CIE Chromaticity diagram and the green pri-

mary is sligLtly displaced from NTSC green.

The hues measured on the three color components are very good when considering available

phosphors. Only minor limitations would result and would only be apparent when the display

is compared to the original object field.

9.6 SATURATION

As indicated above, the red and blue primaries lie within the CIE NTSC color triangle. Thus,

the most pure red on this device will be less saturated than NTSC red and the most pure blue

will be less saturated than NTSC blue. The most pure green will be somewhat more saturated

than NTSC green.

9.7 REGISTRATION

Virtually no misregistration was detected for this device. Generation of target images can

be performed without concern for image recognition and interpretation problems which arise

in other systems. The implications of this characteristic, combined with high resolution,

are discussed in paragraph 9. 10.

9.8 FLICKER

70o flicker was detected for the red and blue fields when they were displayed alone. Some

fli.ker was evident for the green field and for the combination of all three fields yielding

7,Yhjte- when large areas were observed At high screen brightness. However, the frame rate
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for this version of the display was only 25 Hz as opposed to the design goal of 30 Hz. The

detectability of flicker is substantially decreased at this higher rate, particularly for the

retinal illumination achievable with this display 7 . Individual differences in the detection of

flicker and in the tolerance of it when it is detected are quite pronounced. For use of this

device in an operational environment, display frame rate can be modified to operate at 30 Hz.

9.9 COLOR HUE PERCEPTION METHOD

The perception of the color of an image is a complex phenomenon dependent upon several

variables, such as wavelength, illuminance, area of illumination, purity, past experience

of observer, luster of surface of object, etc. There are two perceptual mechanisms which

are of importance in assessing this display:

a. Perceived color images generated by field sequential color stimuli.

b. Perceived color images formed by the fusion of adjacent image elements having

different amounts of primary color components.

These mechanisms are interactive. The former effect governs for large image areas of a

single hue, and the latter effect contributes to perceived color of images containing fine de-

tail. The human factors implications of these image formation methods are discussed in the

next paragraph.

9.10 ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL HUMAN FACTORS PARAMETERS

In order to perform further analysis of this device from a human factors standpoint, it is

first necessary to examine the potential applications, which include the following:

" Display dynamic color images of data obtained in real time directly from a sensor.

" Display stored dynamic data which has been obtained from such sensors.

* Target detection and identification

* Image enhancement and analysis by employing digital techniques to encode data for

(Ii s pl ay.
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There are three characteristics of this device which warrant further analysis in assessing

the suitability of this device to these applications. As indicated in the preceding section,

these are:

0 Color Hue perception method

* High resolution

* Perfect registration

The generation of color stimuli by means of a rotating color wheel placed between the ob-

server and the display device was the method by which color television was first attempted.

It was dropped for commercial color television applications because of lack of compatibility

with monochrome systems and decreased definition. These drawbacks are not applicable to

the Tri-Color display. However, there is a characteristic of this device which might pro-

vide a limitation on the display's application. As Zworykin and Morton point out, "...n]

annoying defect also is fundamental to the system, namely, color fringing and color breakup.

If an object moves very rapidly in the picture, its image shows leading and trailing color

fringes since the successive color images are displaced so far that they are no longer in

register. For a similar reason, if the observer's eye moves rapidly, the successive color

fields will not be in register at the retina of the eye, and an unpleasant sensation of bright

color flashes is experienced. ,,8 Since both of these defects involve the same perceptual

phenomenon (retinal image misregistration) they will be referred to as the "color breakup"

characteristic.

Color breakup will affect the following tasks to which Tri-color could be applied:

a. Interpretation of dynamic images, in which either the sensor or targets move

rapidly.

b. Detection and interpretation of transitory phenomena, the duration of which are

shorter than the period required for generation of the three successive primary

color fields.

c. Identification of targets which appear in a portion of the displayed image fa" from

the current fixation point.
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Regarding this last item, reference can be made to OSA's, The Science of Color, "Most
chromatic colors appear to change color with change in position, that is, the sensation may

change from strong red to weak yellow to pure gray, or from green ") yellow to gray, during

slow movement of the stimulus from the fovea to the periphery ... Thus, most chromatic

stimuli, if greatly reduced in size or luminance, fail to elicit chromatic color sensations

anywhere in the peripheral retina... " . It can be inferred that if an observer is viewing a

screen of constant hue and a target should appear in his peripheral vision, the color of the

target will tend to be shifted toward the color of the last field that is presented on the screen

as the observer shifts his fixation point to the target. This coloration will result from the

retentive characteristics of the retina (which permits the integration of successive fields to

yield perceived hues) and the initial homochromatic after image. However, the more serious

problem is the color breakup of the target image as the eye shifts from the fixation point to

the target. A series of target images, each of a separate color component, will be perceived

as the eye moves and fixates on the target. ... However, our informal observations indicate

that the affects of the breakup phenomenon are substantially reduced as the frame rate is

increased.

High resolution combined with nearly perfect registration is commonplace in displayed data

(i.e., printed or photographic material). However, this combination gives rise to the per-

ception of color by a second process, which is the fusion of adjacent colors of different hues.

If the image contains fine detail near the resolution limits of the device, then it is likely that

the perceived image will be an additive mixture of the components of the image. Ralph M.

Evans in An Introduction to Color describes the phenomenon qualitatively as follows: "When

small colored areas are far enough away so that individual areas cannot be seen, it is impos-

sible to tell whether the color seen is continuous. The color would look exactly the same if

all the small areas were replaced with a single large area having the mixture color.

... For example, a random series of red and green dots covering a surface will be seen as

such if the dots can be resolved by the eye, and no trace of yellow will be visible. As the

distance from the observer increases, there will be a point at which the mixture color comes

and goes (usually as a yellowish brown since a bright yellow cannot be produced in this manner)

and red, green, and brown are all visible at once. At greater distances the color becomes

permanently brown and cannot be seen in any other way." And later, "Distant viewing of

small colored areas may fuse them to an entirely new color. Finally, viewing of surfaces

from an intermediate distance may make their appearance fluctuate between the color of in-

dividual areas and the fusion of the whole" 1 0 .
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If perceived hue is to be used as a recognition parameter for images containing fine detail,

the scheme used for encoding the data for display must take into account this perceptual

characteristic.

9.11 RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL STUDIES

As the preceding sections of this report demonstrate, there are some perceptual effects of

the Tri-Color Display for which insufficient data exists to make Human Factors conclusions.

This data can only be obtained by performing studies in which empirical data is gathered

from observers who view the display under controlled conditions. These studies are re-

quired to determine the functions and the operational conditions for which this display is best

suited. Four study areas have been identified which are of importance in defining the role

of this device in display technology. Brief descriptions of these studies are given below.

9.12 BREAKUP PHENOMENON

Image color breakup will occur for both digitally generated and analog generated displays.

For digitally generated displays every point in a moving image can be generated in each color

field; however, in analog displays, movement of rapidly moving objects will result in the

leading and trailing edges of the image appearing in only one or two of the color fields at any

given instant. Breakup for digitally generated displays will result primarily from movement

of the eye fixation point; however, for analog displays both eye movement and rapid object

movement will contribute to image misregistration on the retina.

9.12.1 Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to determine the rates of image target motion at which breakup

occurs and to determine the degree to which breakup interferes with perception of the target.

Investigations will be made for both analog and digitally generated data.

9.12.2 Experimental Method

The method of limits will be employed in this study, using bars which move across the screen

at controlled rates. The dependent variable will be movement rate; independent variables

will include bar color, background color, bar width and luminance.
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9.12.3 Stimulus Generator

The stimulus generator for the digitally generated displays must be a memory system capa-

ble of generating images of bars in each color field and moving them across the display sur-

face. For analog displays, a pulse generator having pulse width, height and phasing controls

will be required.

9.13 COLOR PERCEIVED BY FUSION OF ADJACENT ELEMENTS

9.13.1 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine display resolution at which fusion contributes to the

perception of color hue.

9.13.2 Experimental Method

The method of limits will be employed using picture element matrices of various resolutions.

The dependent variable will be detection of fusion; independent variables will be matrix res-

olution, matrix color, brightness and screen viewing distance

9.13.3 Stimulus Generator

A digital memory will be required which is capable of generating dot matrices in various

patterns, such as those shown below.

RGBRGBRGB... RRGGBBRR...

GBRGBRGBR RRGGBBRR...

BRGBRGBRG GGBBRRGG...

RGBRGBRGB GGBBRRGG...
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9. 14 COLOR OF PERIPHERAL TARGETS

9.14, 1 PurEose_-

The purpose of this study is to determine coloration of peripheral targets due to retinal re-

tention of last color field when fixation point shifts to perpheral target.

9.14.2 Experimental Method

The method of constant stimulus differences will be employed. A screen of constant hue-

which contains a fixation target must be provided, A target will be introduced in the periphery

and the observers will report hue perceived at the onset of the stimulus. The dependent 1

v .table ,ili be perceived color. Independent variables will be target color, scre-n color,

brightness and distance of fixation point from peripheral target. j

9. 14.3 Stulus Generator I'
A digital memory which is capable of generating a static fixation target and permitting the

addition of a peripheral target at a given point in time will be required. j

9. 15 HUE OF TRANSITORY TARGETS

9. 15,1 Prpose

The purpose of this study xkili be to determine the hue of targets displayed on the screen for

very brief perids of time. The minimum duration of target stimul.is required to match a

constant stimalus color will be obtained,

9.15.2 Experimental Method 3
This study %ill use the method of constant stimuli using targets which are presented for very

brief controlled intervals. The dependent variable will be perceived hue. Independent vari-

ables will be target duration, target size, background color, target oolor, and brightness.

1
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S 9, 15.3 Stimulus Generator

* A digital memory capable of generating targets of various sizes, which.are presented to the
- %t efrer at Ifins in time and for controlled durations will be required.
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SECTION 10 -I
INTERFACE AND SCAN CONVERBION

10. 1 BACKGROUND

It must be recognized that the color display has an enormous mpaity for iornafcm,

In one frame alone, 9,000, 0.00 bits of information are consumed (each primary has 8 levels).

1A sophisticated memory and refresh system is required to present data to the display. In

addition, the information may come from numerous devices or sensors. A brief description

[of sensor oc" information storage devices Is presented. This will serve as background in-

formation to help understand the problems faced in designing an adequate Interface. Next,

the description of the 9,000,000 bit mass memory designed and built to drive and refresh

,he display will be described.

1 10.2 SENSING DEVICES

F Laser Scanners. Several techniques have been developed for application In laser scanners.

Some use galvanometer, repetitive movement while others depend on constantly rotating

{ members such " rotating polygons. A galvanometer driven system woald find app.loation

in an aircraft environment. The usual mode would be to provide scanning in a direction

perpendicular to the flight path while the aircrafts's motion would cause the completion

of the scene. The low-frequency oharacteristics of a galvanometer de-vice would dictate

a line scan period not ,-si than several milliseconds, The speed of aircraft wtd not

warrant a faster scan system, A scene generated from such a display would be satisfactory

as a moving window display, where the stored Information would be updated at each

completion of a laser scan,

[In order to be displayed, the information on each line would be put in storage and refreshed

at an output rate commensurate with the color display sweep period. It is assumed that the

(period of the laser line scan Is in the order of 20 milliseconds, the same information is to
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I
be displayed In 8 psec at a video bandwidth of 60 MHz. This infers that the required band-

width of the laser video signal need not be over the order of BW = 6 24 kHz, This

-s -fte-4s -wellI-within wristing-tge te ott AIAD odiaveTlo ~i Iqu es .

hi8 bandwidth assumes that there will be a 1-for-i relationship between a horizontal scan

on the display with one scan of the ground. For image recognition, an expansion

)r mag nification is usually desired. An enlargement of 10 to 100 could take place

and still be in an accepted input video rate of 2. 4 MHz. Linearity and deflection

rate errors would bejin to significantly affect the reproduced image unless electromechan- j
ical compensation were applied.

Although the slow scan is applicable in real time aircraft applications, t secondary con-

version may be more desirable, such as conversion from film to raster. Here, a high

speed laser scanner would find application. Rotating systems world replace the galva-

nometer driven type. These laser scanners are within the existing state-of-the-art. The

laser spot sweep rate to match the display rate, is still not within the capability of trade,

however. These scanners would operate by scanning a film transparency. The trans-

mitted light density is related to the sweep for position. A photo detector senses the trans- I
mitted light and a video signal is formed. An apparatus that scanned sequentially as in the

test bed, would offer the best interface device. I

LLLTV and TV Caneras,. Although the targets are of different intensities compared to
conventional television cameras, the output signals and scanning rates are essentially the

same. Signal to noise considerations limit the upper limit line rate that can be used in a

camera of sequential mode. Investigations into utilization of sequential cameras indicated

that a present upper limit would be near 600 lines resolution at the field rate of color dis-

play. Camera tubes are such that the video signal suffers from small siqgnal to noise

properties near this rate. Thus a sequential camera system does not exist to directly j
interface with the display.
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*Mspetic Tap. The recording of video signals on mnagntic tape rqutiree more than Just

SJan extension of the technique' used in. audio recordian. The high-frequency limit of a

magnetic tape recorder is a. fu.on of the M#jg s t e t~pe "ed. With a practical

head gap, the high frequencies of TV signals neoessitate high tape speeds.

To solve-this problem of high tape speeds, Ampex, in 1956, developed a technique known as

transverse scanning. 1 With this approach, 2-in wide tape is moved past the record/play-

back heads at either 15 or 7-1 '2 in 's. The record/playback head, ho'wever, is actually

four heads mounted on a revolving drumn. The drum rotates at virtually a 90' angle to the
path of the tape. This technique produces an effective head-to-tape speed of about 1,500

I in 's and allows recording of frequencies of up to 5 MfHz.

Helical scan recorders also use a head (or heads) mounted on a rotating drum. In this case,

however, the drum rotates in the same direction as the tape, which is wrapped diagonally

around the drum. The video information is recorded as a series of diagonal tracks, with

each track containing one TV frame. The helical scan recorders do not have the bandwidth

capability of transverse recorders.

Arvin Industries has experimented with a longitudinal recording system. This corresponds

to audio recording, where the tape is moved past stationary beads. Even with a tape speed

of 100 in s, however, the frequency respons is only about 1.5 MI-Iz. Thix means a rather

severe limitation on picture quality and a high tape consumption.

Figure 9S depicts the various magnetic tape concepts described above.

1 The Electronic Engineer, February 1971.
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Video Discs. Storing video Information on discs is not a revolutlonary development. As

early 97 : 0/i o d T - -

record. The recorded signal, however, had a bandwidth of only 5 k-Iz, 2

Teldec (English) and A. E.G.-Telefunken (German) have demonstrated a system foi record-

ing video signats on discs which produces quite acceptable black-and-white TV pictures.

They also promise that by tl time the system becomes available commercially in 1972,

it will have color capability.

The system, known as Video Disc, uses either 7- or 12-in. flat discs which Zixe .- 12 min.

plavinz. time. The discs resemble phonograph records with two very noticeable differences.

Made of 1-mrm thick pvc plastic, the grooves of the record attain a density 10 times that of a

standard phonograph record. The system has a 2 Ml!: video bandidth or about 250 lines ,f

horizontl resolutio n--about average for a home TV receivor.

[The signal is stored as a hill-and-dale modulation on the top ridges as opposed to the lateral
'or side-to-side) modulation in ordinary recording, To overcome the problem of inertia in

[the pickup at these high frequencies, the system uses a diamond stylus attached to a piezo-

ceramic pressure transducer, Instead of sensing motion, the pickup senses minute pressure[ variations as the pickup travels over the ridge.

[During playback, the stylus does not use the groove walls o track across th disc. Instead,

the directly driven pickup arm moves exactly one groove during one revolution -f the disc,

This technique allows vern small tracking forces to. 02 g) promis~rg long record life.

Figure 99 depicts the video disc recording method.

How, can these devices be used as successful interfaces with the color display ? To help

realize a satisfacton solution, a large capacity refresh memor' must be discusseLI

[
I

T!be Electronic Engineer, February 1971
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pieoceramic element and converted into in -el trtuI gl .

Figure 99 Video Disk Recording*

10.4 N$AS MEMORY REFRESH SYSTEMS

Philco-Ford has designed and fabricated a 9,000,000 bit MOS refresh rr.mory complete

with out'ut serializers and computer interface. J

As described in Section 6.0, the display system requires a serial data bit rate of 259.2 MHz

to maintain a 1024 x 1000 visible lines non-interlaced field with a refresh rate of 3 x 60 =

10 fields per second, 1
Provisions are also made to operate the system at a bit rate of 129. 6 Mflz to maintain a

1024 x 500 visible lines interlaced field vwth a refresh rate of 3 x 60 = 180 fields per second. I
Figure 100 shows a block diagram of the mass memory and interface system. -

'T h E le c tr o n ic E n g in e e r , F e b ru a ry 1 9 7 1 2 0 4
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This system consists of five functional blocks which are described as follows:

a. High speed D/A converter

b. Serializer

c. Mass memory

d. Input controller

e. Sync and timing

Due to the fact that memory capacity and I/O data rates are all determined by the display,

it is more meaningful to present the description sequence with the output device (high speed

D/A converter), and describe in reverse order the other major sections of the display.

10.4. 1 High Speed D/A Converter

The video system accepts low level information from a high speed 3 bit D/A converter.

This converter is capable of converting digital data into analog data at a rate of 260 Mb/s.

The 3 bits conversion provides 8 different intensities for each of the red, blue and green

components.

The design approach of the converter is shown in Figure 101. A 3-bit binary word is re-

clocked into three MECL III flip-flops at a 260-MHz rate. The output of the reclocking flip-

flops drive three individual bit sources which sum into a common 75-ohm resistor. The bit

switch is comprised of two emitter-coupled pairs (QQ 2 and Q3 Q4) as shown in Figure 102.
The function of transistors Q and Q is to square up the output of the MC 1670 flip-flop that1 2
has typical rise and fall time of 1.5 nanoseconds. The output of Q and Q has a rise and

1 2
fall time of 1 nanosecond and a voltage swing of ±0.4 volts around ground. The transistors

are type 2N5841 and have a gain bandwidth product of over 1 GHz. The output of Q1Q2

drives the emitter-coupled pair Q3Q4 . The emitter currents of the bit switches are set

in a binary fashion. The output is a constant current which, when switched into a 75-ohm

resistor, has a rise and fall time of less than 0. 8 nanoseconds and aberrations of less than

one-half bit as shown in Figure 103.

Q. is a compensated zener diode and Q6 ia a buffer that sets one side of the bit current re-

i.-;t,roI R1 , 112 and R3 to approximately -7.7 volts independently of supply variations. Q 7

i:A .t1:-,, a zener diode and Q8 and Q9 make up a buffer that feeds a positive current through
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R 4 to the 5-ohm load resistor to provide a I volt output when all bit switohes are off and a

-;a ___ A, it;14 '4anostrA-Tar-HP-_gb-
frequency transistors, type 3582n3E, in a miorowave package and a gain bandwidth of 7 GHz.

* D 142 TIe S rt~ie->1

To provide 3 bit parallel data load to the DJA converter at a data rate of up to 260 mega

words per second, a serializer has been developed to interface the mass memory with the

I D!A converter.

A block diagram of one channel of the selected 3-channel serializer design is shown in

Figure 104. In this design the 32 input lines are split betwcen four $:1 mulitplexers, These£ four channels are then multiplexed in groups of two through two additional levels of multi-

plexing. This results in a final ratio of 32:1. The advantage of this type of serializcr mch-
I anization is that the 8:1 multiplexing level operates at 64-MHz clock rates that are compatible

with low-onst ECL logho families. Since the bulk of the system circuitry is concentrated in

this low-speed level, the remaining high-speed logic will occupy a small amount of board

space.

( A simplified schematic of the first level multiplexing stage (8:1) Js show n in Figure 105.
Four circiLIts, (as shown in Figure lo. ) comprise the complete first lcvel that niultiplcaes

the 32 inputs to one chainel onto four output lines,

The serializer receives its input data as differential signals on twisted-pair l.nes from the

mass memory. These signals are received and translated to ECL logic levels by differential
receivers. The output of the receiver is stored in a 4-bit storage register whose output is

I scanned by a 4:1 multiplexer, The outputs of two such multiplexers are then aternatelv
selected by AND OR selection gutes and loaded into the output fi]p-flop. The clock signal[PC is used to load the output flip-flop and clock the counters vJ% ich select the data lines to

he used.

A timing analysis 'has performed using the worst case propagation delays for the circ~t ele-
ments over the expected operating range of OQC to 7YC. Propagation delays, due to eapaci-

tative loading of signal lines, x'ere not included In this analysis. The timing diagram for
the -: 1 m ultiplexer is shox n in Figure 106.
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The second level of multiplexing is performed by the simplified circuit as shown in Figure

107. In this circuit the output of two of the 8:1 multiplexer stages are multiplexed, result-
ing in aT2 - MRz oatpt*3dta-ti±e. Two such Otrdts conprise the secor level. A timing

analysis was again performed as shown in Figure 108. The results of this analysis indicated

that under the worst case allowed the data arrives at the output flip-flop 0, 1 ns prior to the

irising edge of the clock. Since the flip-flop requires a maximum of 0.5 ns of setup time on

the data input, it can be seen that the data would be 0.4 ns late. Typical circuit delays are

also shown in Figure 10-9. Because of the large difference between the typical and maximum

Ldelays, it was decided to accept this design because of the minimal risk.

[ The third and last level of multiplexing is performed by the simplified circuit shoAn in Fig-

ure 109. In this level the outputs of two second level multiplexers, signals DA and D. ,
are multiplexed together to become the output of one of the three separate 32:1 serializers.

The output data rate is 260 MHz. The timing analysis of the third stage serializer is shown

[ in Figure 110.

The principal problems to this point have been the testing of many' possible logical imple-

S menitations using each ECL logic family produced by Fairchild and Motorola. One of the

n-*I; difficulties encountered is that each ECL family has different signal levels and noise

[ margins and are not compatible without level shifting which reduces the noise margins. The

design presented here useo Motorola MECL 10115 receivers and the first stage is implemented

[kith frdrchild ECL. Level shifting of the MECL is required to maintain noise margins at

some decrease in circuit speed, However, this is acceptable since the data rate and timing

C at the receiver Interface allow sufficient data settling time.1

The second stage uses MEC III and MECL 10000 components which are directly compatible.

The interface between the first stage and second stage logic is accomplished through a

MECL Il line receiver. This interface mates the Fairchild FCL with MECL logic at a cost

I of only one logic element propagation delay. The delays incurred through the high imped-

ance level shifting net'orks introduce considerably more delay. The second and third stages

are directly compatible since they are MECL III logic,

1
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MASS MEMORY ]j
The fuhdtion of the mass me6 f# fe a ae-ble eor In- afn dto e-tt--
elv refresh the sequential color display at a rate commensurate with flocker free

presentation,

A display having a resolution 1000 lines x 1024 bits with a 3-bit intensity control for each I
primary color, requires a memory 'with a storage capacity of 9 x 106 bits.

The memory is arranged as three 3-million bit memories, one for each primary color.

Since the color fields are displayed sequentially, the outputs from these three memories are

multiplied onto a common output bus.

Each of the color memories again consists of three one-million bit memories, one for each

bit of intensity, This one-million bit memory becomes the basic refresh element. It is con-

figured as an $ K x 12S bit memory and assembled with eight S K x 16 bits MOS Refresh

Memory Cards. This memory card permits up to three one-million bit refresh memories to

be assembled in each basket, or one bit of intensity for the RG and B color components. i
Since the refresh memory card is a major memory subsystem by itself, the operation of theJ

mass memory is best understotd by describing the basic memory card in detail.

10. 4. 3 MOS Refresh Memory Card

The basic, refresh memnvn card is configured as an S K x 16 bit irray ot 12> 1024-hit MOS I
shift reisters. In addition, the card contains 16 MOS clock drivers, a quad input multi-

plexer, a 16-bit input buffer register, four output serializer stages, and six differenti:.l I
interface circuits for input and output data.

A block diagram of the YIO5 refresh memory card is seen in Pigure 111, and a schematic

diagram in Fixure 112. A photograph of the prototype card is sho'wn in Figure 113. This j
carJ is packaged to military specifications using a double sided 4 x E UPT printed circuit
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wiring board. A clearance of 0. 15" from edges to nearest traces allows it to be used with

low profile metal retainer rails. Maximum height of assembled boards without sockets is

0. 45". Card files with 27 slots on 0.6" centers may thus be used, permitting three one-

million bit refresh memories to be qssembled in a single 19" x 8.75" basket.

Circuit Description

The refresh memory circuits and their operation is described with reference to the schem-

atic diagram in Figure 112 and the tiraing diagram in Figure 114.

MOS Shift Registers. Each of the 16 registers consists of 8 Intel 1404A MOS dynamic shift

registers connected in series. The 1404A requires two clocks, Q1 and o2. Data is shifted

one bit on each clock pulse on either phase. Due to on-chip multiplexing the data rate is

twice the clock rate.

The input to the shift register is driven directly from the input buffer register flip-flop

SN74S74. This flip-flop enables the MOS register to recirculate data when a recirculate

clock is applied, adding one bit of storage to the eight 1024-bit MOS registers.

Updating of the MOS register is accomplished through asynchronously setting or resetting the

SN74S74 flip-flop. Output data to the serializer stages is taken directly from the buffer

register outputs, thus enabling new data to be displayed as it is written into the MOS registers.

This feature becomes an important diagnostic tool when the memory is used for refreshing

CRT displays.

The MOS shift registers are capable of data rates up to 2 megabits, limited primarily by

power dissipation on the card which at that speed totals 40 watts. A one-million bit refresh

memory configured as 8 K x 128 and operating at 2 megabits bit rate, will provide a 256-

megabit video signal when its outputs are serialized into a single video bit stream.

Input Buffer Register. This register consists of eight dual D-Type flip-flops, U10 through

U17. Data is assembled in the 16-bit buffer register and then dumped into the MOS registers

on the first MOS clock pulse. Data is written into the register through two data inputs and .

three bit address during parallel mode, and through a single input line and a four bit address
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during serial mode. The addresses are decoded by 16 through U9 which will set or reset

the proper flip-flops. These circuits are Intel 3295 I of 8 decoders employinlg $chotkY type

t ich liu- t i ef V~ffiffi6en fE =L1r i;s pi 4, -5, -i ad 6, whbidh are o per -7

ated by the data hawuts, w? rite enable inputs, and the half enable inputs:. Half enable serves 3
as the fourth address bit during serial mode.

The quad two-input multiplexer TA selects between serial and parallel mode of operation

through the "serial mode select" control lIne. In serial mode the buffer register is oper- -
ated as a single 16-bit register, while in Parallel mode it functions as two 3-bit registers,

one for each data input line.

\lS Clock Drivers. Each clock driver provides 16 1404A MOS registers with one clock

phase. A total of 16 clock drivers are required per card. The 1404A capacitive load is

made up of the 140 pF clock capacitance and the 16 pF clock-to-clock capacitance. For 16

1404A shift registers total load on a clock driver amounts to 2500 pF ma.:dmum.

A circuit diagram for the clock drivers is also found in Figure 111. The clock driver consists

of an SN74SOO gate driving a 2N2906 and a 2N2222 transistor in push-pull. The clock lines_

are thus clamped to -10 volt during a clock pulse, and to a level one diode drop below -Vcc

during the interval between pulses. This satisfies the high voltage level requirement of

Vcc -0.3 -1 volt for the 1404-A clock inputs. It is tmportant that the clock lines are clamped

firmly to the high level to prevent cross-coupling between the clocks through the 256 pF j
clock-to-clock capacitance. I

Output Serializer. The function of the serializer located on the refresh memory card is to

reduce the number of outputs per card from 16 to 4 in order to simplify wiring within the re- j
fresh memory rack and to reduce the number of cables required for data transmission to

remote displays. However, this Increases the mnisximum data rate per output by a factor of

4 to S megabits NRZ, or I MHz. Such a bit rate is still low enough to allow data transmission I
over 1000 feet of balanced cables.

The serializer consists of four 4-bit shift registers 122 through V25. Theue are the

SN7495A high speed registers capable of shift rates in excess of 35 megabits, The Perlalizer

may be operated as four 4-bit registers, mo S-bit registers, or one 16-bit reg1-ter
1
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Serializer timing is shown in lgure 114. Data may be loaded duriig dhe time interval

between recirculate clock pulses. In the diagram the "output load" pulse is generated

I the output clocek. All four outputs are shifted simultaneously.

The outputs are trabsmittedby the SN75110 balanced line drivers U26 and 1127. Inhibit lines L

I are provided for each output " well as a master inhiyt. O utpt ar enabledwhen lnhbit

lines are high. The inhibit functions enable multiplexed operation where serveral memories

are sparing a common output bus.

I Operational Modes

The refresh memory card has two modes of operation, serial and parallel. A one-million
bit memory operating in serial mode may be updated through a single data line, while in

parallel mode it will he updated through a standard 16 bit data interface.

SQeleoction betweet the two modes 1 provided by the input control "serial mode select,"

A logical "0" operates the card ii, serial mde, while a logical "1" switches it to a parallel
mode,

10. 4. 4 Ip2ut Controller

£ The input controller provides the interface between the input device or onsor and the mass

memory. Each input device requires a unique controller. Depending upon the input device

or sensor, the controller may contain another memory in order to improve the excess time

of the overall systm.

When displaying a 1000 line interlaced field, the ,nPximum rsudom excess timee of the

mass memory is 4 msec, and the average random excess time will be 2 msec,
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'When high speed input devices are used with, storage =td sync oaptrtbities, excess times of

_ QPTQ~fi9d! an be achieved. Due to the M 1de rsr~g of inpttt &McpiaM sensors-A

presently on the market, a separate paragraph is used to describe the potential tpblte

and the problem areas of the mass memory intre e %Ith other inpu~t devices,.

The following description of the PDP-11 iner~ace. with the mass moemory reflects the intev- j

face presently being incorporated.

10.4.5 PDP-1 Input Controller

The PDP-11 Input controller provides storage for a 16-bit output word of the PDP-11 corfput-

er. Data is being transferred one word at a time from the computer to tae ina memory,

Figure 115 shows the block diagram of the input controller inter-face The device contains

2 storage registers. One 18-bit storage regiter for data transfer and one i-bit storage I
register for address storage and transfer are ue,

Data miay be transferred with 16 bits at a time. 13 bits of address are used to address theI

8K memory. Three bits of address are used to select the 16-bit word location in the 129

bits wide memory aMd 4 bits to select one of the nine 1-million bit memories,

Data and address transfer between the PDP Il and the Input controller are controlled by the

TSv and SSnpV control signals. This interface Is based on the basic request 'acknowledge

principles. After data is transferred fword PLt 1i to the storage register, the controller

control logic will raise the input Data Bequest line and place the data and address on the data

and address lines respectivelf.

The 13 bits address ts compared agaeit the 13 bits address counter in the Sync and Timing

logic. When a comparison a bewen reached, data will be strobed Into the mass memory t

input register and an Input Data Acknoio dge L1lA will be sent to the input controller, When

this FDA is received by the controller logic the outpit data request line (SSYN) ill he raised

again to requeat a new output dots word,



As shown in Figure 115, the data and control lines outputs are all connected to a buss. 2

-- .I .- _ _... r . ..This awroach will sin 4lfy exan-slon of the number _qjWqptjvq

-The PDP-1 input controller is built on two 4 x E/U' wire wrap cards. These t-wo cards

are located in a basket which albo contain the sync and timing logic.

10.4.6 Svnc and Timing Logic

The sync and timing logic controls the sync of the data flow from the input controller to the

CRT display. Figure 100 shows the control signals between the input controller, refresh

[ memory, serializer and the sync and tinting logic. All control signals are derived from

the 4.058,.1 MIHz load clock received from the serializer, Figure 116 shows a block

U: diagram of the sync and timing logic.

Each 3-million bit memory has its o nm address logic. Durlng the time that one 3-million

bit memory refreshes the display, the other two 1-n-dillion bit refresh memories are oper-

ating at half speed. The purpose of this approach is to minimize the power dissipation in the
memory basket. By halving the dissipation on two of the three 1-mllion bit memories

the power will be reduced by 1 3 per basket,

Storage of new data from the computer into the memory is accomplished in the following

manner, Whenever data is ready for storage in memory, the address is placed on the ad-

dress lines and an Input Data Request (IDR) is generated. The sync and timing logic Mlll

compare the 13-bit address from the input controller against the address of the correspond-
ing memory counters, When the comparator detects Identity, the memory is ready to accept

Idata in the memory location as specified In the ad .ress,

When a valid comparison is made. an Input Data Acknowledge (IDA) is generated and sent

to the input controller. After detecting the IDA, the input controller strobes the data into the

inpuz register of the inass memory,

The sync and timing logic also generates the horizontal and vertical sync pulse and the red

Ifield pulse.
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FPIgure 117 shows the timing diagram for the sync piulses of a 1125/2 line interlaced

colored field. For each three vertical sync pulses, one red field pulse is generated. To T

.-a-rrlve at -the-(rrec.t sync wave-orms, thdta-rumbre.of4nea -for non-intrlaced-scan-

are defined in one primary frame as the odd number 1125. However, the number of visibleI

lines are 1000 while 125 lines are blank and occur during vertical retrace.

The total number of lines for interlaced scans are 1125/2 lines and the number of visible I

Therefore, the horizontal line rate for the non-interlaced scan is:

3 x 112 5 x 60 = 20 2, scans see

The horizontal line rate for the interlaced scan is:

3 x 1125 x 30 = 101,250 scans see

10.5 SFNSOR INTERFACE

The various types of sensors or information storage devices intended as data sources for j
the color ,1 splay are described in Section 10.2. A summarv of these sensing devices and

their video frequency responses are Il-ted In the follow-ing table.

Device Tye Bandwidth

Laaser Scanner 1 MHz

Magnetic Tape < 5 MHz

Video Dis s < 2 MHz

LLLTV & TV Cameras .32 MI:

The camera bandwidths exceed the 5 .MHz data rate capability of the iesign originally

ternplated. The interface design described will be based on the 5 MH: capability.

A block diagram of the sensor-to-refresh memory Interface design Is shown in Figure 115.

olv ,-ne of each tYpe of sensing device is shotn, However, the number of input channels

COL III easily be expanded merely by adding multiplexer channels. j
232
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IL
Parallel input capability of all channels Is achieved through sequential addressing ie4 _multiplexer, inorement4n-The- multplper a4dress for- each-frame proces"d By-itoppIng
the multiplexer at the desired channel and holding it indefinitely, sequential inputs from the

5 same sensor may be accommodated.

Inputs to the display may be either interlaced or non-interlaced. The display will reformat

both types into sequential color interlaced video frames for display presentation by storing r
tone field in each half of the RGB refresh memories.

H and V drives, blanking, and sync sig-nals could be made available from Sync and Timing for

use vith any of the four types of sensors. Where self-contained sensors are used, the res-

pective input controllers will receive separate sy-nc lines from the sensors. Phase-locked

jloops wll] be required In each input controller to ensure 1024 A D conversions per horizontal

line. The input controller in turn selects and inputs 3-bit words to the RGB refresh men-

rories.

In order to maintain a 1-for-i relationship betveen horizontal scans on display and sensors,

[the refresh memory during the write mode is slowed down to match the speed of the sensor.

It also follows that there will be a 1-for-1 relationship between vertical scans. Since the

display utilizes 1000 visible lines of resolution in two interlaced fields for each primar"

color, sensors with resolutions of less than 1000 lines interlaced and less than 500 lines

non-interlaced will only partially fill the display. On the other hand, sensors with higher

resolution will lose the lines exceeding the capability of the display.

f10.5.1 Data Sampling

I In order to determine the conversion speed re-qdrement for the A D converter, the errors

associated with sampled data systems must be analyzed.

The sampling theorem states that in order to reproduce a band-limited sig-nal fd' the
rsamplin frequency f has to satisf-the relationship f 5  1_ fd' The video signals received

from the sensors are not band limited, but may be assumed to have a high frequency roll-off

-f 1 d octave, Thus the video signals will be cntaminated with high-frequency noise com-

ponents ziving rise to aliasing errors if sampled at too low a rate.
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The frequency at which f = fs 2 is called the Nyquist pole. Any data beyond the Nyquist

pole is irretrievably lost and normally should be prevented from causing additional errors J
through aliasing. This could be accomplished by Installing a pre-sampling filter ,ith its

corner frequency set at the _Nyquist pole and with a very sharp cut-off.
aI

Graphs of aliasing errors for various sampling rates a re shown in Figure 119. The errors

are based on a data cutoff rate of 6 dB/octave and on the assumption that all signal corn- 1
ponents past fd represent noise.

For an aliasing error to be commensurate with the 1 2 LSB quantizing error of a 3-bit A D

cnnvecrter, it should not exceed 6.23%. Extrapolating sampling ratin from Fi.inre 119 for J
this error yields a value of approximately 20. A 5 MHz video signal vill therefore have to be

converted at a rate of 100 x 106 conversions second to achieve a combined allasing and

quantizing error of less than 12. ,. -.

Another source of error which is extremelv important when sampling high-frequency signals

is the error associated with tne aperture time of the A D converter, or a ample and hold

circuit preceding the converter. Since most high-speed A P converters employ parallel

conversion, i. e., all bits are determined simultaneously, sample and hold circuits are not

required. The aperture time in an A E converter is the time it takes to perform a --oiplete I
conversion, which in a parallel converter becomes the skew time bztveen the fastest rind

slowL st bits. j
Apoture errors are plotted as a functior of aperturc time and! signal frequencies In Figure

11-i. In order to limit this error to 6.''5,> at 5 MIH:, the ma_xImum aperture time allowed

is found to be 2 nanoseconds.

10, 5.2 A D Converter

Thu fastest A D converters available today have conversion rates in the range of 10-15 x 10

cn,.cr-ions ;econd. Such instruments have resolutions of t to - bits and accordingly are

A~o,,,,cr than they need to be for 3-hit applications. American Astrionics, Inc, has 6, 7 and

,-bit converters at 1 M,1w s which start at 55,,275, v hile Datel Systems, Inc. has an ,-bit
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converter at 15 Mw/s costing $1, 195. These converters are too slow for converting

5 MHz signals with some degree of accuracy,

An A D converter, or digitizer, which is ideal for sequential color application is depicted
in Figure 121. Tit e 3-bit digitizer will track video signals up to 20 MHz with a matimum
error of -one LSB. At 20 MHz the minimumn time required for a sine wave signal to change
by an amount -qual to the LSB Is -1 nanosecond. This means that the LSB will toggle at a

maximum rate of 500 Mlz which is compatible with the MECL III logic used.

Extrapolating further, the digitizer will have an accuracy of 2 L-SBs at 40 MHz video and

4 LSBs, or 5 --, at 80 MHz.

This digitizer has two modes of operation. It can track and digitize an analog signal con-
tinuously, or It may be switched to a hold mode which holCL the digitized signal indefinitely.

Aperture time in hold mode is typically 1 nanosecond.

The key to this digitizer is the MECL II comparator latch device which offers high input

impedance and allow offset voltage of 5 nV. For a 1V video signal this offset represents
an error of only 0. 5 . The reference voltage V R is set equal to the full scale of the Input

signal.

Data mar be written into each refresh memory at a maximum rate of 20 Mw s, or 50 nano-
seconds oer 16-bit word. It takes 16 A D conversions to assemble one word. The required
conversion rate to fully utilize the speed capability of the refresh memory Is therefore
16 x 20 x 10 = 320 x 10 conversions second, which is Rithin the capability of the des-
cribed 3-bit ligitizer. Recalling that a 8ampling ratio of 20 would limit aliasing erros to

less than 1 2 LSB, it may therefore be concluded that video signals up to k320 x 10 20
16 .MHz may be quantized with total errors of less than one DSB.

10. 0, StIMAIRY

A.-t; scrlbed previously in this section, the present system is designed to interface with a
PDP-11 Computer. However, provisions can be made to in'erface with other input devices
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by adding other input controllers to the input data bus. Other devices which were discussed.

for updating the =Aas memory are?

* Laser scannerE LLLTV & TV Cameras

* Magnetlc Tape recorders

* Video discs

[ Each device operates at data rates which in most cases require added buffering and format-

ting to match the har:ut speed requirements of the mass memory.

f a,, i, being i~zrcd at random intervals, memory access times of max. 4 to 8 msec must

be allowed depending on the scanning speed of the input device.

When a laser scanner is used as an input device wii- a scanning speed of 60 fields sec

instead of the 180 fields/.sec rate of the mass mcmory display, a 1 megabit random access

memory color is recommended to store 1 field of data for input into the muass memory. It

is assumed three laser scanners, each with a color primary, are used. This approach up-

date, 'h? mass memory without loss of data and also maintains a maximum scanning speed

of the mass memory display. A less expensive approach can be used by decreasing the

scanning rate of the mass memory display to the same speed as the scanning rate of the laser

scanner. This will however decrease the quality of the display.
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APPENDIX-1I

CURRENT DI ISION BY AN EMITTER COUPLED PAIR
F

L Consider the emitter coupled pair QA, QB. It will be assumed the transistors are matched

F and operate at the same temperature.[r

CA $CB

OA11A

The? emitter currents are given by

I Q*' - "  E A
- _ , •. 'ETT

'EA 
t  H)

where

q = electronic charge

k= Bolt:rn's constant

T - ltmction temperature (absolute)

o - base to emitter voltage
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It Aill be aesumed that and o are much larger than (at ro<om temperature ] 25q
my). I

With this assumption

EA is I~xp ()
-~~~T -T1~I ex

The ratio IEA to IEB is then given by

I EB A

Noting that IEB = I EA we have J
EA ex p ,j

IT - IEA - T

which gives

EAexp 7 V A - B

I
This ratio is denoted " , and

I EA IT TEF3B ( ,)I 1

The factor depends on the differential base voltage, VA - VB, and the temperature.
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The collector currents are given by

I CA U= cUA = 
2Y'f

'CB t E B = cal-f) IT

I= a'wher the tra&nsistor commion base forw'ard current transfer ratio. 
"

I2 7

I 
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CATHODE RAY TUBE, DISPLAY PERFORMANCE

SPECIFICATION

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

S. 1 Descript:on and Intended Use. - The CRT shall be a 5-inch I
- diameter projection, h4i resolution, high brightness cathode

ray tube with a clear, non-browning, ground and polished flat
faceplate. The CRT will be used in a prototype experimental I
model of a 1000 line, 1000 element per line field sequential
color television monitor. The field rate for the monitor will
be in the range of 150 to 180 fields per second. Modifications
to the CRT wIll be considered when overall system performance
can be Improved,

3.2 Mechanical. - J-

3.2, 1 Faceplate Requirements. - The thickiess, refractive index
and dispersion index of the faceplate must be specified by
the vendor at the earliest possible date so that they may be
included in the optical design calculations.

The surfaces of the faceplate must be flat wIthin . 005 Inches Ii
RMS and be parallel within 0, 005 inches,

3.3 Electrical. - 1

3. 3.1 Electrical Design, - An internal spark trap shall be used to
minimize potential arcing damage to equipment.

a. Focusing Method Magnetic ior electrical if
recommended by vendor)

b. Deflection Method Magnetic

c. Heater Voltage 6. 3 Volts j
d Heater Current at 6.3 0.6 10 Ampere (Nominal)

Volts J
e. Phosphor (Note 1) Aluminized special Tri-Color

f. Overall Length 21 Inches, Maximum

II



g. Maxmum Accelerator 50, 000 Volts
Voltage

h. Faceplate Thickness 0. 220 k1 . 030 Inches
(Subject to Discussion)

i. Deflection Angle 46 degrees

J. Maximum Outside Diameter 5. 428 Inches

k. Minimum Useful Screen 4 3 4 Inches
Diameter

3.2.2 Typical Operating Conditions. - Operation shall be as
follows :

a. Accelerator Voltage 40, 000 Volts

b. Grid No. 1 Voltage -80 to -110 Volts
(Note 2 )

c. Line Width (Note 3) (Typical) 0. 003 Inch

d. Modulation (Note 3) 80 Volts, Maximum

e. Spot Position (Note 4) Within a 3 8" radius circle

f. Light Outut (3. 1" x 3.1" 'Note 5) 10, 000 foot-lamberts,
1000 line raster)

g. Accelerator Current Approximately 2000 LA

3.3. 3 Operational Notes. - External conductive coating must be
grounded.

NOTE: 1. The phosphor to be used is discussed below.

2. Visual extinction of undeflected, focused spot.

3. Measured at mtnimum specified light output.

4. With the tube shielded against external influences,
the underflected and focused spot will fall within a
3 8 inch radius circle concentric with the tube faceg center.

5. The area brightness is measured using a 15 min-
ute aperture of a Prichard Meter.
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3.3.4 Phosphor ER efrem ts.° The subootraetor A hl conuct a

phosphor mix pi~oeessing the following characteristCs.

Color White (Trn-color).
T-L, phosphor will be formulated to
mktch flld 6sw al primaries for
illumlnant C (R, 0, B ratit, = 0. 150:
0. 79:0. 060*)

White Brightness 10, 000 foot lamberts at writlng speed
of 290,000 inches per second with sir-
ultaneous requirement that Line width
not exceed 0. 003 inches. (Test con-
ditions 3. 1" x 3. 1" raster, 1000 lines/
frame at 180 fields per second).

MIs *

Red Phosphor 1500 foot-lamberts 630 Nanometers
Green Phosphor 7900 foot-lamberts 530 Nanometers
Blue Phosphor 600 foot-lamberte 470 Nanometers

Aluninized Fcreen
I

DeiredI

Decay Characteristics
(Persistance)

Red Down to lc-** wIthin 5, 5 ms
Green Down to i within 5.5 ms
Blue Down to 1%* wItin 5. 5 ms

Color Linearitv Thosphor response shall be linear with
iner, _ng beam current; i, e., the white
-)utput shall remain balanced from 0 to
10, 000 foot-lamberts,

LifetIme With a ZO% duty cycle, the desU -ed

phosphor Lifetime to 50 - Ilitial bright-
ness 41- 2000 hours or more '

* The brightness of the Red, Green and Blue phosphors w-ll be measured
through Philco-Ford supplied flirerq, I

• Phosphors down to = 10c In 5. 5 ms may be acceptable if others are not
attainable,

I

I
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CO LOR3

10 REAlL X, Y, Z r#SiR#,Xr T , ? ',XC. YCZCsT
20 DIMENSION oY2ye 4  s2,e)Rs)
30 D I NENS ION ~()IS3
40 FILENAM~E F!ILTERp SPfC
SO0 34 00 5 l$S

60 s(1)s0,O0

go- R ( I)uv0 00
-90 S CONTINUE
100 PRINTl:4 SPECTRUM?"
110 READi SPEC

130 9EGIN FILE SPEC
140 84 rOR"4ATC!3,1X,13){ 50 jI*(s(i)-375)/5
160 K@JSu 2-jj,5*
17isi

190 PEAD(SPEC,95)(S(1 ), Imjl#KI,
200 BEGIN FILE SPEC
Z10 PR!NH"- FILTER?,1,O"
220 READ 9 6tL
23,, IF(L) 45#45,49
241 49 PRINTI" FILTER NAME?"
250 OEADi FILTER
260 READ(F!LTERs84)( S( V. !'1,2)
270 J2v (KS 1) p375) /5

290nu~.
300 READ(F!LTR,95)(F( I), !aj2,L)
311 EGIN FILE FILTER
320 GO TO 50
33V 45 Do 10 IxJ,K
340 F !I) 01
350 to CONTINUE
360 50 C CN TV4LNU

380 81 FQRMAT(AX,F6,4)
390 BEGIN rILE Fm'4X"
400 REAC ("mI W" 82)( C )IlC I 15)
41n '42 F0QR4ATC11XF6.4)
420 REGIN FILE md I x
43,1 READ "H I X , 3, (2(I) *Iu1j si
44!1 PEGIN FILE "MIX"
45 83 FCRMATiSxpF6.4)
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COLOR3 (Contd)

460 95 FRoqpA(4X,F5,2)
470 96 FORMA!13

490 YT1uO
goo Z~vO

660 00 20 IaJT.K
890 Rc.I~s~.)FfI)
700 YXX I- 1)-f I ) 0 *EI
71.0 'Y!uYCIqi)fR(I)#YTI
720 Z'IuZC!.-,)#(l)'bZr
73M~ 20 CONTINUE
740 'r.TYT+ZT
750 PRINTI" YTa",YT
760 CX/
770 YC'YT/T
760 ZCBZT/!
79n PRINT 30o XC*YC#ZC
80C 30 FORMAT (" XCORs , F4 ,3'4X, "YCOPRu" *F4 .3 4X, "ZC0RPu"oP4.3)
gi wR!TE ("R0U",40)Mj I)"I'..$Kl
02n 40 FR0MOAT(F5.2)

8 40 nEADS M2 .
850 lF(M2) 33,33,34
660 33 STOP~
871 FND
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COLORS PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS

The COLORS Program accepts as inputs relative energy spectrm data and filter transmission

data. The outputs of the program are the chromaticity coordinates of the spectrum resulting

from filter and input spectrum and a quantity '"Y" which is proportional to the luminance of

that spectrum, The program is written in the Fortran IV oompater langage.

The program is used by logging onto the GE-615 timesharing system and then calling old

program COLOR3. The data for the spectrums and filters must be entered in t o the computer

before running COLOR3.

If data has been entered per Instructions below and COLOR3 is loaded, type RUN and supply

[ information when asked for by computer.

[Entering Spectrum and Filter Data

Data for either spectrums or filters Is entered in format shown below. Minimum wavelength
f--t3nm, maximum w4avelength--7Cnm

380bSO Starting wavelength b)lank stopping wavelength
(b indicates a blank.

1sObo. 12

3 C5o.- 23 All numbers of this form must enter data in 5nm steps

7SObO.41

Data is read in FORMAT 4.x, F4, 3).

Notes

-The product of a filter and a spectrum specified during a run of COLOR3 can be obtained by

the command LIST ROUT. The values printed coriespond to the 5am increments and limits

of the input spectrum.

The ideal bandpass filter has 100 transmission in the bandpass, infinitely steep sides and

, transmission out of band,i261



XY L

10 E A L X2 X -A V-2, YQ#L -2 LR
15 REAL XlK
20 XO
21 YRu0 I
22 X2*0
23 LA.0
24 Y 2 0
25 .230
26 PPIN : XsYzl
27 READI X(RtYR#LR
30 34 PRINTI* X2s,y2v,L22"
40 REA~i X2,y2#L2

70 K?9(L?/Y2)/(LR/YR#L2/y2)
80 X~wK±.XR+K2*X2 I
95 LP§LR*L2
100 PRINT 31,XRoYR,LR I
110 31 P0PRMAT(" X~o",F4,3#" YRSI"oF4,3," LR",FS,4)

13lM READI H2
140 !F(M2) 33,33,34
15C 33 STOP
160 PNO
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XYL INSTRUCTIONSI
The XYL pr anhecepts th-ex, y cbiMatidW-. c666tdla'tes-atd th ml61iMrMf,

Iand computes the luminance and chromaticity of an additive mixture of -the two.- The program

is written in Fortran n'.

Enter the program, type RUN, and supply information when requested by the computer. After
two seets of coordinates have been entered, the program computes the resultant and then

L requests another coordinate. If zero is entered for stop, the program terminates. If one Is
entered, then the program requests another set of X2, Y2, L2 data where X2 is the x chroma-

Sticity coordinate, X2 is the Y chromaticltv coordinate and L2 is the luminance.

The new resultant is the additive sum of the previous resultant and the new color, In this

way any number of colors can be additively mixed and the chromaticitv of the mixture deter-

[ mined.

Input Data FormatI
The program will print:

Xl= , Y1 = , Li =

The operator enters the x,y chromaticity coordinates in the format shown:

0.603, 0.343, 100

The suceeding color data are entered with the same formats,
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RATIOI

1.0-REAL X#Y#XRoYP,XG, VG, XB#YBF,FjG,Fg
15 REAL NUP ,DN
1.3 PRINTI" SUM COORDNAES.tY"
19 READI Xly3
20 PRINTI" XRsu1 YRv"
21 READ! Y~sYR
22 PRINTI- Y~~'.You"
23 READI X!.OG
24 PRiN!I" x8sVR'"
25 -READ;1 XB.OYB
40 DoX&(GY .XO(B-R#B*. YG) ).YI
50 FPz(YR/e)(Y.(YG-YB).YGaUS-Y).WB.(V-YG))

eo PPINT li,rR#FGF9
90 31 FORHAT( m vm/ys",F5,3#" YG/ '3"tF5,

3 #m Y/y.,r53) 1
95 PPIN~T~ NORMALIZING PAT~NmRTR0NM
96 REAN' NUHoOEN
W0 FR* FR.(NUM/DEN)
110 fOu!O*(NUM/DFN)
1.20 FBUF8#(NtJm/0EN)
13n PR!NTI" RAT10SORgD, GREEN, BLUE"
140 PRINTI rP~jG,Fg
150 END
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RATIO INSTRUCTIONS

Ratio is a Fortran I; program which calculates the ratios of the luminances of three knon;

_ I primaries required to match a specified set of chromaticity coordinates. .

3J To use the program, enter the prgram statements into the eompt.-, type RUN, and supply_
S K-- tl-. data requested by the computer.

:I Input Data Formats

[ The program will print:- -

The rt-d chromaticitv coordinates are supplied:

[ 0.636, 0. 343

The other coordinates are inputted in the same format when requested.

The output is printed:

[R , G = Y V ICxD =V
y7- ..-. y- 7 _--, -7-

where YR Yis the ratio of the required red luminance to Y, the total luminance of the three

rimaries added together,

The program then prints:

NORMALIZING FACTOR, NUMERATOR, DENOM

This factor is entered in sequence. numerator, then denominator. For example, If we want-

ed to normalize thu ratio of the YG Y to find the number of green footlamberts to match 400

footlamberts of the resultant we would enter:

400, 1
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I

And the program will print out:

'Where each printed quantity is a new number I
Y R NM Y NVM Yg NUM

y DENOM Y x DENOM y x DENOM I

II

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I



ADDER

20 REALXYZr,,, YTZCYe
-30 -DIMCNS!ON XS~8)?8b(2.C2,(I32 DIMENSION NO(82)
40 DIMENSION JS(3)4KS13)
530 FILENAMS FILTER# SPEC
60 Do 5 Taio
70 F(a~xO,0
80 Sc! 50,00
90 R 1) 0 0

101 30 PRINTI" SPECTRUM?"
102 PE401 SPEC

Ill. BEGIN FILE SPEC
130 84 F0PMA(3,1X,13)
14C, jls(jS(1) 3 75)/5

161 ~JNJI
170 Ka K I

181 ;EI FILE SPEC
190 PRINTI" PULTIPL*VING FACTOR"t 195 1 EAD:
321 ~ T sj.
70 D 24 jJo

340 uCI)S e
35M 24 CC0TNhUE
36n FO 29 !ul,8I
37 , SC! )10,00
380 29 co,&TI VUE
511 913 FORMAT(4X,F5,2)
711. PRIN!?" NEW MUN,TYPE 1,STOP?'?PE O0
712 READI H2
71.1 !IF(2) 33,33,34
'120 33 00 31 !zi,81

3n31 COT I NUE

'45 40 FoQ"ATC3,jx,F5,2)



* ADtflINSTRUCION

i .Ii

ADDER is a Fortran IV prcgram which is essentially a modification of the program COLORS3.

The program permits the point by point addition of any number of phosphor or filter spectra

where the values of the spectra are specified at 5 nanometer intervals over the range from S

3S to 750 nanometer5. The spectra to be added together must be inputted to a file ith the

data format specified in for COLOR3 data. The spectra data is then given a name and stored

in the program working area of the computer so that it can be accessed by the ADDER pro-

c ram.

Input Data Format

The program will print: SPECTRUM j

The user then types the file name of the previously stored spectrum data. 3
Example: OSPEC

The program then will print: MULTIPLYING FACTOR

The user inputs a multiplying factor.

Exumple: 10.4

The spectrum GSPEC is now only multiplied by 10.4 at every data point.

Th program then cypes: NEW RUN, TYPE 1, STOP, lYPE 0 ]

If -,nc wants tnlv ti,, scale the GSPEC, he types 0 and the new data will be writte'n in ta- a j
;,:rnprav file named ADD and the run terminated. Later, the temporary file ADD can he

-trol by performing a permanent command under a new file name. J
265 I
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IIf 1 is entered, the program again types: SPECTRUM

ft The uer typep the file namne of another spectrum data file.

Example: RSPEC

The program prints: MIULTIPLYINO FACTOR

The user inputs a multiplying factor.

Example: 5.0

The program again asks if it should continue or stop.

Amy number of spectra can be added with any multiplying factor for each spectrum. Again,

when 0 is specified for s'op, the sum of the spectra is written into the temporary output file

ADD, and the program terminates. This file can he made permanent as noted above. The

.ata saved fr the above example would be:

10.4 x GSPEC - 5 x RSPEC ADD

2 6 9



SH IFT

10 1 wENS% ~2 NoN( 82) S(2)
20 rILENA4E OLfl
30 PRU!Ti" Fli-ENAHS?"
4D RE4uI %0D

60 POINi" 01-D LTOITS"
70 P~R!NI JS~ilojS(2)
50 PPVNTi- DESIRED SH!L*.F!.. OR- NM

tQo REA01 K
too it FORHAT(!3.,.',13)

IV~ JSC2)zjS(2)+' (
1V~ Jlv CJS Cl -375 ) 5
1 4 Klz(JSC?) -375 /5

162 "( 1) ( I) +K
163 P5 CC TlK)E
170 .RTEC"RSWIFT4177'%j si ,~JS(2,

1.85 PRINTI- OU!TrLE NA4ERSH!Ff"]

211 EN\.

7 0



i

SHIFT is a Fortran In program which permits a previously inputted filter spectrum to be

shifted any specified number of nanometers toward the longer wavelengths (+) or toward

' the shorter wavelengths (-)' The filter l" and bandwidth are preserved as the filter

is shifted.

Inprat Data Formats

The program wil print: FILE NAME?

I
The user then enters the file name of a previously saved filter spectrum.

. Example: BAUGRN

The program then prints: DESIRED SHIFT, OR - NM

The user then specified a shift which is an integer and Is a multiple of 5 nanometers,

such as 5, 10, 15 nm, etc.

Example: 30

The computer then prints: OL'TFILE NAME RSHIFT

Thia Indicates that a new temporary file with tif name RSHIFT has been created contan-

ing the ,hifted filter data. Tuis tompnrar, file must be changed to a permanent file and

given a new narme before tho program is used again for (Nher data. If this is not done, the

nerx run of shift will onain more data onto the file RSH1FT and this now data will be in-

aecessibl2,
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I I-

This data is the values of the x, y, z distribution coefficients at 5 nanoamtr intervals. -

This data must be entered and given the file name M M" to use the program COLOR3, j

I
I
I

:1

J
a

I
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MiX

38 0, 000 00065
18 n0022 00001 -0.0105

39M n,0042 0,0001 0,201
195 n.0076 010002 0,0362
40' 0,0143 0,0D04 C,0679
405 nM232 0,0tv06 0,1I02
4$ , 0,0435 0,0012 0,2074
415 c'0776 0,0022 0.3713
42 1.1344 0,0040 0,6456
42 r .2148 0 0073 1 ,0391
431 .2839 0.0116 1,3856
435 r.32a5 0,0168 1,6230
44n 113483 0.0230 1,7471
445 c.3481 0,0298 1.7826
45 n .1362 0,0380 ,7721
455 0.1F' 0,0480 1,7441-
461 ,l 2908 0,0 O0 I 6692
46!; 12511 0.073P 1.5281
471 C.1954 0,0910 1,2876
475 0 .421 0,1126 1,0419
480 0.0956 0,1390 0.8130
48! r,0560 0,1693 0,6162

I 49n m.0320 0,208n 0,4652
495 0.0147 0,2586 0,3533

50¢ n,0049 0,3230 0,2720
505 0,0024 0,4073 0,2123
510 0,0093 0,5030 0,1982
515 0,0291 0,6082 0,1117
520 0.0633 0,7100 0,0782
525 .1096 0 ,793V 00113
531 0,1655 0,8620 0.0422
535 0,2257 0,9149 0,0298
540 0,290' 0,954t 0,0203
544 n.3597 0,9803 0,0134
55! 1,4334 0,9950 0,0087
55! r'5121 1,0002 0,0057
560 0 5945 0 9950 0 0039
5A5 016784 0,9706 0,0017
570 0,7621 0,9520 0,0021
575 P,8425 0,9154 0,0018
580 0,9163 0,8700 6,0017
581 r.97A6 0.816" 0,0014
59 1,0263 g.757o 0,0011
595 t0567 0,6949 0.0010
601 1,0622 0,6310 0,0001
60! 1,0456 0.5668 0,0006
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I-
MIX (Contd)

6 15 1,Q3 0,4412 0 0002
620 -e54' -0,3 RI0 0 .0002
625 1,7514 0,321M 0,0001
63n 0 .642 0,265r 0. 000 1
64C 0 . 4479 0175 0 .0000
645 0.360e 0,1382 0.0000
650 1.2835 0,107P 0,0000
655 0 ,2187 0 0816 0 .0000

665 1.1212 0,0446 0.0000
670 %087A 0,032n0 0.000
675 n.0636 0,023? 0.0000
680 0,0468 0OtO7 0,0000
685 n.0329 0.0119 n.0000
690 0A227 0,0082 0.0000
69 0158 0 0057 0 .0000

0,1 1.0114 010041 0,0000
'05 1 0081 0 0029 0 0000
710 0.0058 0.0021 0,0000
715 ,rl04 0,0015 0.0000
'20 0.00 9 0,0010 0,0000
7 2 ,0020 C 0007 0 .0000'30 1 0014 010005 0,0000
735 0,0010 0,0004 0,0000
740 0,0007 00003 0,0000
745 0,0005 0,000? 0.0000
'50 0.00C3 0 ,001 0 0000
755 ,0002 0,0001 0,0000
76 (, 0002 0 ,0001 0000
76! M.0001 0,0000 0,0000
~77 lCCI ",0000 0,0000
775 0,0000 010000 010000
78n .0OOOC ,O0000 0,0000

7 4
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GSPEC

GSPEC and RSPEC are the green phosphor and the red phosphor spectrum data used in

specifying the color wheel filters and the CRT phosphor ratios for the proper performance.

I
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GSPEC

RSPEC

541 630'

545 0 00
55M m 00

5 5 ;n n0 1 1

= I,571; 0 00

581 0 0

5 95 0 25
60 ,1 n O00
605 n 00I
611 0 nO

6 2n 0 15 I

625 O00
630 0 29

II
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I
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LENS ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT

DATA SHEET

PAR, REQUIUEMENTS NOMINAL rOL. MEAS.
7.1 OBJECT SIZE 80 MMi x 80 MM (NOM) so x 80

LMAGE SIZE 356M1 x 356 MM (NOM) 356 x 356 
7.3 RESDLUTTION 13TV LINES ,, 50-7 MTF (MU', See MTF

7.4 TRACE LENGTH 950 IM ±50 MM (NO NI 950 MM7.5 APERTURE (F NO.j 1.0 (NOM) 1.0 by,
FIELD FLAT design
FE[ 7. FLD FLT NCM See MTF

7.7 DISTORTION 1 MAX PINCUSHION, (MAX -1. 2' by
OR 5- MAX BARREL design

AXLAL TRANSMISSION 7-_ WITH A GOAL OF S0- M IN) 76:7

7.9 ALA L TRANSMISSION SAME AS 7. SMINi 76'
(OPTIONAL)

7.10 RELATIVE ILLUIMINATION 70- UP TO 40 MM RADIUS .MIN 8;3,- a

OFF -AXIS WIV[TH BEST 40 MM

IEFFORT FOR 70- FROM
40 MM RADIUS TO CORNER.

WITNESSED BY: INSPECTED BY:
PHILC4 -FORDh (DIFFRACTION OPTICS)

2
I

I
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I Real-Tine Improved Co-lor Image Display
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Eleazar W, Morales Rodney K. Toone Jonathan Roloffs

Alan deSchweinitz Bryan E. Loucks L~rry T. hn~rjmr
Frederick v. Buher Harold N. AustefordI
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May 1, 1972 283
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Distribution limited to US Governr-,nc Agencies onl, because this report covers
test and evaluation of cormercial products Apr 192. Other reque ts for this
docunent must be made throuih AFAL (RSP), 'right -PatLrson AFB, OH 4533.

I 
Air Force Avionics Liboratorv

The work covered in this report was intended to explore preliminary designs and
hardware implemntation which would yield resultc ;o eventualLy provide a satis-
factory design for a real-time improve color display.

_ 1 p - ntL concept used in this work is not new. The sequential color approach
use] was first introduced by CBS over 36 years ago. The uniqueness of this approach
involves the use of this concep alon with projection optics to achieve significant
adv'nces in the isplay area of high resolution, color purity, and brightness while
inherentl: ha\vit perrect registration.

The displa,, dvelopment included the achievement o5 significant advances in theareas of optical design. CRT phosrhor, isciilized deflection, and video circuit
iesigns. This report sutnrFarlzes the results of these developments and subsequent
evalutnion. Informnatloi was derived, as a result of the test bad that was dev-
eloed,. which outlines a desin capable of possible utilization as an airborne
color display.
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